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Botanical Trip in Virginia.

the eleventh of

Ward, and

1.

May

Prof. J.

1877, a party of three, consisting

W.

Chickering,

Jr.,

of Mr.

of Washington, D.

C,

and Rev. Thos. Morong of Boston, Mass., well provided with portfolios and paper, left Washington for a short botanical exploration of
This paper will attempt to
the Dismal Swamp and parts adjacent.
give some notes of the trip, botanical, topographical and general.
Five o'clock the next morning found us safely landed at Fortress
Monroe, with a southerly wind and a cloudy sky, which though admirable for hunting are not propitious for botanizing.
During the
forenoon, despite an occasional shower, we extended our researches for
Within the Fortress, and upon the
a couple of miles along the shore.
ramparts, we found besides the noble Live Oaks Quercus virens, (its
northern limits) Allium striatum, Medie ago maculata, Senebiera didyma,
Gnaplialium purpureum.
Stretching away to the north is a line of sand dunes, perhaps
twenty feet high, and sloping away in the landward side into level
sandy barrens, covered with groves of Pinus Taeda. The sand hills
are interspersed withe thickets of Quercus virens, and cinerea (dwarf
io°, Zanthoxylum Carolinanum, Smilax
forms,) Myrica cerifera 6°
tamnoides, Vitis vulpina, a curious shrubby form with hardly any appearance of a vine, and Lonicera sempervirens.
Scattered through the woods were seen Cypripedium acaule, Pyrus

—

angustifolia,

Vinca

major,

Yucca filamentosa,

Opufttia

vulgaris,

Hclianthemum Canadense, Carex pedunculata, arua, praecax,

while
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in the sand, Medicago maculata, Festuca myurus, Hordeum pratcnsc,
io in circumwere found, a speciemen of Ilex opaca measured 5
v

ference.

The afternoon was devoted
one

little

to

Hampton, and on

the road thither

pool furnished Ranunculus sceleratus, pusillus, hederaceus,

the last thoroughly naturalized, while along the roadside and over the
Crataegus coccinea,
Ranunculus pauciflorous was very abundant.
was found in thickets, Senecio tome?itosa was very common and very
showy in the fields along the roadside, Fedia olitoria in swampy
localities the beautiful flowers of Amaryllis alamasco were very confields

;

spicuous, and in the

;

woods Primus

chicasa,

and Euphorbia were de-

tected.

At Hampton we found a congenial companion,

in the person of

Mr. Geo. Dixon formerly Principal of an Agricultural School at
Ayton, England. He has paid considerable attention to conchology,
and entomology, has published a catalogue of five hundred plants
collected in the vicinity of

Hampton.

Monday morning we

started

Portsmouth and thence via Seabrook and Roanoke R. R. for Suffolk, the train starting only an hour and a half after the advertised
for

,

time.
tecta,

Soon we began to see patches of of cane-brake, Arundinaria
and every now and then to run across, acres of swamp alternat"

ing with arable land.

Seventeen miles brought us to Suffolk
the

Nansemond

at the

head of navigation on

River, a neat well-built, thriving looking

little village,

with abundance of shade trees, and the trunks of the Elms covered
After much effort to overcome
by the kind assistance of a "servant of the
public," in the guise of a village official, we laid in our stores, and
started in a one-horse cart for the "Jericho Canal " three miles distant, finding Vicia hirsuta, on the way.
Here we encountered the prince of boatmen in the shape of Uncle
Eli Chalk, (while his name is Winslow,) the same who successfully
piloted Port Crayon, over the same route some years ago,
In a large
cypress "dugout" we three with all our traps bestow ourselves comfortably, and uncle Eli starts along the towpath propelling our craft
by means of a pole made fast at right-angles to the boat. We soon
found ourselves amid a Flora full of interest, " Gum " and " Cedar"

white fronds of Polypodium incanum.
the inertia of Suffolk

life,

swamps alternated and with each was connected a

different vegetation.
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Noble trunks of cypress, Taxodium distichum here and there shoot

up

to a height of 70 or

80

feet,

Cupressus thyoides,

known

at the

north

White Cedar, but here as Juniper furnishes an abundant supply of
railroad ties, which are brought out along the canal in "skiffs " sixty
long and five wide propelled by " darkeys" with long poles.
Among
other trees met with were Ulmcts alata, Salix nigra, Aralia spinosa,
twenty feet high, Ilex Cassine, furnishing the " Yupon Tea," Nyssa
as

uniflora,

and

multiflora.

Proserpinacra palustis, was found in shallow water and Saururus
cernuus in great abundance, with other aquatic plants, as yet immature,

trees

Woodwardia angustifolia was abundant in the woods. All these
and the thickets were completely overrun with Smilax laurifolia,

its last
its

years berries

still

green.

prime, but beautiful in

nonia capreolata,

Smilax walteri,
glanca,

with
it

its

light

Gelsemium sempervirens, a

little

past

coloring, aud delicious in perfume, Big-

its

great masses of almost crimson flowers,

red berries having outlasted the winter,

Rhus Toxi-codendron,

Vitis cordifolia,

^S".

Ampelopsis quinquefolia.

Less abundant and conspicuous were Berchemia volubilis, and

Decum-

aeia barbara.

Among

shrubs were found Itea virginiea, Symplocos tinetoria, Ilex

glabra, varying from two feet to fifteen, Andromedfojiitida, Leucothoe

racemosa Clethra

alnifolia,

Andromeda

ligustrina

and leucothoe

axil-

laris.

Two

nights were spent in the swamps, sleeping close by the waters

edge, but with no evil influences of malaria, and no trouble from in-

Crossing the Lake in our "dugout," we go down the "feeder,"
and come out upon the main "Dismal Swamp Canal," where we dismiss our boatman, and take steamer for Norfolk.
Several interesting phenomena attracted our attention.
The Jericho Canal, where
sects.

we embarked

is

about 15

feet

above the Nansemond River, and runs

Drommond.
we had a strong current

nearly South ten miles to Lake

For the

came

first

five

miles

a mile or two of slack water, with no current,

against us, then

and then the

rent was with us running very strongly into the Lake.

cur-

The water

is

of the color of dark brandy, with a pleasant resinous flavor, becoming
quite bitter in the form about the locks.
It

soap,

is

very saponaceus, will readily remove grease without the aid of

and frequently

fills

the lock

full

of white foam

it is

claimed to

?
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effect, that

it is

asserted that

men

working in the swamp and drinking the water are entirely exempt
from chills and fever. It is known to possess the power of keeping
sweet a long time and

is

used for

the water-casks of vessels go-

filling

ing on a long cruise.
In the streets of Norfolk,

we found noble specimens of

trees that in

Washington are only half-hardy and will not endure the winters at
all.
Melia azederach, Celtis occidentalism nearly two feet in diameter
Qnercus virens, Aesculus pavia, Carya olivaeformis Lagerstroemia indie a and in waste places Rum ex puleher
An excursion over the plains surrounding the city, and largely devoted to market and nursery gardening, gave several species of in,

terest,

Symplocos tinctoria finely in

fruit,

Gratiola sphaerocarpa, in

Oxydendron arborum, Arnica nudicaulis in quantites Oenothera
sinuata, and last but nut the least a fine locality of Galax aphylla.
ditches,

On

the beach above Fortress

Monroe was found a specimen of

Limit his polyphemus twenty-three inches in lenght, and a haul of a seine

brought in some bushels of crabs, and a specimen of the curious
" Toad-fish," or "puffer," Tetraodon turgidus, as elastic as a football.

The

lack of Zoological

knowledge prevented any acquisitions

to this

direction.

The

trip was,

interest in every

as will

be seen rich

way, and

is

heartily

in

botanical results, and

commended

full

of

to the naturalists, of

our club, and of the country.
J.

W. Chickering,

Jr.

Collecting Nets for Insects.

A

good net

in the field;

is

the hard usage
to handle, or

and other

a piece of apparatus indispensible to an entomologist

must be strong enough

it

it is

it

liable to receive,

stand rough knocking and
it

must be light and easy

cannot be used dextrously in the pursuit of

insecls that fly swiftly or dart about.

lector has his

own

ideas about the construction

of a collecting net, and, very likely,
uses.

te

and yet

We

is

Of

butterflies

course every col-

of this simple matter

well satisfied with the one he

have in our possession various styles of nets that have been

made from time

to time as

we have met with new

forms, and as a brief

AND FOREST.
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statement of our experience, in the form of descriptions of the various

may be

the means of giving some of our younger entomologone or two new ideas on the subject, we gladly submit it.
The simplest form is the common gauze net, as represented in Fig.
i, and whether it is made of an old barrel-hoop nailed to a broomgandle, covered with green "mosquito bar" netting, by an indignant
styles,

ical readers

on the war-path for cabbage

agriculturist

butterflies,

rudely fash-

or,

ioned from telegraph-wire and materials at hand, in the
place a broken net,

it is

substantially the

same thing.

It

field, to re-

should be of

more than an eighth of an inch in thickness, the
from the ring and together thrust into a
tapering socket of tin or brass and there secured
brass is better than
steel because it will not rust.
The wire is bound with coarse cotton
cloth to prevent wear, and to this the net, of swiss muslin or any other
brass wire a little

ends bent

at right angles

;

gauze

is

sewn.

of S/% of an inch

A

rod of ash

(3<£ at

five feet long,

the butt)

with an averege thickness

we have found

to be the

most conven-

ient.

A

few years ago Mr. Glover proposed a double net, shown in Fig. 2,
be used by farmers in collecting noxious insects when in large numbers on a particular crop, that might be used by entomologists in some
to

kinds of collecting.
with a string

The

ring

is

when

The bottom
in use in the

the same as in the

of the net

first

is

to secure the insects

made open, but secured
that a grain

net, but there

nel-shaped, and terminating in a tin tube.

apartment

is

same manner

from

is

The

flight after

bag

is

tied.

an inner net, funobject of the inner

they have been taken.

Such a net might be useful for beetles or plant-bugs, but butterflies
and similar insects would not be able to get into the inner chamber on
account of their wings.
To empty the net, when in use by collectors,
the string is untied, the insects shaken into the opposite end, and the
desirable species secured.
Of course, a farmer would shake the entire
contents into hot water at once.
Fig. 3 represents an English net-frame particularly useful in
cases.

The

some

socket, after leaving the handle or rod, branches into two

smaller ones, forming a letter Y, which receive stout pieces of some
elastic wood, or better, rattan ; a string is then attached to the two

ends which are drawn towards each other so

as to

form the curved sides

of the net frame, as represented in our figure, and the net

The advantages

is

attached.

are that the square side allows the net to be used

FIELD AND FOREST.
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Fig. 2.

I.

Fig. 4.

Fig. 3-

Fig. 6.
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surfaces as walls
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pressed end-wise against

a tree or post, the string yielding, as indicated by dotted lines, allows
the net to conform to

can be knocked into
is

that

when not

may be

its

it

shape,

and any

insect that has alighted above

without danger of

in use,

loss.

Another good feature

the rods forming the two sides of the frame

taken from the sockets and net and

all

rolled together into a

very small space.

This brings us to folding nets, and although there are many forms,
we will describe one which we think infinitely superior to all others
we have seen.
Fig. 4 illustrates a net frame which we have used for
many years and find simple, durable and convenient.
The first one
made after an example shown us by Lord Walsingham when in this

—

country

—was too "weak

in the joints," the riveted

instead of fitted as in joint

filed flat

d (very much

ends having been

exaggerated for sake

of illustration) in our figure, resulting in the wire breaking off at the
rivet holes.

The whole

net frame

nicety to secure firmness.
stout,

and should

way through, and
its

rod

fit

of brass, fitting with greatest

the socket itself should be permanently secured to
at the

drawing

construction than a 'mere description of

A

quite

the screw-thread of the socket nicely, passing half

however, a glance

;

is

The screw should be made of steel,

its

will give a better idea of its
parts.

shows the net-frame secured to the rod, and as ready for use.

B shows

allowing the parts a and b to separbrought together, and the frame
/are
and
ate, after which the sides e
^acting as the axes; it is again
joint
and
screw
c
once,
the
is folded
folded at the joints e and/, which are made the same as d, but working in a different direction, and the frame is folded, after which the
gauze is wrapped tightly around it and the whole can placed in an inThe socket g and parts a and b are made
side coat pocket with ease.
the socket

g unscrewed,

of solid brass, the socket bored out as indicated by the dotted lines.
When the parts a and b are brought firmly together and the socket
screwed up tight the whole frame is held rigid. The screw is made a
part of

b,

but passes through a without friction, so as to allow the two
when it is desired to fold up the net.

pieces to be separated instantly,

making two sections, one about 18 inches long,
which is easily carried in the hand the other, three feet long, which
serves as a cane after a little rosewood knob is inserted in the large

Our rod

is

jointed,

;
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socket at one end, and a screw-plug in the lower one to keep the dirt

The gauze forming the net should be bound with cotton cloth
open end, in the form of a deep hem, as the joints of the frame
must have room to play, and at the same time to allow easy removal
out.

at the

of the net.
Fig. 5

cloth or

is

in diameter.

A

grass

more

similar net

It is

somewhat deeper and made of

sweeping grass and herbage.

swiss mus-

The folding

net (Fig. 4)
be provided with a sweeping bag attachment of muslin, but it is

lin, is useful for

may

made of

material, fastened to a stout ring a foot or

a form of aquatic net (after Packard).

some coarse

rather liable to injury with rough usage.
Fig. 6, a little instrument copied from

Newman's " History of

In-

hymenoptera from umbelliferous
flowers.
It consists of a scissor-like frame with two circular or octagonal rings covered' with silk gauze or swiss muslin.
When the two
arms are brought together by the finger and thumb, the insect is imprisioned between the discs, and can be chloroformed and handled
sects,"

is

useful for taking diptera or

without injuring the specimen.

Charles R. Dodge.

Exploration of Ancient Aboriginal Graves in
New Mexico.
During the field season of 1874 of the Expedition for Explorations
west of the 100th M., the party under direction of the writer camped
for a few days at Abiquiu in the valley of Chama, in order to make a
geological reconnaisance of the neighboring mountains, as well as to
investigate the contents of certain graves said' to be in close proximity
far from the town.
Our informant had received
from the village padre, and to him we paid our respects, and found from his statements that no doubt existed as to the

to a ruined

pueblo not

his information

human bones at the point indicated. He had not seen
any himself, but had been informed by his herdsman that skulls and
bones were frequently washed out after a heavy rain from the arroyas
on either side of the pueblo, the location of which he clearly indicated
presence of

to us

by a rude drawing on the

floor of his dwelling.

FIELP AND FOREST.
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Leaving the town we followed the river bottom to the eastward

for

nearly three miles and found ourselves at the foot of a mesa, which

from the surroundings seemed

to

be the desired spot

;

at first sight

appeared unapproachable, but upon a careful search a rude
discovered which led to the summit, and

A

we saw

it

was

before us the pueblo.

brief description of the appearance of the top of the

may

trail

mesa and ruins

Seen from above, the mesa presents the

perhaps be permitted.

appearance of a table land and

is

simply a promontory of land in a

pezoidal shape, and two approaches to

it

tra-

were seen on either side,

which were water-washed canons the front and sides of this promontory are steep and precipitous and admit of no access, and are from one
hundred to one hundred and fifty feet high. A better position for defence could hardly have been chosen, as the defenders of the town in
;

ancient days had no fear of artillery, without which, an attack could

The

hardly have been successful.

town had been
either side

;

ruins before us indicated that the

built in the shape of a

double L, having open areas on

at the anterior south-western

tower, doubtless to defend the approach

corner had been a circular

from the western canon,

and another defended the only entrance to the town. The walls of
black vesicular lava, had been built double and the partition walls
showed the division of the building into dwellings or rooms. The
dimensions of the town have already been given elsewhere, so are

now

omitted.

tufa.

On

In one of the areas were the remains of a circular es-

each side of the town were noticed two small arroyas or

water-washed ditches within thirty

feet

of the walls, and a careful

examination of these revealed the objects of our search.

tom of

At the bot-

the arroyas, which have certainly formed subsequent to the

human remains, and
we soon had the pleasure of disThe first found was in the eastern

occupation of the village, we found portions of
following up the walls of the ditch,

covering several skeletons in

situ.

and the grave in depth was nearly eight feet below the surface
of the mesa.
The body had been placed in the grave face downward,
Two feet above the skeleton were
the head pointing to the south.
two shining black earthen vases containing small bits of charcoal, the
bones of mammals, birds and partially consumed corn, and above

arroya,

these "o//as" the earth to the surface was filled with pieces of charcoal.

Doubtless the remains found in the vases served at a funereal feast
prior to inhumation.

We

examined very carefully

this

grave hoping

AND FOREST.
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to find

some

search.

In

lar positions

utensils,

all

ornaments or weapons, but none rewarded our

of the graves examined the bodies were found in simi-

and under similar circumstances

both arroyas, several

in

Unfortunately most of the bones

of the skeletons being children.

were too fragile for preservation and crumbled in exposure to air, but
enough specimens were secured to richly repay our labor. One of
the crania, probably female, is asymmetrical and has been carefully described by my friend Dr. E. Bessels, in one of Prof. Hayden's Bulletins.

No

information could be obtained as to the probable age of

them as dating from
Moctezuma came from the north.

these interments, the present Indians considering

the time
I

when

their ancestors with

New

have been unable to hear of any similar graves in

trust that further explorations

may

that Indians as a rule are not

in

enlighten

Mexico, but

In view of the fact

us.

the habit of burying their dead in

close proximity to their dwellings, these interments

may be

considered

and perhaps as having a special significance, for no physical
reasons existed which would have prevented the deposition of their
dead in many other places better suited in every way, moreover the

as curious,

position of the bodies

is

to say the least remarkable.

manner of burial in vogue among the present Indians of
New Mexico with the exception of the Pueblos, little is known. The
Capote Utes and Jicarilla Apaches bury their dead either under piles

Of

the

the mountains or in caves, the Navajos probably of late
bury "American fashion," and the Pueblos have their regular

of rocks in
years,

*"

campos sanctos," or else bury in the floors of
we oDserved at the Pueblo of San Ildefonso.

their churches.
I

trust,

This

however, ere

long to be in possession of facts regarding other methods of the
disposal of the dead

among

the

New Mexican

Indians hitherto unre-

corded.

H. C. Yarrow.

Sir Joseph Hooker, president of the Royal Gardens at Kew, Lieut.
Gen. Stearchy, Royal Geographical Society, with Prof. Asa Gray of
Harvard and Prof. Leidy of the University of Pennsylvania, accom-

pany

Prof. F. V.

Hayden, on a

scientific exploration

rado, after which they will proceed to

Utah and

through Colo-

California.

AND FOREST.
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Mrs. Maxwell's Colorado Museum.
Additional Notes.
{Continuedfrom page 214 yunc member.)

Junco caniceps, (Woodh.)
bird,

is

in the collection.

—A

very remarkable specimen of this

differs

It

from the usual, and we may

say almost constant, plumage of the species, in having two well-defined bars of white

on the wings, and

having a conspicuous tinge

in

of bright rufous on the pileum, the plumage being otherwise normal.
the species of Junco now known
by having rufous on the crown; but

None of
part,

ations to the other character,

e.

i.

are characterized, even in
several tend in their vari-

the white wing-bars

this feature

;

being almost constant in J. aikeni. We have frequently seen this
variation \x\.J. annectens, and an adult male oij. oregonus in our own

same remarkable

collection exhibits the

feature.

The

fact that this

barring of the wings has become a permanent feature of one species,
while

it

occasionally, but very rarely, occurs in three or

suggests the question of whether

present genesis of species

may

;

more

others,

see in this evidence of the

and whether these characters, now unstable,

not through accelterated hereditary transmittal become perman-

ent, thus characterizing, in

Junco annectens,
since

we do not

it

is

due time, new forms.

(Baird).

—An adult specimen, probably a female,

smaller than the males in the National

Museum and

other

collections, differs from typical examples in having the pinkish of the
sides invading the

whole breast and strongly tinging the throat.
it does differ from ordinary specimens.

In

other respects, however,

measurements are
nostril, .35;

as

follows:

Wing, 3.20;

tail,

2.80;

bill,

Its

from

tarsus, .78.

Robert Ridgway.

The

Sacrificial

Stone Collars.

But few persons have visited the hall of Archaeology

Museum who have not stopped
wonder

at

their curious form, their neat

expected number.

in the National

before these objects, inspired with

They come from

workmanship, and their un-

the Antilles and the mainland of

Honduras, Yucatan and Guatemala and seem
ever the ancient Carib race predominated.

to

have been

The form

is

in use

wher-

an ovoid ring

FIELD
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thicker and rounder at the great bend, cut out of asingle

massof stone

of the hardest and toughest description, such as syenite, diorite, basalt,

&c,

sculptured with raised lines and figures, and often smoothed to a

The number of these seems to be very great as if almost it
were a piece of household furniture. The form, there is good reason
polish.

to believe as

may be

seen further on, seems to have been derived from

that of a large snake holding

the opening

is

wide enough

man's head, resting on
resemblance

to the

tail in its

its

his shoulders

and around

ordinary horse cellar

has originated the speculation that

its

is

in

every case

his neck.

Its

great

suggested to every one and

use was a clog on the neck of a

But the ease with which

slave to prevent escape.

and the

mouth, but

admit of the ring being passed over a

to

it

can be removed,

broken by a sharp blow
with a stone, deprives that speculation of any force.
The idea has
brittle nature of the material, readily

been gaining ground

in

Europe and

used for strangling the victim

The Deity worshipped

this

human

in

in the countries

Mexico, was the Sun, and in

all

country that this ring was

sacrificing.

above named,

as well as in

of them the captives taken in war, or

criminals otherwise secured were offered up on the altars usually built

on the top of great

artificial

torial representation of the

human being

ant priests the
the ribs

held

it

it

was witnessed

stretched lengthwise on the table

face upwards,

or-

in

pic-

Mexico shows a

altar of sacrifice

and whilst the extremities were held

High

The

mounds of a pyramidal form.

scene as

fast

with

by the attend-

priest with a sharp obsidian knife cut

through

and sternum, quickly extracting the heart from the chest, and
up to the god of Day in sight of the multitude assembled at

the foot of the pyramid.

There

is

nothing, however, in these pictures to show the use of the

collar for strangulation,

and the

first

definite information

conveyed

to

the subject, accompanied a specimen of large size and great

us on

weight in form of the letter U, sent from Guatemala.
Capt.

M. Dow, of

J.

The donor

the Pacific Mail Steamship service understood

from the Bishop of Guatemala, that he knew from tradition or from
the MS. narratives, deposited in his diocese, trom the ancient Catholic

friars

who came over with

the Spanish Conquerors, that the pur-

pose for which these implements were employed was as above

mated
There

inti-

.

is

a history of Yucatan

by one of these missionary

fathers,

3
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1

named Cogolludo, bearing date about A. D. 1658, which throws adlight upon the subject.
The book is almost unknown,

ditional
is

out of print in Yucatan, was never translated, has been seen

few,

and being

chiefly a history of the dealings of the

aborigines, has

fallen into obscurity.

It

and confused, repelling any attempt
ditional item of information

is

is

by

very-

church with the

voluminous, indigested

to study

it.

But as every adis here brought

desirable, his statement

He does

forward as worthy of consideration in settling the question.

not seem to have been an eye witness, but obtained from cotemporary
Indians a narrative of what they had themselves observed and from

one who had been a
count he gives

The scene
with stone

is

is

priest but

somewhat

is at Uxmal in Yucatan.
known to be eighty-eight

form, on which

is

erected the temple

height of thirty-five

loaded with ornamental sculpture in
the platform

is

reached

is

ac-

The pyramidal mound cased
feet

high to the top of

itself,

The building

feet.

The

was subsequently converted.

as follows.

is

exceedingly elaborate and

bas-relief.

on the Eastern

its plat-

attaining an additional

side, is

The stair by which
one hundred and two

feet high, seventy feet wide and containing ninety steps
these are very
narrow and consequently the asent is steep and difficult. The venerable padre says he once asended these steps, and when he attempted
;

to

descend repented the undertaking for

his sight failed

him, he became

confused and was in danger of being precipitated to the bottom.
the apartments

standing and

women and

it

of the building hideously repulsive idols were

was

in this

children.

presence that sacrifices were

Beyond doubt

this

made of men,

temple was a great Teocalis,

the temple of idols worshipped by the people of Uxmal.

mony

In
still

The

cere-

by one,
and attended by the

consisted in conducting the victims, entirely naked, one

up the great great stairway, guarded by priests
High priest. He carried in his hands a large broad sharp knife,
made of flint, whilst another priest carried a wooden collar wrought
like

a snake.

The victim being

upwards on the stone altars had the coland four priests took hold of the hands and
feet.
Then the High priest with wonderful dexterity ripped up the
breast, tore out the heart, reeking with blood, with his hands, and held
it upwards towards the Sun making an offering of the heart and the
steam that issued from it.
Then he turned to the idol and threw

lar put

upon

laid face

his neck,

AND
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which done he kicked the dead dody of the victim
it soon came to the bottom.
Whereupon another wretched person was laid on the altar and the same ceremony
it

his

in

down

face,

the steps so that

repeated.

The

wood

substitution of stone for

in

making the

collar

may be

as-

cribed to various causes, as the absence of the desired material, the
facility for

working

in

wood &c.

It is difficult to

get correct inform-

ation relative to these religious customs of a nation whose language in

hieroglyphs seems so far to defy interpretation, and in the absence of
any sustaining evidence, these statements of father Cogolludo are

placed before the attention of Archaeological students for what they
are worth.

E.

Foreman.

Potomac-Side Naturalists' Club.
April 2nd, 1877.

(210th Meeting.)

Mr. Ward exhibited a curious specimen of a woody tuberous
oma, (afterwards dertermined as Smilax rotundifiolia).

rhiz-

Dr. Schaeffer called attention to the large number of trees along the
Potomac which were cut off by the ice in the freshet of the present
Spring, and stated that a large area of interval was similarly denuded
of trees, in the freshet of 1856-7.

A

discussion followed upon the geology of the District, and the op-

portunity for

its

study, afforded by the quarries along the canal.

April 1 6th, 1877.

(211th Meeting. )

Dr. Vasey read a paper upon the distribution of trees in the U. S.

Thirty-seven genera, with forty-five species are properly sub-tropical,

and confined to Florida, closely akin
and South America.

Along

the

to the Flora of the

West Indies

Mexican border, apparently invaders, are found eighteen

genera with one hundred and thirty species.

We

find peculiar to the

eastern slope, forty-one genera with sixty-six species

western slope thirteen genera;

common

This paper will be given Field and Forest.

;

peculiar to the

to both, thirty-five genera.

5
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May
The Secretary

'j tli,

1

(212th Meeting.')

1877.

view of a contemplated excursion by members of

in

the club, read a paper

upon the Dismal Swamp

its

location, extent,

character, accessibility, &c.

Doolittle exhibited specimens of Pogonia

Prof.

Smilacina

A
men

and

vertieillata,

bifolia.

knocking

at the

window proved

of Parus atricapillus to

to

be the attempt of a

obtain admission

the

to

fine speci-

meeting of

the Club.

June

The

(213th, Meeting.)

18th, 1877.

and F.) describing

Secretary read a paper (to appear in F.

trip to the

Dismal

Wm. Morong
district,

Swamp

of Messrs

of Boston, Mass.

A

the

Ward and Chickering with Rev.

number of

species of plants of the

not heretofore detected, were exhibited.

New Method

of Illumination.

Science Gossip describes a

— Mr.

new mode of

J.

A. Perry

writing to

illumination for the micro-

scope in use by Dr. Smyth, and claimed by him as original and very
is produced by a disc of ordinary cover-glass ground on
and used in the same place and in the same manner as the
ordinary black-ground stop below the condenser, the marginal rays of
light passing unobstructedly around the outer edge of the ground
cover-glass, producing a different and far more pleasing effect than
that produced by the ground glass extending over the whole aperture
of the condenser, and entirely different to that produced by a ground-

simple.

It

both sides,

glass

cap over the top of the condenser.

of illumination on nearly
as well those objects

Artificial

all

viewed by direct

a very pleasing

mode

light.

flowers called barometers are

number of Parisian opticians' shops.
rial composed of chloride of cobalt.
dry air, the leaves become deep blue
moisture they become pinky.
All the

;

observed.

It is

objects usually viewed on a black ground,

now being

They

When
when

exhibited in a

are colored with a mate-

exposed to the sun and
the air

is

saturated with

intermediate shades are easily

FIELD
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—

Phytoptus Galls. The
known to
Tapliriui,

goid origin

at all.

FOREST.

protuberances on various kinds of leaves

especially Beech,

Phllyerium,

AND

the fungologist

by the names Erineuw,

were some years ago shown not to be of fun-

Recent investigations seem

likely to prove they

by small insects of the mite family,
the name of Phytoptus was proposed by Dujardin in 1851.

are the result of injuries

for

which

Prof. G.

Briosi of Palermo, has investigated the Phytoptus of the vine, a trans-

lation of

whose

was published in the Monthly Microscopic

article

Journal for May.

MISCELLANY.
be appreciated and that our friends will

PENCILLINGS.

continue to help us, not only to keep up
its

standing, but to

With the June number, the second
more frequent
volume of our journal closed, and though

make

it still

better

by

contributions or correspond-

ence.

it

has not proved wholly successful in a

money

point of view

scientific journals

tion

and

—

—a common

increase in circula-

its

popularity,

and

friends,

encourage us

to

its

many

whose symbol

will place

$,

and

as

force

many
it may

of our

not be

are needed to better enable us to furnish
the

We have cheerfully done what we coidd,
readers with a neatly printed and readable

we hope we have been

We

is

journal

vital

it

both as editor and publisher to present our

cessful.

any

of

life

subscriptions have expired,

in a self-supporting position.

journal, and

the

course,

out of place to state that early renewals

push on, trusting

numbers

Of

depends largely upon that

kindly

the

words, spoken and written, by
that the next twelve

fate of

suc-

cannot help feeling, how-

into

power

for converting thought

and

fact

At the same

imperishable record.

time will not each old subscriber try to

induce some friend, interested

in

natural sciences, to send his or her

and thus swell the

same time, our efforts
would have been poor indeed without the

the

name,

list.

ever, that at the

many

contribu-

pages during the year.

Taking

valuable assistance of the
tors to its
it

for granted that a certain

new improvements

in its

we

take

luteum,

a

western United States;

number bloom

native
is

now

of

the

in

full

in the pond on the grounds of the
Department of Agriculture in this city,
appearance will and the sight is well worth a visit by any

pleasure in presenting the

THIRD volume

The Water Chinquapin. — This plant,

measure of N~elumbium

success has" attended our efforts,

of our

FIELD RECORD.

initial

trusting that the

AND
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blossom

the

beauty to

which

The

it

grows.

it

perhaps hardly equal in

is

water

white

large

the

lily,

resembles in size and fragrance.

color

Calla pahtstris

Washington.— W. H.

Ravages

the petals are curved like a tulip instead
of

as

flat

Added

the Nyinpha'a.

in

to

they are raised high out of the water

this

by a rigid stem and the

growing together
ing than

that

of any

Tl

this latitude.

the famed

think,

aquatic

of

growth

plant

of

to those of

Victoria regia of Brazil except

that the edges are not turned up.

They

are

a

beautiful

raphides

Here

that

keep well

the leaves lay

States public

eral cases

The

surface.

more than

damage was

country,

viz

curious seed vessel

is

is

top-

Be-

another stranger to

the

ants, in sev-

a third of the

book

The

entirely.

the space of a

few

months while the Consul was absent.
is stated in the letter accompanying,

that

clone in

It

books and papers from the rav-

ages of this insect, they must be kept free

from dust and well exposed to the

chestnuts, on the upper surface.

side this plant

Monrovia, Li-

in micro-slides.

shaped with the seeds, which resemble
little

at

air.

on the water, but

Kansas raised high above the

in

—The Com-

documents, that had

been destroyed

having

season the writer has seen

later in the

them

flat

of sphe-

White Ants.

been badly damaged by white

to preserve
full

of

box of twelve books, principally

green on

pale

upper surface, and are

the

S.

from the Consul General

number
United
more strik-

effect of a

present,

at

this,

missioner of Agriculture recently received

beria, a

round leaves are very

e

manner

similar in

we

is,

adorns

unique feature of landscape gardening in

and

a delicate straw-yellow

is

17

somewhat secluded flourishes here, and a considerable numTaken singly ber of other aquatic plants including the

lover of flowers, to the

corner in which

FOREST.

this

of

bicornis

Arrivals of Birds.

— The robin arrived

February 2d, red- winged black bird Feb-

March

2d, white-

sparrow March 5th,

Wilson's

ruary 24, killdeer plover

throated

March

snipe
1

8th,

7th,

golden plover March

buzzard March 18th, crow black- bird

March 22d, Phcebe
pewee March 23d, rusty black
here and covers the surface of the pond birds, March 24th, purple martins March
with a series of rosettes composed of tri- 30th, wild pigeons March 30th, bittern,
angular serrate leaves expanding from a first seen, March 31st, jack snipe arrived
central stem.
The flowers are inconspic- March 31st, solitary sand pipers March
uous and the seed grows close to the 31st, brown thrush April 4th, bartrims or
:

Trapfia

This has proved perfectly hardy

China.

stem under water, resembling in shape
very

much

the skull of a short horn ox

with horns attached.
of

1'rappa

Hungary

is

said

to

March

21st, king-fisher

bird, or

field

plover April 4th.

The yellow rail
Wood-pewee April

first

observed April

Another species

5th,

kingbird April 6th, olive-backed thrush

be

April 7th, golden-crowned wren April 7th.

cultivated

in

5th.

or at least collected as an arti-

White bellied swallow arrived April 7th.
Chimney swallows April 13th, whip-poorThe pond of the Department is also the will April 14th, bank swallows April 16th,
only place in the District where the purple finch and yellow-rumped warbler
cle of food.

white

water

blooming

lily

in full

minor which

is

now growing and April
The variety wren

beauty.

differs

only in

size,

also

18th, Carolina April

April 22d.

19th, house-

Baltimore oriole and

orchard oriole arrived April

23d

and

—

AND FOREST.
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Yellow

also the great-crested fly-catcher.

warbler April 24th
rives

May

till

this

;

warbler rarely

The

10th.

cat-bird,

April 25th, also, on same

first

date,

the

West by destroying

Several correspondents in

port that though the potato-beetles are as

Barn

scarce, "

and

fly-catcher.

ever the larva? are

which

friend of the farmer."

and small green-crested fly-catcher arrived
Night hawk and wood-thrush
April 28th.

last year,

A

new

the

few were seen

but the present season they are

As the Lema has always
May 7th, fed upon the foliage of the potato it is
May 12th, hoped that it will continue carnivorous in
very numerous.

3d, black -throated bunting

heron and bobolinks

white

May

black poll warbler
bird

unusually

attributed to

is

swallow, scarlet tanager, red-eyed vireo

May

beetle.

Medina County,

Ohio, send Specimens of the insect and re-

plenty as

start,

the eggs of the

Doryphora, or Colorado potato

blue warbler,

noticed arrival of red

yellow-throated

ar-

summer

red bird and Maryland yellow-throat
noticed

)

May

iSth.

— W.

16th,

humming

habits.

L. Jones, Lebanon,

III.

Gas Lime. — Gen. W. H.

Noble,

a

in

recent number of the Gardener's Chronicle,

The Big Bed-bug.— Dr.

J. S.

Walk-

er of Greenville, Miss., gives the symp-

toms of a case of " stinging" by this insect (Conhoriniis sanguisnga) as follows:

asks

:

— " How about gas lime on the Phylon the peach.

loxera, or the root fungus
I

tried

it

on a peach stricken with the

yellows, laying near the roots, sprinkling

had been stung over the gas lime, and then covering with
always
with the earth. The jaundice changed to a rich
repeatedly by it, and
same effect, which is described as that of green, and spindling shoots gave place to
of stouter and healthier growth."
very quick and diffusive poison, namely: those

The

patient, a

young

lady,

a

an almost iustantaneous rash over the

body and limbs, dryness of the

Recent Arrivals

skin, great

den, Phila.

appression of breathing, and a consideravitulina,)

3^

7

^
1

virginianus,)

—

at Zoological

common

rodia fasciata;)

ble degree of dizziness.

An

— 10
born

;

seals,

Gar-

(Phoca

water snake, (Ne-

I

Virginia deer, (Cervus

garden

in

2 prairie

;

While
Extensive " Weed.
dogs, (Cynomys ludovicianus,) born in
taking a walk last winter I noticed a Vergarden; I bactrian camel (Camelus baconia, ( V. fasciculata, Mx.,) that seemed
trianus
1 woodchuck
Artomys monax
"

(

;

to

be very

full of

the better of

me

heads.

;

Curiosity getting
I

raccoon (Procyon lotor;)

1

barn owl,

I resolved to count them.

(Strix flammea var. americana;) 3 alligaAt the end of three quarters of an hour, I
tors, (A. mississippiensis ;) 2 great hornhad broken off the last one, the whole
ed owls; Bubo virginianus;) red-tailed
number of heads being 3,290. Taking an
hawk, (Buteo borealis;) I brown thrush,
average of 20 flowers to the head we would

(Harporhynchus, rufus

have 65,800 flowers produced by a single
plant.

— C.

R. Barnes

in

the Botanical

Gazette.

Enemy

;)

2 alligators, (Al-

ligator mississippiensis;)

Tropidonotis sipedon;)

1

water snake,

Brown

(Vasua nasica,) born in garden;
to the

Potato Beetle.

— The

(Corvus

americanus

)
;

2

three striped potato beetle, Lenta trilineata,

(Haliaetus leucocephalus.)

has been doin^ o-ood service this season in

Brown,

Sup't.

bald

Coati's,
I

crow,

eagles,

Arthur

E.

AND
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the expedition to

GLEANINGS.

interest in

In order to furnish an opportunity for
Natural Science and special

teachers in

FOREST.

many

when

points of general

visit

and opportunity

conntries,

extended inland excur-

will be given for

sion

9

A

practicable.

photographer

become acquainted accompanies the expedition. The vessel
with the methods of practical work in will be under command of efficient officers,
in that science, a summer school of geol- at present in the United States Navy, and
ogy will open early in July at the Museum the general direction under Mr. James O.
students in geology to

of Comparative
It will

ler

Zoology

Cambridge.

in

and Mr. Win. M. Davis,

July and

in

August, under the (orm of instruction

Cambridge

and

an

excursion

New

Massachusetts and into

A summer

at

through

Museum

of

Compara-

Zoology, Cambridge, Mass., begin-

ning July 6th and continuing six weeks.
This course will be conducted by Messrs.

W. K. Brooks and Walter Faxon.
will

consist

mented by

The

lectures.

tions of the

work

of laboratory

large

It

supplecollec-

museum, together with

fresh

living material procured during the term

means of

of instruction, will afford the

animal

The
the

made

cursions will be

to various points

of the sea-coast near Boston, for the pur-

pose

of

and

collecting

habits of marine animals.

neat walnut cases that were used by

Department

bition, will

collections

foreign

comprises

1st,

navigation

1877.

nineteen

various branches

and

of

National

instructors

science,

in

sail

the

including

seamanship, the names

W.

G. Far-

Smith giving

Prof. Sidney I.

after.

The

cupy two years, the route

through

secured

The

Museum.

gallery gives nearly

the

addition to the

8000 square

feet of

museum.

floor space to the present

Thomas

Prof.
ical

of the U. S. Entomolog-

Commission, and Prof, Aughey of the

University of Nebraska, have been examining grasshopper prospects in that

insect

War

that

state,,

no great amount
by the pests

inflicted

made on

has been

the

by means of ditching, kerosene

:

tering for the farmers.

new

fields

somewhat, but one per

reported that

It is

of wheat have

been injured

cent,

will

cover

the loss.

as-

surance that natural history interests will

be well looked

products from

vegetable

countries,

pans, burning and other ways, besides the
b rds and the cold rains have operated
The Faculty against them, and the result is most flat-

of Prof. Burt G. Wilder, Prof.

low and

of

Expedition

Scientific

around the World " the party will
about October

place as soon as

devoted to the magnificent

plete, will be

observing the and are convinced
of damage will be

According to the " Final announcement

Woodruff

in

"brushed up," and the gallery when com-

this season.

of the

the Centennial Exhi-

at

be put

ac-

Frequent ex-

life.

its

3000 square feet, by the
erection of a substantial and ornamental

floor space nearly

quiring a personal knowledge of the principal forms of

Department

of the U. S.

of Agriculture has recently increased

gallery running on both sides of the hall.

York.

course of instruction in Zo-

ological Laboraiory,

The museum

Jr., assistant

during six weesk

in geology,

tvie

Woodruff.

be conducted by Prof. N. S. Sha-

trip will oc-

laid out enabling

A

monument

to I ulbig

was unveiled

at"

Darmstadt, his birth place, on the 12th of

May, the 74th anniversary of

his birth..

AND FOREST.
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if.

f.

T. Rothrock has been selected

OUR BOOK SHELF.

for the chair of botany in the Pennsylvania

Dr.

University.

G.

J.

Hunt has been

newly founded

to the

elected

chair

of

histology and microscopic technology in

Academy

Philadelphia

the

Natural

of

Mr. Thos. Meehan

Sciences.

Annual Report of the Entomological Society of the Province of
Ontario, for the year 1S76. To-

has'

ronto, 1S77.

been
This

elected professor of botany, and Mr. Josiah

Hoopes professor of Horticulture in the
newly formed State Board of Agriculture

a large octavo of 58 pages, and

is

in addition

some

ports on

of Ontario, contains reof the ncxious, beneficial

for Pennsylvania.

Dr. H.

gaged

C.

in preparing a

and other

insects

Wm.

is

en-

Ontario by

memoir upon

the

the

Yarrow, U.

S.

A.,

" Burial Customs of the Indians of North

America, both ancient and modern, and

of

the

Province

of

Saunders, President of

Society, Rev. C.

President,

Entomo-

to the report of the

Society

logical

J.

S.

Bethune, Vice

and by Jcseph Williams, of

London, Ontario.

It

includes

also

a

will

paper by Prof. Hagen of Cambridge, and

be published under the auspices of Prof.

the Report of the Committee appointed by

disposal of their dead,"

the

W.

J.

Powell,

in

which

charge of the U.

S.

Geographical and Geological Survey of

Rocky Mountain Region.

the

Any

assis-

Academy

the

of Natural Sciences, Phila-

delphia, to investigate the

troduced by the

new

Centennial

insects in-

Exhibition.

tance that can be rendered him in the

It is

well illustrated by a plate and numer-

way

ous

wood

of information as to iuneral ceremo-

manner of burial, mourning obser- amount
vances, &c, of the various tribes of North
American Indians will be thankfully re-

nies,

ceived.

A

recent attempt has been

made

to in-

ka,

one hundred of the young birds were
New York, but owing to

shipped from

cold rains, only a very small

them were received
following

their

alive,

release

number

of

and the night

in

the

Capitol

Park, another cold rain swept off nearly,
if

the remaining birds.

not

all

Sir

Joseph Hooker and Gen. Stearchy,

who accompany

Prof.

Hayden and Amer-

ican scientists through the Territories will

make comprehensive
to the

parisons between the botany and geology

and

usual

S.

in

the

W. Garman.

Catalogue of Phrenogamous and Acrogenous Plants found growing wiid in the
State of Michigan.
Compiled by Elmore
Palmer, M. D
Dexter, Mich.
8vo.
,

pamphlet, pp.

1

6.-

The birds of Guadalupe Island, discussed with reference to the present genesis
of species.
By Robert Ridgway. Pp. 10.
8vo. pamphlet.
From the Bulletin of the
Nuttall Ornithological Club, July, 1S77.

reports of their tour

English government, including com-

of this country

its

Colors of Animals.
8vo. pamphlet, pp. 20.
From Proceedings of the American Association for the Advancement of Science.
Salem Press, 1877.
Variation

By

troduce the English sparrow into Nebras-

and contains

cuts,

of valuable matter.

that of India.

Final

Announcement

of the

Woodruff

Expedition around the World,
giving plan oi organization, faculty, route,
equipment, &c, with map; pp. 40.
Scientific

'

Field

and Forest

A MONTHLY JOURNAL

DEVOTED TO THE NATURAL SCIENCES.
Vol. III.—AUGUST, 1877.— No.

On

2.

the Morphology of the Antlers and Other Characters

of the Deer, with

Remarks on

ing the relations of Species by

Method of ExpressMeans of Formulae.

a

In some valuable "Notes on the Visceral

Anatomy and Osteology
Method of Expressing

of the Ruminants, with a Suggestion regarding a

the Relations

of

Species by means

of

Formulae,

'

(Proc. Zool. Soc.

London,
pp.

for 1877,

1-18), Prof.

Garrod has given
precisely the definite

information

that

was wanted

on

several

tomical

ana-

points

and has touched
upon several
which have long
interested me and
which I therefore
venture to briefly

Figure
/.

He

remarks

(p.

16)

ianus are at present quite

7.

notice.

"the antlers of Elaphurus davidbeyond my comprehension," and again,
that
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" the abnormal furcation of the antlers of Elaphurus daviait extremely difficult to place that species in any definite

8)

ianus renders

among

position

the old-world Cervidae."

Several years ago, while engaged in the study of the Cervidae, after

examination of the numerous antlers preserved in the museum of the
Smithsonian Institution,
I

as well as the illustrations in various

works,

was led to conclusions which may be formulated in the following
.

definition

:

Antlers are horn-like appendages of frontal processes, peculiar
deer, developed periodically
chiefly

i?i

and

a tendency

the males, either as simple spikes or with

especially (but not exclusively)

cation,

to the

concomitantly with the sexual organs,
to bifur-

in the direction of greatest or

axial growth. *

The

modifications of the antlers and their contour in the various

forms of the family are chiefly dependant on and determined by the
diverse exhibitions of this tendency,

furnished by the genera Cervus,

and examples of

several kinds are

Cariacus, (also Rusa, Ruda,) and

Elaphurus.

As

is

generally known, in

all

the deer the antlers of the

first

year at

least are simple spikes.

In Pudua, the antlers remain simple and never bifurcate.
In

Cervus,

the direction of growth

is

continuously upward and

backward, and dichotomization takes place from the hindmost prong
of the preceding year, the antlers being differentiated, however, into
posterior

"beams" and

anterior "brow-antlers."

The series of the illustrations of antlers of the stag of Europe, here
reproduced from Blasius' " Naturgeschichte der Saeugethiere Deutsch
lands" (1857), depict
In

main

this characteristic.

Cariacus, the direction of greatest growth

anterior upper prongs of the fourth year.

deflected and the
homologues of the

is

axis continuous subspirally forward into the

Rusa

exhibits a similar

tendency.
is upward from
and forward, and the antlers are differentiated into two
elements, (1) the anterior being homologous with the brow antlers of

In Elaphurus, the direction of principal growth

the base

* The peculiar

histological

and developmental characters of

as being not necessary to the consideration of the question in

antlers are excluded

hand.
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Figures 8-1 3.

Antlers of the Stag of Euiope in successive years.
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Cervus and functionally usurping the place of the main ones, and (2)
the posterior being correspondingly reduced and thrown backward.

In an article published several years ago in a popular periodical, *
in response to a solicitation for information, I expressed

morphology of the

to the

of the illustrations of the antlers of different ages.

me,

to

in

view of the known

facts of

my

views as

on the inspection

antlers of Elaphurus, based

It

does not appear

development, that there can be a

reasonable doubt as to the correctness of the interpretation offered,

and the remarks then made are thus reproduced
" They may be compared to those of the typical

stags, so far as the

main
brow

and usurping the

:

antlers (homologically speaking) are concerned, but with the

antlers extraordinarily developed, branched,

place of the main antlers

;

in other words, the several elements of the

horns, compared with those of the ordinary deer, are reversed, the
direction of the growth being upward or forward instead of back-

ward, so that what in most deer are the

"main "

antlers, are

thrown

out of axis and deflected backward, while those which correspond to
the

brow

antlers of other deer take the place of the

" main " antlers

and develope two to four tines, f according to age. \
This mode of
growth is unexampled in any other deer and apparently justifies the
generic distinction of the species from the others, as M. Alphonse
Milne-Edwards has proposed."
Of course it is to be understood that the growth is "unexampled "
only in degree and not in kind.
II In order to avoid the ambiguity and misconception that might
be entailed by the use of the terms employed by sportsmen to designate the several prongs of the antlers of the stag, a uniform system of
nomenclature seems to be desirable. Such is farther needed to insure
conciseness and precision of diagnosis.
(1) The simple spikes of the
first year and their after growths may be designated p?'otoceres, (2) the
*

"On

the Elaphure of China."

<^ Forest and Stream, vol,

1,

pp. 242-243,

Nov. 27, 1873.
" tines."
f Misprinted
j " The growing antlers of the young (three year old) exhibit approximately
proportions like those of the three year old red deer " Spayad " [misprinted
" Spoxod "]
but they are much more robust, and the brow-antlers relatively larger;
the difference then is the result of the disproportionate increase or hypertrophy of
"
Original
the
brow'''' -antlers, and corresponding atrophy of the "main" antlers.
note to communication to Forest and Stream.

—
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anterior offshoots of the second year deuteroceres,
third, (4) fourth

and

and the succeeding

anterior offshoots, respectively (3)
(3)
(5)
tritoceres, (4) tetartoceres, and (5) pemptoceres. *
The antlers of Cerfifth

Elaphurus, and Cariacus

vus,

may

then be briefly defined as follows.

In Cervus, the antlers have the main axis continuous in the proto-

f and incurved backwards, the deuteroceres areprocurrent and developed as "brow-antlers," and the tritoceres, the tetartoceres, and

ceres

the pemptoceres diverge forwards from the protoceres.

In Elaphurus, the antlers have the main axis continued into the

which are supra-current and bifurcate into an anterior
and a posterior smaller prong, the proare deflected backwards, and the tritoceres are rudimentary or

deuteroceres

larger (and often sub-divided)
toceres

absent.

main axis subspirally excurrent
which generally bifurcate anteriorly, the protoceres
are abruptly supra current from the tritoceres, the deuteroceres arise
from the inner surface of the protoceres near their bases, and tetartoceres are in some (Eucervus) developed, and in some (Cariacus s. %.)
In Cariacus, the antlers have the

into the tritoceres

suppressed.

The

duplication of the prongs need not be taken cognizance of in

this connection.
It is

but right to caution the general reader that the homologies

above noted are not of the same definite nature as those between corresponding bones and are somewhat
sulting from their recognition

is

artificial.

The

chief benefit re-

and exactness of

in the conciseness

description attainable therefrom.
III. In 1873, tne comparison of the skeletons of deer in the Smithsonian collection forced on my attention most of the differences signalized

by Prof. Garrod, and

also the fact that there

were two entirely

In a communiAmerican Association for the advancement of science,
at Hartford, in 1874, I communicated some of these results and
the following report (less typographical errors) was published in the
distinct types manifested in the structure of the feet.

cation to the

*

I

consider these words *s English and therefore the terminal " ceres " as mon-

osyllabic.

f Not infrequently the main axis
ceres.

is

procurrrent into the tetartoceres or pempto-
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Daily Tribune of New York and subsequently in an octavo extra containing a report of the proceedings. * (p 89.)
" The genera of deer have hitherto been distinguished almost solely

on account of differences in the

antlers,

and have been consequently

A

regarded with suspicion by some naturalists.

however, of the osteology of the genera revealed

The most

recorded differences.

recent examination,

many

previously un-

peculiar of these are inverse modifi-

cations and developments of the limbs of the several genera.

The most

familiar genera of our fauna afford exemplifications of

on the one hand, the common deer \_Carif bones atrophied at
their proximal extremities, and well developed at their distal, where
they articulate with corresponding phalanges on the other hand, the
these modifications:

e. g.,

acus virginianus~\ has the lateral metacarpal

;

so-called elk or wapiti \_Cervus canadensis'] has the metacarpal bones

developed

at the

proximal extremities and atrophied at the

distal,

the

corresponding phalanges being connected with the median bones.

The reindeer
the

common

\_Rangifer tarandus~\

and moose \Alces

deer, while the elk in this country

is

machlis~\ agree with

sui generis, although

represented by numerous analogous forms elsewhere, and especially in
Asia.

All the genera referred to are further corroborated by numerous

other characters co-ordinated with those described, and which are

found

at the base

of the skull, especially the auditory J bullae, parand nasal bones, the lach-

occipital-bones, the relation of the maxillary

rymal bones, the palatine bones, &c."
Since this communication was made, a memoir by Sir Victor Brooke
on the genus Cervulus § has become known to me, in which the same
facts respecting the metacarpal bones in the genera above mentioned
and several additional forms are given, but the 'publication of Sir
Victor Brooke was considerably anterior to my own and more detailed

and replete with statements of facts. It is not apparent, however,
what taxonomic value Sir Victor Brooke would attach to the character
noticed.
era

It

appears to

A Ices, Rangifer,

me

that, at least after the exclusion of the gen-

and Hydropotes, the remainder of the Cervinae may

* American Deer.
<[ Proc. Am. Assoc. Adv. Sc, 1874, reported in New Yotk
Tribune, Extra, No. 21, p. 89.
t Misprinted " metatarsal."
\ Misprinted " ordinary."
<^ Proc. Am. Assoc
\ On the characteristics of the primary groups of mammals.
for Adv. of Sc, 1871, vol. 20, pp. 288-289.

—
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be naturally primarily differentiated into (i) those with the external
metacarpal bones developed at their proximal extremities) and (2)
those with the external metacarpal bones developed at their distal ex*

The geographical distribution is noteworthy,
known all the Cervidae with distally developed lateral
metacarpals are Arctogean (European f and North American) and

tremities.

So

far as

South American, 'While the Cervida. with proximally

de-v eloped

lateral

metacarpals are especially Asiatic. J
It still

remains to be proved, however, whether this division

is

the

most natural.
IV. Like Prof. Garrod, I have long been perplexed by the inadequacy of the binomial nomenclature to express the various degrees of
relationship and have chiefly availed myself of the method of dicho-

tomous analysis. In an article published in 187 1 * I used essentially
the same mode of expression as has Prof. Garrod in his recent article,
in the following remarks
"A difficult problem is the arrangement in a linear series of forms
This

so as to best express their relationship,
effected

by taking,

in the

is

perhaps most aptly

the most generalized type

first place.,

known

(a), and following that

by the one (of two or more) most closely allied
to it (a i), then by the one nearest to that (a 2), and thus to the end
then we may recommence with
of the series, wherever it may lead
the one next most nearly related to (a) the first type, and project
]

another series
the

first

term of

series
its

(b, b

(ax)

own

1 &"c).

will often

series

(a) than

(b); and, of course, that
so far

It will

it,

be evident that the

be much
is

the

(ax) the

less
first

last

last

term of

nearly related to the

term of the second

term of the

first

series

first series,

—

from being intermediate between the two (a and b), must be

the most remote from the

first

term,

if

we

are right in the appreciation

of the relative affinities of the succeeding series, since both are the

descendants of the same original progenitor."
V. I

*
Soc.
j-

was incautious enough to adopt Mr. Sclater's arrangement of the

On

Sclater's Muntjac and other species of the genus Cer-Vidus,
<^ Proc. Zool.
London, 1874, pp. 33-42.
The European realm of the older authors (=s Paleearctic of some recent ones) is

of course meant.
\
sis.

The only American form

is

the near ally of the European Stag Cervus canaden^

FIELD

ii

Cervidse in 1872, in

its

this as

of the families of

Mammals,"

truth to nature, I especially indicated (by the

words " Genera fide Sclater'")
must regret

FOREST.

my "Arrangement

but, being sceptical of

I

AND

that I did so entirely

on

his authority.

subsequent investigation has convinced

me

that it

most inapt and unscientific arrangement that has ever been pro-

is the

I shall only add in explanation that I knew
Mr. Sclater was acquainted with the principal systematic attempts
of previous authors, and supposed that he had duly weighed the
values of the several differential characters, and had based his conclusions on valid considerations. Although I then recognized the compara-

posed for the Cervinas.
that

tive

unimportance of the characters nominally employed by him to
" Cervus" and " JJama,
even because I did so, and
7

differentiate

'

unimportance seemed so evident at first sight, I was inbelieve that Mr. Sclater's conclusions had been based on the

their relative

duced to
examination of skeletons or other characters respecting which he pre-

them more

ferred to be reticent until he could elaborate

fully.

The

distinctions used were presumably external co-ordinates of previously

unknown

characters

and simply employed

technical diagnostic

as

was led to this belief by his statement that he mentioned
for the genera " only their most obvious external characters."
I am
marks.

now

I

forced to believe, however, after a careful examination of the

characters of Cervus and

which can
titute

justify

Dama,

Mr. Sclater's

of a scientific basis.

that there are no other characters

classification

In this opinion

and
I

that

am

it is

utterly des-

practically sustained

by the conclusions of such capable observers and reasoners as Sir VinThe latter has very justly remarked
cet Brooke and Prof. Garrod.
that

"Dama

vulgaris as well as

of their antlers

—'neglecting

Dama

mesopotamica, from the shape

the palmation, an evidently insignificant

character [but which Mr. Sclater considers

mately allied to the pseudaxine group."

all

The

of Cervus canadensis in the Smithsonian

ples

important]

—are

antlers in

two exam-

Museum

inti-

are actually

palmated at their extremities, (but in both cases on one side only,*)
and the two sides would certainly not be placed (at least when together) even by Mr. Sclater, in different genera.

Theodore

Gill.

* " Cornua palmata" is the only character used by Mr. Sclater to isolate Cervus
in a " genus" from the negative medley (Cornua non palmata) designated by

Dama
him

as the

"genus Cerz'us"
/
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Swamp.

Timber-trees of the Dismal

During a recent excursion made by a party of botanists from WashSwamp of Virginia, the growth of
timber-trees was carefully noted, and I submit the following list of all
the species observed to attain a height of twenty feet or more and a
diameter of four inches and upwards, together with the subjoined reington to and through the Dismal

marks.

Magnolia glauca, L.

Fraxinus Americana. L.

Liriodendron Tulipifera, L.

Fraxinus

Rhus

Ulmus fulva, Michx.
Ulmus Americana, L.
Ulmus alata, Michx.

copallina, L.

Acer rubrum, L.
Liquidambar Styracifiua, L.

viridis,

Michx.

Quercus aquatica, Catesby.
Fagus ferruginea, Ait.

Aralia spinsoa, L.

Nyssa multiflora, Wang.

Myrica

Nyssa uniflora, Walt.

Oxydendrum arboreum, D.

C.

cerifera, L.

Salix nigra, Marsh.

Pinus Taeda, L.

Ilex opaca. Ait.
Ilex Cassine, L,

Cupressus thyoides, L.

Diospyros A^irginiana, L.

Taxodium distichum, Richard.

It is

not of course pretented that the twenty-four species here enuall the trees growing in the Dismal Swamp, permight have been detected if none had escaped our

merated constitute
haps not

all

that

observation, but

it is

believed that the

list

could not be very consider-

ably extended without pursuing other routes through the
that

the Dismal

of

Swamp

than

followed by our party, which was through Jericho, Feeder and

Swamp

Canals, and around the northern and eastern shores

Lake Drummond.

To many
tain.

this list will

appear remarkable for what

The absence of oaks

other Jicglandacae, oi Platanus, Celtis, Morus,
certainly not to be expected, yet if

does not con-

Be tula and

any of these

Populus was

trees inhabit the Dis-

mal Swamp they are no where abundant or common.
ever, as in all such cases,

it

( Q. aquatica excepted,) of hickories and

This

list,

conveys a very inadequate idea of the

character of the timber of the

Swamp.

This

is

howreal

due to the great prev-
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alence of some, and paucity of other species.
of the timber

is

comprised

order of their abundance
taeda,

Taxodium

:

In point of fact the bulk

named

in the

multiflora^ Cupre.ssus thyoides,

Pinus

in the four following species,

Nyssa

distichum.

After these would follow as very com-

mon trees, the tulip (poplar,) the beech, the swamp maple, the sweet
gum and the elm. Of small trees Ilex opaea, I. cassine (the Yaupon)
and Magnolia glauca are the most common, of which the first and also
the last named often assume the dimensions of true forest trees.
Quercus aquatica was common on the drier grounds along the Dismal Swamp Canal and presented the most extreme variations of leaf,
ranging from bluntly trilobate with a wedge-shaped' base to linear
lanceolate and entire, as in Q. Phellos, but with every describable
form of sportive irregularity in the lobation.
Aralia spinosa and Myrica cerifera were abundant, but only rarely
appeared as proper

trees,

Rhus

copalina attained an

and might almost be regarded
and no fertile trees were found.
size

The bald

as a tree.

cypress, though abundant,

is

extraordinary

Nyssa uniflora was rare

not a prevailing

tree,

Swamp cannot properly be called a cypress swamp.
common round the shores of the lake and there exhibits its
Dismal
istic

habit of throwing up "knees."

is

Cupressus thyoides

It

occurs in what are

vast extent

and

in

',

there

The

and the
most

It is

character-

great wealth of the

known only by

the

name

swamp

of "juniper."

known as "juniper swamps," which are often of
which scarcely any other trees are found. The

and other valuable qualities of the wood of this tree
known, it being the same as the " white cedar " of the north.
These juniper swamps sometimes take fire and burn out in dry seasons,
the fire often extending for some distance down into the peaty soil
and completely destroying large areas of this valuable timber. We
The earth below
passed through one of these large "burnt tracts."
the surface in these juniper swamps is said to be filled with the trunks
and roots of the trees of past ages in a perfect state of preservation,
and the business of exhuming them has been undertaken with success
and will, doubtless be carried on after the supply of standing timber
shall have been exhausted.
At present a great many railroad ties and

great durability
are well

shingle blocks are being cut and taken out, both through the Jericho

and dismal Swamp Canals.

1
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and occupying considswamps," of which
the prevailing trees is the black or sour gum (Nyssa tmtltiflora.)
This
is, however, less exclusive than the "juniper," and with it are associThese gum
ated nearly all the other species above enumerated.
swamps usually constitute majestic forests, the trees attaining a great
size and the foliage being dark and umbrageous.
Tillandsia usneoides
sparingly on Nyssa and Taxodium, and Phoradendron flaves certs
seemed to have complete possession of the former of these trees it
with these juniper swamps,

Alternating

erably

more

territory, are the

so-called

"gum

;

was also observed on the maple. Polypodium iticanum was common
on the elm, bur not being a parasite it did equally well on dead and
prostrate trunks.

Lester

Response
I

to

F.

Ward.

"Good Words."

have been awaiting for somebody to reply to "

Good Words,"

in

Vol. II, page 202, and as the editor has had the kindness to " open the
ball," in the July

ing nets,

I

number, (page

and hope other collectors

My

Forest.

collecting net

roughest usage.
spring,

4,)

with an excellent article on collect-

take the liberty of giving a description of

which

I

The rim

some

tools I use,

exchange views through Field and
one that I can guarantee will stand the

will
is

is

made from

a part of an eight-day clock

passed to and fro through a gas flame to draw out some

of the temper,, then punched a quarter of an inch hole an inch from

each end.

handle

is

The diameter of

the net

is

about fourteen inches,

The

of straight grained ash, about the size of an ordinary cane,

having a strong ferule on the end, and a piece of quarter inch round
iron with a thread cut on.

and driven hard

an inch, then a small thumb-nut to

common mosquito
roll

in the end, projecting half

it.

bar, with a strip of muslin

The advantage

slide the spring in.

handle you can

fit

it

up

for the

The net is made from
around the top, made to

of the spring

is,

when

off of the

pocket with the net on, making about

the bulk of a pocket handkerchief.

The handle

I

use for a cane, by

taking off the thumb-nut and screwing on an octangular one that will

cover the whole thread.
gets too badly torn to

I

mend.

always carry a duplicate net, in case one
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made from

To

a metalic pen holder.

where the pen

inserted

is

and force

I call

prepare one

in a piece of

I

wood

When

so.

not in use

the needles are attached to and thrusting

forming a sheath.
after

bark,

twigs,

.

it is

difficult

moth with

I

find

into the metalic handle,

it

instrument very useful for
disturbed, or

to

and

in a clear place, but after

cover him, and

all

taking

from under small
get

your

killing

an easy matter to take a moth with your bottle,

the net without

For killing

this

they have been

It is

at rest

one

can be carried in the

&c, when and where you cannot

bottle near them.

when

which is
beyond the

pen holder would be, by simply reversing the portion

vest pocket as a

any moths

it

It

to

fastened three needles in triangular form (.*.) projecting

holder half an inch or

a gig.

cut off the part

it is

being disturbed

it is

a

out of the question to take any

more or less damaging the specimen.
moths that I either raise or take

large bodied

alive,

cyanide of potassium or corrosive sublimate ;
Hold the insect by the under side of the body, with

I use either a solution ot

both are good.
the

thumb and first finger of the left hand, keeping the wings
them in the side of the thorox with a steel pen dipped

stick

solution

;

in

cecropia and such large ones must be stuck deep,

catocala and smaller ones need only have the point inserted.
steel

closed,

pen because

have found

it

the

while
I

use a

holds the solution better than any instrument

I

yet.

James

The Subject

of Insect

Warefare

in

S.

Johnson.

Great Britain.

An important conference was held at the Society of Arts on Tuesday afternoon on the subject of insects injurious to agriculture and
methods of stamping them out. Its origin was a proposition by Andrew Murray (who has had the arrangement of the collection made by
the Science and Art Department,) which he laid before the Lord
President of the Council.
The proposition was printed by order of
the president, and copies were sent to the agricultural societies
and chambers of agriculture of the country. After the proposition
had been before them for two months and there was no indidication of any notice being taken of it, it was arranged that a conference of delegates of agricultural societies should be held at the

FIELD
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of Buccleuch, K. G., took the chair, and

Warwick,
Hampshire and Banbury Chambers of Agriculture
the Farmer's
Club, Dr. Maxwell Masters, representing the president of the Royal
Society, Prof. Voelcker (chemist to the Royal Agricultural Society,)
Mr. Sewell Reed, M. P., &c. The conference was opened by a
paper read by Mr. Murray.
The paper commenced by assuming as an axiom that, besides the
occaisional great injury done by insects, by which whole districts are
ravaged, a continual drain is constantly kept up by them, which conthere were present representatives of the Scottish, Chesire,
;

stitutes a

very perceptible percentage of deduction from the cultiva-

tors' profits
less cost

and, further, that where this loss can be prevented at

;

than the loss

it

occasions,

next maintained that,

It

if

it

should be prevented.

we wished

to rid a district or a country

of an injurious insect, to be effective, any attempt to do so must be
simultaneous and combined, for to what purpose would

man

cleared his farm

if

neighbor did not clear his

his

;

it

or

cleared his one year and the other cleared his another?
authority, therefore,
It

is

needed

be

if

one

if

the one

A

central

to secure united action.

next considered the various ways in which the insects injurious

to agriculture

might be extirpated.

The

powerful and the most efficient of these

is

first,

the simplest, the most

country or district rotation

Farmers know well enough the advantage of a rotation
its equivalent) on their own farms.
By long-continued growth of the same crop on the same land the soil becomes
ot cropping.

of cropping (or

exhausted of some of the elements necessary for the proper develop-

ment of

that kind of crop,

ments into

use,

and

and a change of crops brings other eledemand upon those that have been too

relaxes the

much drawn upon.
Exactly the converse of this takes place with regard to certain insects.

on

The

great majority of vegetable-feeding insects do not feed

kinds of plants indiscriminately

most of
one kind of plant, and if by cultivation of that
enormously increased, so will naturally be the
that feed upon it; while, if we should cease to
all

number of the

insects

instance, if a district

is

;

them

are restricted to

plant

its

numbers are

number of
grow that

would correspondingly diminish.

the insects
plant, the

Thus, for

almost entirely in pasture, there will be very

few wheat-feeding insects in

it,

but

if it is

turned into a wheat country
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numbers reach such a pitch as to deteChange the rotation and grow
some other crop instead of wheat. Most of the wheat insects are only
annuals.
If they could be banished for one year they would be banished entirely, or until re-introduced.
Now, if there were a controlling authority, what would be easier than to say to the Farmers,
"Gentlemen, in the common interest you will substitute barley for
wheat in your next year's rotation."
The insect, deprived of its
proper nidus, must then either lay its eggs in an unsuitable place
where they will perish, or have recourse to the pasture fields for Tritithere will be myriads.
riorate the crops the

cum

If these

remedy

plain.

By

repens, or other suitable grasses.

not be exterminated, but

der

is

it

its

this of course the fly

numbers would be so reduced

comparatively harmless, at

all

events for a time,

would

as to ren-

when

if it

again re-appeared in force, the same means of defense would be resorto.
Nay, it might be so arranged that two or more countries
might brigade themselves together, so as to establish a permanent seesaw by which they should play into each other's hands. But no sinHe may try it upon his own
gle man can carry out such a rotation.

ted

fields,

but they will be replenished continually from the fields of his

neighbors, unless they at the same time are compelled to follow the

same rotation.
Mr. Murray then went over the various other means of extirpation,
picking and burning infected plants, the collecting caterpillars, poisons and local remedies, in relation to which he drew attention to the

and lice upon sheep. Every one
knows how readily such vermin can be communicated by contact or
proximity, and it does seem a very hard case that a man, who has
kept his flock clean by proper precautions, should be liable to have
infected by a neighboring neglected flock, by stray sheep or even by
destruction of what are called ticks

sheep passing along the road.

It

is

said that, ccetens paribus, the

difference in value between a sheep that has been kept clean for the

season and one that has been worried by vermin will be 20s.
is

so

for

it is

some

a

wonder

that sheep farmers have not long since

If that

clamoured

supervision.

At the conclusion of the paper the following resolution was put
from the chair and carried
"That thanks are due to the President
:

and Lords of the Council

—

for

having brought the subject of insect

—

:
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the cousideration of the agricultural bodies of the king-

Dr. Maxwell Masters

moved

said he was charged to express

the next resolution, and in doing so

the regret of the President of the

Royal Society that he was unable to be present. He spoke of the
great ignorance throughout the country on the subject of insect
damage, and as an indication of the amount of damage done, said
that half the time of the Scientific

Committee of the Royal Horticul-

was occupied with answering inquiries from all parts
to how to deal with insect foes.
The resolution he moved was,
tural Society

"That much

of the. loss occasioned by insects

preventible, and

This was seconded by Mr. Maclagan, and

ought to be prevented."
carried.

is

as

—

Mr. Mechi then moved " That it properly belongs to Government
to provide the necessary means for protecting cultivators from this
loss, as

it is

only by combined and simultaneous action over consider-

able districts that

it

can be effectually done, and Government alone

means of endorsing such action."
Both Mr. Mechi in moving it and Prof. Voelcker in seconding it,
spoke of the want of knowledge througout the country on the subject.
Mr. Sewell Reed urged it was not a question for government but for

possesses or can obtain the requisite

The resolution was declared earned, though
many hands were held up against it.
The last resolution was "That the President and Lords of the
Council and the Agricultural Societies of the United Kingdom be

agricultural societies.

—

informed of the opinion of

this

Conference, and urged to take the

subject at once into their consideration, with a view of providing a

remedy," which,

after a

long discussion was carried.

—From Nature.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Editor Field and Forest
As

I

:

have lately read in Nature some sharp words to those

tertain the idea that birds hibernate, I

who

en-

send you the following items

bearing on the subject

Mr. John T. Goss, now living in Presque Isle in this county,
gentleman of intelligence and honesty.
He informs me that

is

a

fifty

—

AND
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years ago he was working in the lumber

woods

in

New

Brunswick,

being in the winter when there was a great depth of snow.

The

it

col-

ored cook, Ross by name, was digging out and enlarging the spring
in a

bed of black

mud

or muck,

lows apparently dead, but dry

;

when he came upon two bank

swal-

he ran immediately to the camp with

show what he had found in the mud. The men handled
of curiosity, and in a few minutes, in the warm of the camp,
they began to move and after a little while one flew out of the " smoke
hole" and fell upon the snow and there remained.
The other was
taken by the cook and buried in the mud where he found it.
Let me add the testimony of another gentleman on the same subWhile in conversation upon this
ject, but of different occurrence
matter of bird hibernation with my friend Dr. G. H. Freeman of
Presque Isle, he said that his father had often told him of finding
swallows in the winter, and I requested him to write for a detailed account, he did so and I subjoin the letter of the old gentleman who is
them

to

them,

full

:

a

man

to be trusted.

Minot, Maine, June 25, 1877.
was a boy about ten years old, say sixty-six years ago, my
father's hired man, John Chandler, went to the woods about fifty or
sixty rods from where we lived, to get firewood to haul to the house.
I went out with John on the ox sled to drive the oxen when he had
He felled a large white maple tree
cut and put on a load of wood.
which had a hollow place towards the top, and when the tree fell it
broke where it was hollow and quite a number of birds such as I had
learned to call bank swallows, tumbled out frozen stiff this was in
We picked up some of the birds and
the cold weather of winter.
John cut one with his axe in two pieces and found ice in the center
of the bird, to all appearances dead. At the suggestion of John (he
said they had life) I took two of the birds and carefully carried them
to the house, place them in a room where the sun shone in at the window and before night they flew about the room. They were of a
brownish color with white or light bellies such as we find around holes
The next morning they were dead
in the sand banks in the summer.
and did not revive when warmed. A. S. Freeman.
It is worth noticing that these gentlemen, Messrs. Goss and Freeman, although strangers to each other, agree that the birds found in
winter were bank-swallows.
I desire to put on record these two in-

When

I

;

—

stances while the witnesses are alive and can reply for themselves,

should the matter be questioned.

Houlton, Maine.

Robt. R. McLeod.
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Roan Mountain and

its

3.

Flora.

At the conclusion of the Nashville meeting, a party of fifteen,
at the invitation and under the guidance of General

mainly geologists,
T. Wilder, the

J.

'•'

among

Iron

King"

of Chattanooga, started on a tour of

the rich iron mines of Roan

Mountain and vicinity.
good fortune to represent the botanical department in the party, and he gives these few notes, with the hope of
turning the attention of travellers toward these southern summits of
the Appalachians, and giving some information as to the means of
reaching them, and especially with the desire of calling the attention
of botanists to the richness of the locality, and the attractions it has
for them at every season.
exploration

on

The

writer had the

The

E. Tenn. Va. and Ga. R. R. issued orders to pass the party free

all

sections of

Bristol, the eastern

At

7

A.

its line,

and Johnson City, twenty-five miles from

terminus of

M. September

its

road

is

8th, a lively

our point of departure.

crowd of

scientifics variously

bestowed in stage wagons and other vehicles, started for our twentyfive mile ride, over a road which we soon agreed was equalled by

by few and surpassed by none for roughness and consequent amount
Sometimes it lay half for a mile in the bed of a mounof exercise.
tain stream, then climbed and crossed limestone ledges, then it
plunged into a mud hole, and all along was thickly strown with
bowlders of all kinds.
For five miles we ascended Buffalo Creek, a
mountain stream draining and running parallel with Buffalo Ridge,
a limestone range reaching perhaps

3000

feet.
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that of the country below, Verbesina Sieges-

(Crownbeard) and Vernonia fasciculata (Ironweed) the most
noticeable species, while Ambrosia frifida, (Ragweed) and Helenium
autumnale, (Sneezeweed) are very abundant.
bcckia,

Then

crossing a

"divide" of moderate

elevation,

we

strike Indian

Creek, draining a quartzite region, and the Flora undergoes a sudden

and marked change. Abies Canadensis (Hemlock) and other Conifers,
Rhodedondron maximum, the magnificent "Great Laurel," Kalmia
latifolia (Calico-Bush) and Leucothoe Catesbaei, these latter in dense
thickets along our way, -Acer saccharinutn, (Sugar Maple,) Ilex opaca,

(Holly) Castanea pumila (Chinquapin,) with other trees form shady
woods throngh which we ride, and betoken our approach to the

mountains.

For

five

miles

more our road winds along

tain literally rock-ribbed with great

summit

We

to base.

Moun-

the side of Stone

furrows plowed between from

lunch at the house of Dr. Bell, a

man

of note

whose boast it is that the " Stars and Stripes" hung
over his mantel, were never taken down during all the years of war.
Then "upward and onward " we begin to climb the steep sides of
Iron Mountain, along a noisy and dashing streamlet, here and there
forced to turn the machinery of some little mill, and to the delight of
the botanical section of one, and the admiration of his non-botanical
companions, the beautiful pink blossoms of Chelone Lyoni, (Snakein the region,

head) appear in profusion, with the brilliant scarlet of Monarda fistuless interesting though less showy
Galax aphylla in fruit, on the dryer banks. Many unfamilshrubs are met with.
Leucothoe recurva and Azalea calendulacea

losa,

(Horse-mint,) and the not

spikes of
iar

(Flame-colored

Honey

suckle)

among

After a hard climb of several miles,

the number.

we stand on one of

the sum-

mits of Iron Mountain Range, and a sight of surpassing grandeur

meets our eyes.

mountains
point of

We

all

dash

which help

Mountains

in front,

our travels

down
to

to right of us,

mountains on every

side,

mountains to

left

of us,

and Roan the objective

full in front.

the steep sides of the ravine along one of the streams

form the Nolechucky River, noting

for future collection

Pyenanthemum montanum, and in a little spring, Cardamine rotundifolia, and about 5 P. M. we draw up at "the Forge,"

Aster

Curtisii,
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where our host, Cap't. Jenkins, a staunch union man, meets us with a
cordial greeting.

Roan Mountain
feet in

is

One of the high peaks of the Blue Ridge, 6367

height according to the most reliable estimate hitherto, while

Mt. Mitchell a few miles away, across the valley,

As we commence the ascent we

are struck

acres are covered with Verbesina,

by the

and Lobelia

rises to

fertility

6717

of the

feet.

soil

;'

syphilitica is conspicu-

ous and abundant.

Between 4000 and 5000 feet is fonnd a belt of magnificent forest
Acer saccharinum, (Sugar Maple) Castanea vesca, (Chestnut)
Magnolia accuminata, (Cucumber Tree) Tilia Americana (Linden)
from four to five feet in diameter rising 70 feet without a limb. One
chestnut was measured 24 feet in circumference Still higher up we meet
Betula Izitea, (Yellow Birch) Aesculus flava, (Buckeye) Pyrus Amer*.
icana, (Mountain Ash) Prunus serotina, (Wild Cherry) and all these
continue to be found till we reach an altitude of nearly 6000 feet.
The nut of the Buckeye is frequently carried in the pocket, as a prevention against piles.
Aristolochia sipho (Dutchman's Pipe) is seen
climbing over rocks and bushes along the streams and Veratum paivi*
florum appears in the open woods.
Above 5000 feet we meet a group of plants, of decidely northern
aspect, Aster acuminatus, Lycopodium lucidulum, (Club Moss) Acer
sulcatum, Viburnum lautanoides, (Hobble-Bush,) Monotropa uniflora,
(Indian Pipe,) As arum Canadense, (Wild Ginger,) Clintonia borealis,
Platantheia bracteata, just as we see them in the woods of Maine or'
New Hampshire.
Aspidium spinulosum, Heuchera villosa (?) and Solidago Curtisii are
not rare, and Cimicifuga race?nosa (Bugbane) is very abundant all
along the valleys and up the mountain side.
Cacalia reniformis (Indian Plantain) grows in wet places, with
leaves one or two feet in diameter, Astilbe decandra, is not uncommon, and at last in a mossy rock we espy a beautiful specimen of
Saxifraga leucanthemifolia, found in abundance near the summit.
At length passing through a heavy growth of Abies Fraseri and
other spruces, we come out upon " The Bald " as it is called, a mountain meadow extending over the crest of the mountain, and covering
some thousands of acres, interspersed with occasional clumps of Rhodedondron maximum and Alnus viridis, (Mountain Alder.)
trees,
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These "Balds" cover most of the summits of the mountains over
feet in height, interrupted here and there by rocky summits, and
are a marked feature of the Southern Appalachians as compared with
the Northern, where all above 5000 feet is barren rock.
This " Roan Mt. Bald" is somewhat similar in appearance to the
6000

"Alpine Garden " on Mt. Washington, but greatly surpasses it in the
it is made up, and the sweet, juicy, tender
But this has its drawbacks, for
grasses with which it is covered.
hundreds of cattle, sheep, and hogs, the bane and plague of botanists
roam at will over these mountain pastures, and not only cross the rich
and varied Flora, but render it difficult even to determine the grasses
which make up the green turf.
Carex juncea, Danthonia compressa, Agrostis perennans, Aira flexuosa, Poa annua and Trisetum subspieatum, var. molle were the only

deep, black loam of which

grasses determined.

During our three days stay on the summit, we thoroughly explored
open pastures and found Geum genie ulatum, Rudbeekia laciniata,
Trantvetteria palmata, Nabalus crepidineus, Arehemora rigida, Geniiana quinquepflora, (dwarf form,) Geum radiatum.

these

Veratum

viride, (Hellebore,)

Washington, and

grows

all

over this summit as on Mt.

traffic, between twenty
pounds of the root having been bought by one firm
in Bakersville, N. C, during the present season, which at even at three
and a half cents per pound makes quite a sum.

and

quite an important article of

is

thirty thousand

Panax

quinquefolia t (Ginseng., jn

demand, bringing one

quite in

aineer replied to

" Why,

have

I

'

my

question

sanged

'

all

if

common

parlance

"Sang,"

is

and one old mounthe had often been on the mountain,

dollar a pound,

over it."

Dr. Gray's visit here last year awakened quite an interest in botan-

and more than once I was greeted with the query
yet ?"
By which I suppose was meant the mythical Shortia of Michaux, for which any enthusiastic young or old botanist is at full liberty to hunt.
On the dryer and more barren spots were
found Veronica officinalis, Potentilla tridentata, Arenaria glabra,
Houstonia serpyllifolia and purpurea, var. ?nontana.
Roan High Knob and Roan Bluff rise at either end of this plain
some one or two hundred feet higher, the former being the highest
peak and being crossed by the State line between Tennessee and North
ical exploration,

" Found

'

Shortey

'
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occur Sediim

argyrocoma and

Rhodiola and

van
montanum. All over the exposed rocks grows Leiophyllum buxifolium
and among them Lycopodium Selago, Aste?' cordifolius, (?) Solidago
glomerata and spithamaea.
In the rich woods around the Bluff we
ielcphioides,

Cynthia

dandelion,

gather Vaccinium erythrocarpon, Menniesia ferruginea, var. globularis,

with

its curious shining glandular pointed leaves, Gentiaea Andrewsin
and Diphylleia cymosa. Many of these, of course, were only in fruit.
In one ravine I stumbled upon Cuscuta rostrata, Bromns ciliatus Castilleia coccinea and Cirsium altissimum.
The southern slope is for
many acres, white with Enpatorium ageratoides, by some supposed to
be the cause of "milk sickness," quite troublesome in some sections
,

of the country.

These notes may serve

to give the botanist

some idea of the richness

of the mountain Flora and of the treasures that would reward thorough
exploration earlier in the season, say in June or July.

To

the traveler this trip

would have the charm of novelty, with

beauty of scenery unsurpassed and the enjoyment, for a time, of a truly
iempe7-ate climate.

During the heats of August the thermometer ranged

from forty-seven to sixty degrees, with an average of

and

it

fifty-five

rarely reaches seventy degrees even for an hour in

while a

fire is

always comfortable at night.

The ordinary

degrees,

midsummer,
that flesh

ills

seem here to be escaped even flies and fleas, with the cheerful mosquito, and the ubiquitous midge or "no-see-um" are here
unknown.
Springs near the house give an abundance of pure, soft water, with
is

heir to,

;

a temperature of forty-seven

degrees.

One

spring gave

forty-five

degrees.

To

the geologist, the mineralogist

wealth of the region

is

full

and the

of interest.

capitalist the

mineral

General Wilder's mine of

magnetite produces ore which, without any further carbonizing,

is

made

into the finest of cutlery.

From Johnson City

to the

Forge

at the base of the

mountain, the

only $1.50, and next season there will be tri-weekly communication.
Board at the summit is $1.75 per day and at the base

stage fare

is

Food is abundant and of fair quality. The accommodations are
somewhat primitive, but comfortable enough, and there is only sufficient of "roughing it " to add a little zest to the experience.
The
less.

;
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way of reaching there from the East, is via Old Dominion steamNew York to Norfolk and thence by rail. From Washing-

from

ton the most direct route is via Virginia Midland R. R. to Lynchburg,
where one can easily include Natural Bridge and the Peaks of Otter
in his trip.

W. Chickering,

J.

Jr.

Notes on the Fungi of Maryland.
In writing notes upon the fungi of Maryland

we

feel that

ing upon a wide and as yet unexplored field in botany.

we are

enter-

Perhaps to those

intimately acquainted with their habits and peculiarities, in every clime

and

locality, these notes

may read
down

with the pleasure of jotting

hope that we are claiming
Cryptogamic Flora.

The mycologist may
through a land

A

filled

like a story twice told.

But coupled

our past and recent observations we

for our State

an extensive and beautiful

well liken himself

to a pioneer

wandering

with alternately beautiful and fantastic shapes.

land of delicate pencilings and of glowing colors, where mystery

enthroned and wise
It is

men become

its

indeed no easy task to solve these mysteries.

revealed in the

dim

We

believe that there

domain of nature where

penetrate.

Problems

lie

un-

twilight of obscurity waiting for science to reach

the goal of revelation.
the wide

sits

worshippers.

is

no secluded nook

in

the dust-like spores of fungi will not

But there are undoubtedly three requisites necessary for
and electricity. The most abundant

their germination, heat, moisture

come after a severe thunder storm.
These low forms of vegetable life may be seen playing their part
from the most minute specks to the largest and most fully developed
Agaric.
They are even parasitic upon each other and often evince a
decided partiality. Our vinegar cruits, bread, cheese, preserve jars
crops

even the walls of our old country houses teem with these vegetable
fall under the implication of pests by all good houseGroups of Hyphomycetes and Physomycetes are constantly
being swept away into oblivion. While we mourn that so much beauty

vultures,

which

keepers.

should sport itself in the character of a nuisance. We have seen fungi
growing upon living insects, developing mycelium and feeding upon
them as surely as the larvae of the Ichneumon-fly feeds upon the soft
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Our common house-fly yields its life to
when seen standing lifeless, covered with its para-

of the caterpillar.

fatty parts

a white mould, and

one might suspect that

sitic dress,

it

had

just returned

from a ramble to

the flour box.

Beetles that deposit their eggs in the crevices of locust trees and their

grubs that feed upon the

wood

;

also those that live in the

neighborhood

of woods inhabiting old trees; and those feeding upon Agarics and
Boleti are, in their turn, particularly inviting to fungi.

We have often

met with them standing erect or otherwise, hard and dry, ready
crumble
This
full

is

work of

the

to

and sometimes emitting a peculiar fungoid odor.

at a touch,

fungi.

Again, we have observed caterpillars in the

process of feeding, apparently strong and lively, with fungi sprout-

ing out in hornlike projections about the head, which part seems to be
a favorite nidus.

We cannot think that this arises from any peculiar power of selection
on the part of the fungus. We know that in parasitic insects the
female seems to have an instinctive knowledge where to place her
eggs so that the larva will be nourished.
But they being endowed
with acute senses and possessing animal life are a step higher than
fungi.
Perhaps it may be that, in most cases, the head of the worm
in feeding first comes in contact with the spores, and they finding
congenial

soil

The whole

vegetate

insect

is

Clavaria, but with a

;

or the spores

may be

taken in with the food.

sometimes covered not only with a species of

mould not unlike

that

which attacks the

house-fly.

After the mycelium has taken possession an inexperienced person might
the leaf world had closed, that the fungi were horns,
no preparation of silken web for cocoon life the worm is
positively dead.
The size and power of the insect may lengthen its
days, but it rapidly yields itself to the invasion of a parasite, becomes
motionless, hard and dry, crumbling into dust upon the slightest

think that

but

we

life in

see

;

pressure.

These cases of fungi upon living insects are not of frequent occurand are usually met with upon those which feed upon weeds in
secluded places.
We have observed that a very tropical summer,
rence,

coupled with a humid atmosphere,

is

the rule.

Several seasons

may

pass without finding one affected.

We
tha,

have sometimes been able to detect the presence of the Melolon-

commonly

called the cockchafer, or May-beetle,

by a sprout

rising
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from the earth.

Upon examination we sometimes

find the larva dead,

often in a state of decay, with perhaps two sprouts of fungi, one from

the

mouth and another under

the thorax.

In

some

cases only one

and

that from the thorax, extending three inches in length.

We

are aware that the

phenomenon of dimorphism has not been
amongst fungi. As a rule we believe

established as a universal law

that the agarics do produce the very counterpart of their originals.
Yet we have met with several instances where dualism seemed to creep
The mycelium of our edible mushroom, the
in and upset the rule.

Agaricus campestris,
arvensis.
tion,

We

by some

will,

under cultivation, produce the Agaricus
by high cultiva-

believe that this change was effected

compost prepared by a

special agency, in the

skilful

gardener, one versed in condensing the necessary particles requisite to
force vegetation to

its

utmost

in size

and

quality.

Apart from the influence of cultivation there are several varieties of
Ag. campestris. All have a fleshy pileus, but they vary in color from

Volva fugacious, stems vary in

white to light brown, sometimes scaly.

shape but are white and firm.

mushroom was
"It

is

It

has been said that in Italy this

rejected as poisonous.

reckoned one Of their

fiercest

Professor Sanguinetti writes,

imprications amongst our lower

orders, infamous for the horrible nature of their oaths, to pray that

any one may die of

Pratiola.

"

We

have learned, from the most

reliable authority, that the Italians reject

poisonous, but because they

like the

it

not because they think

Ag. cczsareus better.

here state the difference between the wild and the

We

it

will

cultivated Ag.
Those which we gather from our meadows are filled with
a delicious aroma, both to the smell and the taste, and they form an
extremely delicate and digestible diet.
Those that are cultivated are
neither so delicate or so healthy.
Perhaps it might require an acute
and cultivated taste to detect the difference, but when once known it
is very marked.
This secret was divulged to us by an old Maryland
epicure, who was up to all the lore in the book of epicurean recipes.
In June, 1876, we had several agarics, series Dermini.
The pilei
were in color a near approach to the feathers on a robin's breast, thus
we named them Ag. rubecula. They were placed in the open air on a
box that was filled with earth. Our attention was called off and they
withered too much for preservation.
They were prolific with spores,
Weeks after this,
so that the earth was covered with ferruginous dust.
campestris.

FIELD AND FOREST.
to our astonishment, the

common on

fungus

We

had been living
boxes and pots.

box was

filled

4'5

with the Ag. melinoides, a small

How

lawns and in gardens.

did they get there

?

same house for nine years, raising flowers
in
No change had been made in the earth from that
of previous years, and we had never before seen a fungus of any sort.
In a few weeks after this the flower border was filled with Ag.
melinoides and they continued growing in successive crops until late in
the season.
Here we thought must be a case of dualism, but we had
nothing to prove it further than observation and the circumstances.
A remarkable case of parasitic fungi once came under our notice in
a flower garden.

in the

In the centre of a square

filled

with

common

flower-

ing plants grew a large rose bush, which, as usual, became the habitat
of beetles called lady-birds, and the social caterpillars formed a large

web
up,

or nest.

and

were the

During the season the greatest number of agarics grew

in this square fungi raged as an epidemic.
first

together with

to fall victims.

Some

mould and those

that

The

caterpillars

of them were positively fastened

had

life

and strength

to stray off

were stricken down upon the leaves and branches motionless and

The

lifeless.

lady-birds, while performing their mission in exterminating the

and were found clinging, rather
That these beetles did not die in the,
ordinary course of nature was evident, as the elytra were stuck fast to
the wings with mould and their bodies were pliable.
We had a suspicion that this might be a case of dualism, though
there was, perhaps, a more just cause for supposing that the parasite
from the very first belonged to the parasitic mildew fungi. We had
no higher power than a pocket lens and could not ascertain whether it
produced fruit. The crowding in of agarics and their proximity to
the insects certainly gave rise to and strengthened the suspicion of
dualism.
We never met with such a wholesale case of parasitic fungi
upon insects. The weather was tropical and the atmosphere humid
from frequent rain.
On the first of last July we again had some agarics in the open
portico attached to the back building, amongst them the Ag. vermis.
On the fifteenth of the month our attention was called to a strange
growth in the cellar. Upon investigation we discovered an Ag. vermis
growing under the window which fronted the street.
This was a
distance of at least sixty feet from the spot where the agarics were
apliidtz,

also fell victims to fungi,

fastened, to the stems lifeless.
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deposited and there seemed no possible way for the spores to enter the

through an open back window.

cellar save

The
the

first

named specimens of Ag. vermis were taken up

mycelium of

all

fnngi

Some were more advanced than

portion of earth attached.

Upon
beside

others,

grown specimens.
circumstances, we have

but in one night they grew and expanded into

full

and under similar
grow after removal from the earth even while they lay
The stump of an old tree will become the habitat of several

several occasions,

known

carefully (as

extremely delicate,) with a considerable

is

fungi to
us.

species of fungi in one season, at other times in alternate seasons.

Perhaps the stronger crowd out the weaker
changes unknown to

us,

may

or the mycelium, under

;

send forth new varieties sometimes in

the same series
or the spores of several distinct species may seek the
same habitat and appear in successive crops.
;

We

England the Ag. orcella grows alone, gregarious,
it grows in rings it always succeeds a crop of

are told that in

or in rings

but

;

when

the champignion.

Ehrenberg asserted that several spores,

which

lies

fungi.
site

forming a

after

entered into the composition of the same

fruit.

concealed from us and we can only

common

All this

name

it

is

felt,

a mystery

the caprice of

In nature there seems to be a secret laboratory where oppo-

laws meet and unite harmoniously.

which are followed

in

their

own

full

There are pauses,
time by normal

leaving the past a mystery, the present a revelation.

as if of sleep

wakefulness

The death and

decomposition of one plant frequently forms a nucleus out of which

an entire new

set

of individuals

tential state of activity
this

method

arise.

Seeds often remain in a po-

and nature not unfrequently

avails herself of

to distribute a Flora of striking contrasts in successive

seasons.
" See

life

dissolving vegetate again

All served,

The chain

Amongst some of

all

:

serving: nothing stands alone;

holds on, and where

it

ends unknown."

the microscopic forms of fungi the Uredines and

others of the

Coniomycetes the

phenomenon of dimorphism

proved a

beyond doubt.

According

fact

to

has been

Tulasne a Puccinia

may

contain three kinds of reproductive bodies, which constitute three
different plants, a Uromyces, a Puccinia

and a Trichobasis.

He

also

AND FOREST.
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asserts that the Uredines are

May

not this

less

productive in variety of forms.

phenomenon extend, under

certain circumstances, to the

Experience teaches us that fungi can adapt themselves to

agarics.
all

none the

47

circumstances, though at the same time they exhibit strong leading

preferences for certain habitats.

What

and the smut, of which we hear farmers complain
instances brought into fields with the dead leaves
and scrapings of the woods often used as manure ?
if

so bitterly,

It is

The

the rust
is

in

many

certain that

woods

so gleaned contain but few agarics or Boleti.

granular contents of the spores

may produce

the infection to a

greater extent, entering either through the roots or the stomata devel-

oping into lower forms.
Tell this to the ordinary agriculturist and he will inform you that
is lime enough upon
That the grain was steeped

there

his field to kill every fungus in creation.
in salts previous to planting.

Later in the

when corn is ready for gleaning, we ask him to go with us and
very likely we will find some diminutive Agarics growing about the
season,

roots of his corn.

Do what you

will with fungi there

story of the others' wrongs.

is

ever one left to whisper the

We

verge of a lime kiln, looking as

once saw them growing upon the
if they had marched there for the

express purpose of witnessing the terrible forces that were about to be

put in operation against them.

ism in grain

fields is

Of

course the above suspicion of dual-

worthy of being noticed by those who resort
Perhaps the idea of
idated by Dr.

De

common garden

we think well
woods for manure.

purely hypothetic, but one which

this particular

to the

form of inoculation maybe inval-

Bary's experiments with parasitic fungi upon the

cress,

proving in that particular case that the spores did

not enter through the roots of the plants or through their leaves, but

through the stomata of the cotyledons or seed leaves.

It is

quite certain

most luxuriant crops of mildew are found on plants that choose
for their habitat a rich soil of either vegetable mould or compost and the
intelligent agriculturist is particularly careful to eradicate all weeds
from the borders of his fields, lest they extend and perpetuate the much
dreaded rust and smut of the agriculturist, the Trichobasis rubigo
vera and the Ustilago segetum of botanists.
\_To be continued.^
that the

M.

E. B.

;
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Lepidoptera of Big Horn Mountains.
The following
the past

summer

is

a

list

of the species of butterflies collected by myself

(July, 1877,) in

Big Horn Mountains, and identified

by Win. H. Edwards:
Papilio eurymedon, Bois.

Vanessa milberti, Godart.

Parnassius smintheus, Doub.,

common.

3 var.,

Coenonympha

Pieris protodice, Bois.

Anthocharis

Julia,

Limenitis disippus, Godart.
Limenitis weidemeyerii, Edw.

Edw.

Edw.

ochracea,

Erebia epipsodea, Butler.

Anthocharis ausonides, Bois.

Hipparchia Ridingsii, Edw.

Colias eurytheme, Bois.

Satyrus boopis, Beh.

"
"

Colias philodice, Godart.

Danais archippus, Linn.

Argynnis halcyone, Edw.,

"
"

rare.

nephele, Kirby.

charon, Edw.,

common.

Chionobas chryxus, Doub. common.
,

Edw., common. Thecla Sheridonii, new species
eurynome, Edw.
common, about 8000 elev.
Euptoieta claudia, Cram.
Thecla mopsus, Hubn.
Melitaea nubigea, Beh.
Lycaena catalina, Reak.
"
Melitaea palla, Bois.
melissa, Edw.
"
Phycirdes carlota, Reak.
pheres, Bois.
"
"
camillus, Edw.
lygdamas, Doub.
"
"
tharos, Drury.
glaucon, Edw.
alcestis,

Grapta progne, Cram.

Thymelicus, hylax, Edw.

Pyrameis cardui, Linn.
Thecla Sheridonii,
P.

H. Sheridan, U.

new species, is named in honor of Lieut. Gen.
Army, by W. H. Edwards, Coalburg, West Virof W. L. Carpenter, U. S. Army.
Size and form

S.

ginia, at the request

of T. Dumetorum, Bois., to which

Upper

it

is

side uniform pale black

allied.

Expanse of wings

under side of both wings
green, except along hind margin of primaries, where the color is whitish
brown across both wings passes an extra discal narrow white band,
1.

10 inch.

;

;

ruscular on primaries, but continuous on secondaries
costal

margin

to

minor margin a

little

and

straight

from

above anal angle.

W.

L. Carpenter, U. S. A.

f
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Cheap Microscopical Cabinet

for Slides.

As I dare say some of the readers of this journal have felt the
want of some more convenient mode of bestowing their microscopic
slides than the old fashioned racks, and have at the same time been
unwilling to give the prices

demanded by dealers for cabinets, I am
I made to supply myself with a

anxious to give the results of an effort
set of five

books to hold one hundred and

fifty slides

i

I

O

o o

each.

r—

^=^
Fig. 19.

I

procured

at a stationer's twenty-five

in schools, carefully

the size being 6}i

Welsh

slates,

such as are used
•

picking those having well formed, clean frames,

by 10 inches on the inside. I removed the slate
is easily done by pressing out the pegs at two

from one of them, which

of the corners and ordered twenty-five pieces

stiff

milled-board, about

used for the backs of octavo books, to be cut to the
exact size of the slate I removed, and then to have highly glazed white
as thick as that

paper pasted over them.
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When

they were finished

AND FOREST.
procured some of the best

I

one-third inch broad, and had

it

stitched

silk elastic,

on both sides of the boards,

three bands on each sewn through and through at such intervals as to

take five slides on each row, holes having been previously bored in the

::::::

cardboard thus

the spaces being about an inch and

a quarter wide.

In the meantime I took a sharp knife and a bit of sand-paper, and
trimmed all projecting corners off my slate frames, and then, without
removing the slates, sent them to a French polisher to stain and polish
them like mahogany. When I got them back I removed the slates and
substituted for them the pieces of cardboard, carefully replacing the
The next step was to take them to a
pegs exactly as I took them out.

bookbinder, with orders to bind

them by tacking a piece of

The

the volume.

of the

wood

is

results

detect the difference

each " page,"
is

better, are

Now

if

I

frames in each volume, securing

have surpassed

mahogany

so like

five

stout canvas to the edges of each frame in

my expectations,

and the volumes

;

may

for the grain

that only careful observation could
filled

with slides, fifteen on

use the term, look remarkably well, and, what

most convenient.

as to cost

:

—

£

s-

d.

25 slates, 6J4 x 10 in., at 4-6 per dozen,
25 milled boards, cut to size and covered with white paper,

9
8

4^2

36 yards of

8

6

elastic,

------------

French polishing slate frames,
Binding five volumes,

-

Total,

I

have not included the sewing on of the

elastic, as

4

6
15

^272^

most microscopists

have lady friends who would do them.

The accompanying

sketch gives a better idea than any amount of

description.
I

need hardly add that the cost of many of the items could be
For instance, Berlin black might be applied to the frames

reduced.

instead of French polishing

;

and the

cost of cutting

and covering the

boards might be dispensed with by any one taking the trouble to do
himself.

—T.

H. Moorhead

in Science- Gossip.

it

1
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of the Birds of the District of

Columbia.
It was the intention of the writer to present the Catalogue of Birds,
which was published in the March and April Nos. of Field and Forest,
with such notes of his as would throw any additional light on the
subject as presented in Drs. Coues and Prentiss' List.

Such opportunity was not afforded, however,

it

being desired that

the Catalogue of Birds should correspond with the already published
List of Plants.

Dendrceca ccerulea

is

undoubtedly a visitant to the District as a
at Arlington in the latter part of

specimen was seen and identified

May

of this year.

Siurus ludovicianus breeds in this locality and
all

during the whole summer.
Chondestes grammica

is

is

more or

Specimens shot June

less

common

16.

A pair

the latest addition to the Catalogue.

of lark finches were seen and identified by Mr.

sonian grounds this summer.

They were

of the species and were unmistakable.

Ridgway

Smith-

in the

manAbout the same time that

twittering in the usual

they were seen by Mr. Ridgway a specimen was shot (August 25) at
Four Mile Run, Va., by Mr. W. F. Roberts, and is preserved in his
cabinet.

Mention has been made by Prof. Baird

in Pacific R. R. Report,

Vol. IX., of specimens of Pipilo erythrophthalmus, with white spots on
the scapulars.

by the

writer.

scapulars.

Two such individuals have
One specimen shows

been obtained

in the District

several small white dots

on the

In the other specimen the scapulars are marked with nu-

merous long narrow white

streaks.

Both specimens have concealed
Both specimens are male

white spots in the black of the throat.
birds and
latter

show unusual variation

in eryphrophihalmus j indeed

specimen could be very readily mistaken for var.

Strix flammed, although not a

common

sionally seen flying over the marshes.

A

the

arcticus.

bird in the District,

is

occa-

few years ago a family of

barn owls were destroyed in one of the towers of the Smithsonian,
where they had lived and raised several broods.
Floridd ccerulea, although usually rare in the District,
seasons extremely abundant.

is

at

some

In August, 1875, a g rea t number were

AND
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seen along the shores of the river, and having found their roosting
place

we made sad havoc

specimens

about one hundred and

no

in the flock, obtaining

—one of which was a perfect
most

fifty,

adult.

less

than twelve

This flock consisted of

of which were young birds of the

all

year.

Pierre Louis Jouy.

The Destructive
The main

Insects Bill in Great Britain.

provisions of this Act, which recently passed both houses

much dreaded Colorado

of Parliament, are against the
fihora decemlineata, though the

would seem

title

to

beetle,

Dory-

imply destructive

insects in general.

The

first

late the

section provides that the Privy Council prohibit or regu-

landing in Great Britain of potatoes or of stalks and leaves

of potatoes, or other vegetable substance or other article brought from

any place put of Great Britain, the landing whereof may appear to the
Privy Covncil likely to introduce the insect, and may authorize the
destruction of any such article when landed.
It

the second section provision

is

made

for the

removal or destruc-

any crop of potatoes or other crop, or substance on which the
said insect in: any stage of existence is found, or to, or by means of
which the said insect may appear to the Privy Council likely to spread,
and the entering on any lands for the purpose of such removal or destruction, or for the purpose of any examination or inquiry authorized
tion of

by the order.
It also

prohibits the

sale or the

living specimens of the insect in

manner of such specimens.

A

exposing and offering for sale

any

stage, or the, distribution in

penalty

may be imposed

of,

of

any

not ex J

ceeding ^iofor any offence, together with the costs, on summary con-

;

viction before two justices of the peace.

Where crops

are destroyed,

compensation may be allowed to the

extent of three-fourths of the value of the crop at the time of destruction.

The

local authorities

visions of Act, are the

same

tagious diseases (animals)

charged with carrying out the proas those

Act of 1869.

empowered

to

act in the con-

;
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of

Central Flowers of Daucus Carota.

—

have observed Daucus carota,

I

and

season with some care

this

wild carrot,

the

find that there

is

considerable

differ-

ence in the central flower of the umbels.
In some
others

place

it

at

bore a sort of involucre below

this pedicel

one piece

which was united

these cases

base and appressed to

at its

The

the pedicel.

is

bright purple flower in

seemed

to

be perfect, dissection

each

containing

cell

ovule

an

— Lester F. Ward.
Snail. — noticed

more than would have been
WashIn a fine wood which skirts

ington.

from 12 to

grow

tall

1

rounded by
initis,

in last

I

an

article

trees of the

week's

which melteth away,'' &c,
which brought to mind an experiment I
once saw performed upon a snail.
a snail

any one can bring himself

he will be

satisfied

susceptible of a

the

made

snail in the case I refer to

damp

creature

is

more rapid decomposition

than the writer alluded to

The

it,

by the result that the

organization ot

physical

to try

apparent.

and

diameter,

They

are sur-

yellow pine,

P.

with which they contrast plainly in

general habit, in the scaly bark, in foliage,
particularly in their

ous objects

many

times

which render them conspicufrom a distance. The persisnumerous decayed limbs

distances from the ground

all

of the text,

illustrative

8 inches in

and handsome.

tent basis of

[i/iericarp.)

If

Pinus

doubtless

larger cones

"As

that

believed by the veteran botanist of

&c, but

The

was thought

be found within the District of Columbia

pollen grains, two styles, and a two-celled

issue

Falls

by some, but

pungens, the table mountain pine, should

revealing five plump stamens full of healthy

ovary,

Great

quite remarkable

raised to

the base of the flower
into

—

Canadensis

some distance Rock Creek above Blagden's Mill stand
some dozen trees of this species. They are
umbel on an elongated pedicel

found

above the

in

In one

rudimentary.

only

is

it

I

wanting entirely and

is

it

Pinus pungens in the District
Columbia. The discovery of Abies

at

a notice-

is

able peculiarity in the general habit of
these trees,

and one of which

gladly

I

them

availed myself in climbing one of

order to secure fine specimens of

cones just formed.
speculation as to
taineers have

There

how

in

new

room for
moun-

is

these few

condescended

to

mingle

make up
Lester F.

with the humbler growths that
the

Flora

Columbiana.

—

Ward.

was taken

—

which it
Insect Longevity. I take the liberty
upon the of sending an item in regard to insect
kitchen hearth by the ruthless boys (who longevity, which I think fully as remarkproposed to test the truth of what they had able as the one given in your March numheard of its strange nature) and covered ber. About a week since, as Mr. R. J.
Immediately it be- Clark, of this town, was "hanging" tobacwith common salt.
gan to melt or dissolve, and became, m a co, one of the laths on which the "weed"
shoit space, a shapless, gelatinous, and of was hung broke in two, and as it appeared
course lifeless ma>.s, which caused the to be hollow, his curiosity was excited,
from the

was dragging

cellar wall, along

itself.

It

was

laid

youngsters to take to their heels in sheer
disgust.

— A.

W.

in

N.

Y.

Observer.

and he made an examination of the
It

was eaten out from side

to side

lath.

by some

Capricorn

leaving only

larva,

some

shell,

more

places not

eighth of an inch

end
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thickness,

in

mere

a

than one-

and from

A

end lacking about two inches.

to

hole in the opposite end showed where
the "borer" entered.

How

far

il

had eaten

before getting into this particular

1

-onion

cannot be known, but evidently for some

The grub

distance.

is

white, with a large

head (proportionately)

tapering

FOREST.

out

posed was a
very' briskly

black, length of larva

bles

inch and a half.

It

one

nearly

would, from

ap-

its

become an imago next

pearance, have

The

which

laths of

this

the story.

one formed a part

a brisk pace

through briar,"
weight and

were sawn from a

tree that

previous, but

how

not known.

The

black

caterpil-

"through brush and
times

as easily

light valise

as

on

own

it

a

porter

his shoulders.

standing astride of the grub held

fly

tightly in his jaws by the middle'of the

belly upside clown to prevent the

from catching

pillar's legs

The

en route.

at

cater-

any obstacle

strength and courage ap-

must have been comparatively enorPresently he reached a

Making

long

it

had been cut

is

allowances, and

all

hanging

it

securely in a fork.

pose was to place

rauding ants
just as a

had eaten away more than four feet
in length, and in this lath the whole width
with the exception first named, and was a

out of reach of

years,

It

chips.

had filled the cavity behind
Very possibly the season-

ing of the timber retarded the

develop-

It
had evidently
ment of the insect.
become bewildered during its long jour-

it

out ot

and other

the larva had been in the timber fourteen

its

Ichneu-

sort of

ar-

little.,

They temsia bush, climbed it tossing and dragging
came down his prey among the branches and finally

the Connecticut river in a raft the spring

with

in-

of no consequence.

is

still.

be a

at least ten

size,

would 'pack a

mous.

larva

to

1

;

packings large green

laced waist,

How many

had

li

close

hornet or a large flying ant with a tight

plied

times this particular one

sup-'

travi

On

turf.

a

atten-

first

resembling a very small

fly,

were purchased in 1864 by Mr. Clark,
and have been in use every season since.

been used

at

I

grasshopper

over the

proved

my

it

it

for the singular part of

what

to

ir ;e

on

silting

Park,

mon

season.

Now

1

>uth

spection

to

extremity, mandi-

quite a slender caudal

S

in

was attracted

tion

lar at

•

— Whilst

Predatory Flies.
ledge of rucks

This

I

sup-

reach of ma-

insects of prey,

hunter would hang his

venison

Then he

wolves.

de-

scended and prospected busily either for
his

own

hole or some

convenient den.

Presently he reached a small round hole,

whether

his

own

or a spider's

In he bustled without

learn.

inquire

if

any one

was

at

I

could not

knocking
home.

to

Ap-

parently satisfied he returned to his quarry;
lengthwise of he rolled him down from the tree, dragged
the timber, as these larva; are not in the him to the hole, entered and hauled the

why

ney, else

habit

self

it

eat

of eating very far

Some may
what

should

longitudinally.

object and say the borer

was about, and would not
out of 'house and home till
it

ready to
species

fly.

is

It

eat
it

certainly did not.

it-

was

in his

the

Berlin, Conn., September

is

— N. Coleman.
jrj,

iSjj.

a few

after

him; he remained

moments then returned

to the

and began carrying out of the way
jaws the largerstraws and sticks near

surface

The

not known, but the specimen

in possession of the writer.

body lengthwise

knew below

entrance.

This was preparatory

covering up his prey

in the

to

sime manner

as a

dog covers a bone, by kicking the

fine

sand into the hole, descend every mo-

—

—

FIELD
ment or go

down with
and

m

ire

pack and press

to"

firmly

it

more dust kicking

his head;

packing, until the hole was

rilled,

and then he bustled around collecting
the larger straws

and

sticks

and strewn them

laid aside

natural sort of

way over

all

he had before
a careless,

in
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Austria (Kollar,) and in the imperial mint

Vienna

in

The

(Desmarest.)

oldest

known

obser-

vation of lead injury by insects dates from

Dr. H. A. Hagen.

1697, by Nebel.

Cambridge, Mass.

insects as ever wily Indian or

GLEANINGS.

hunter did of his powder and dried meat,

of the
make the
Cambridge
and undisturbed Entomological Club will be held at 19
All being snug he started off Follen street on the second Friday of
search of fresh game.
These each month from October to June, at 7:45

attention being

every

Type metal has

(Kollar.)

been bored by Apate capui'ina inLimoyes

So

the surface.

55

was made against

a "cache"

complete

marauding

AND

—

meetings

Stated

paid to

surface look as natural
as possible.

promptly

in

Ichneumon

should

flies are, I

think, the

farmer's friends, being the deadly foes to
larvae, caterpillers

and

insects

so destruc-

-Rev. A. Lakes, Gol-

tive to vegetation

p.m.,

8,

March.

12,

January

8,

1S78.

14,

November

October
14, 1877;

viz.:

December

May

April 12,

11,

and

9

Feburary

10 and

— Benjamin Pkkman

June

Mann,

Secretary.

den City, Colorado.

Lead Boring Insects.
much interested to find in

—

was very

I

A

kind of industry, that of

peculiar

number breeding maggots, has lately been tried in
Paris.
Over the soil were spread large
the "Singular Insect Injury" communicaAlthough there exist some communi- quantities of stale fish, dead lobsters, odortion.
a late

cations of similar facts, they are indeed

is-

ous poultry, and other refuse of the mar-

have given attention

to

kets, as

olated,

and

as I

them through many
will find

it

of interest to

should state
that

first,

the boring

but mostly

years,

is

that

it

perhaps you

know
seems

them.
to

I

be sure,

not done by the larvae,

by the perfect

insect intending

come to the open air.
Lead balls in the cartridges have been
gnawed through in the arsenal in Turin
to

.

(Brenn, 1833)

anc^

m

:ne

n

Lead

covering

in
I

France

(Ai|idouin,

the

roofs

of

Callidium

bajidus

in

Prussia

1833,)

(Hagen, 1844, Troschel, 1857, by Bostrichus in France (Emy, 1833.)
Cisterns
lined with lead have been gnawed through
in

England (White,) by Anobium

tum;

in

half a ton of large fish
single

in a

The maggots, which soon became

abundant, were carefully picked out and

packed

in casks of galvanized

were sold

finally

for fish bait

The remaining

food.

verted into manure.

iron,

and

ami chicken

refuse

was

con-

Proximity to such an

establishment could not have been

very

pleasant,

visits

plates

houses were eaten by
^4

by

War

juvlndus.

I

day.

as

on the premises

and exposed provisions in the
Tirex neighborhood suffered largely from the

Crimean

(Motschoutsky and Vaillant)

|j

much

being taken

stria-

manufacturing sulphuric acid

in

of numberless

flies.

The

police

stepped in and suppressed the manufacture.

Two

Nature.
living specimens of the Colorado

beetle were found
last

week

;

in

Liverpool

docks

one was taken on Wednesday

on board the Spanish
arrived about a

week

S. S. Carolina,

which

previously from

York, bringing sixty head of large

New
cattle

—

—

AM)
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from Texas; and

u

it

supposed

is

fodder for the

conic in the

consisted of hay and

have

to

cattle,

which

This was

maize.

stored on deck above the after hatchway

and the beetle was

to the saloon,

close

taken crawling up the wall inside the
loon near the ceiling.
ing been

warm

open, and

it

the

sa-

The weather havwindows had been

could easily find admittance

from the adjoining fodder, which was

Some

but exhausted.

in getting the ship into dock,

disembarked

tle

took

delay

nickle

•dork

;

and the

got

ship

had

supply the

immediately

cm.

to

be got

other specimens having been

as to

distributed on shore with

The

der.

was not
to have
of some

so

fod-

history of the other

specimen

clearly

was

It

from a steamer on

fallen

and

craft,

by a bargeman,

man who

any surplus

traced.

took

to

it

Moore

of the Free Library

But as

far as

to a

is

Mr.

appears to

it

cent piece

5

is

sixteen

OUR BOOK SHELF.
Gentry, Vol.

[16 mo. pages 336.]

ii.

Published by the Author.

Price $2.00

The Author ha sour thanks for the second
volume of
which

this

very entertaining work,
is filled

with

interesting bits of bird history, that

must

like the previous one,

form pleasant reading to any one
a love for nature,

to

which he

the Privy Council

the occurence of both of these specimens.

such prompt co-operation

that the Privy Council can expect success
in

their efforts

exclude

this

dreaded

Arature.

pest.
It

to

land,

whose biographies are

The author announces

here given.

a third volume.

Fur-Bearing Animals.

A

monograph
which

of North American Mustelidae, in
is

given an account of the wolverine, the

martins or sables, the ermine, the

is

coming

to be generally
is

known

that

purely metric, being

worth 4 cents per grain

;

mink

hence the dime

sev-

of skunks, the badger, the

land and sea otters and numerous exotic
allies of

these animals.

Geological Survey.

By

Elliot Coues,
8,

U. S.

[8vo. pp. 348, plates

Washington, Government Printing

xx.]

Office, 1877.

Monographs of North American Rodentia,

By

[4to. pp.

our silver coinage

has

cherry denizens of the field and. wood-

Miscellaneous Publications No.

for the promptitude with

by

who

and especially for these

Moore

only

The

twentieths.

eral- species

It is

just 2

incorrect.

same region of docks as the
other one, so may have possibly come from
the same source.
Credit is clue to Mr.
once telegraphed

is

ssme dock and various other kinds of weasels,

not in the

at least in the

at

has

It

piece

Life Histories ok the Birds of Eastern Pennsylvania. By Thomas G.

gentle-

and Museum.

can be learned
if

said

to a sail

for identification to

have been taken,

This

cent

have been picked up

who gave

it

weight.

cent

5

the

5;

5

Metric Bulletin.

in

anxiety which might otherwise have been
felt

also a 5 grain

diameter.

in

The

into

This relieves any

cattle.

is

The

grains.

12)4

piece weighs 5 grains, but the diameter of
coins are adjusted by twentieths of inches.

cat-

and by the time she did get

fresh fodder
to

before the

the twenty cent piece,

;

been stated that the

ing the importation of cattle, so that about

week elapsed

2

all

understanding as to the regulations regard-

a

2'

h

half dollar,

place

consecpience of a mis-

in

FOREST,

Elliott

1091.]

States Geological
ries.

Coues and

J.

A. Allen.

Vol. xi of the United

Survey of the Territo-

Washington, Government Printing

Office, 1877.
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A
There

are those

advent of winter.

TIL— OCTOBER, 1877.— No.

Botanists'

who
It

4.

Winter Evenings.

consider that a botanists' labors cease with the

is

thought that he cannot then collect flowers

or study any point of interest unless he
the possession of a conservatory.

To

us

is

exceptionally fortunate in

who

are

engaged

in

teaching

the science in the smaller institutions and private schools, this pre-

The number of classes and private
autumn advances, and we are actually
forced into the temporary withdrawal from a study which should be
continuous in order to be successful.
There can be no greater misfortune to a student than to be compelled by force of actual need into
pursuits which are foreign to his legitimate calling.
It is aggravating,
not to say distressing, to abandon even for a time our scientific profession, in order to gain a livelihood which should innure from that
profession provided it were rightly understood and patronized.
We
do not complain of work in whatever form it comes anything in the
way of honest effort is preferable to stagnation but we do regret, and
that profoundly, this annnal pause in our chosen and much-loved
vailing opinion

is

calamitous.

pupils steadily diminish

as

—

;

occupation.
Is

there reason in the prevailing opinion that botany can only be

Our practical experience with the few
we have had throughout the year afford an emphatically negative answer.
Of course we can more easily obtain illustrations in
spring and summer and facility of choice is not to be underrated
but then these examples can be secured even in the winter by a small
taught in the spring months?

classes

—

;

AND
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outlay for the purchase of specimens from the hot-houses.

made

be

son

;

to germinate in

roots, stems, fruits,

can also leaves

&c, may

be preseived from the summer, as

The winter

in great variety.

is

over a deal of drudgery always incident to a

terms that must be learned, and
to

be perplexed by them

every

The

effort.

Seeds can

pots or on moist cotton-batting at any sea-

at a

new

time when

field

There are
them now than

study.

better to master

is

it

a good time for getting

observation calls for our

with the adjuncts here mentioned,

skillful teacher,

and with the addition of diagrams and the free use of the blackboard,
He must have the instinct of his
can advance a class at any season.
that

a quality he can

neither purchase nor hire, and

profession

;

he have

not he had better seek other labor.

it

is

his unfitness himself he

may

assured that

rest

do not discover

will

be detected for

it

him by others.
power and adaptibility without which success can
Long study, skillfull training, patience at all
rate.
It is just as

courtesy

if

If he

true that he will soon learn if he has that
at least

be mode-

times, gentleness,

— these are a few of the requirements of the laboratory teacher.

But we have been led into a digression from the subject we proWe wish to show how pleasantly the botanist can
posed to discuss.
evenings,
provided he is not embarrassed by the
winter
spend his

Even in this extreme case he must
perpetual struggle for existence.
have hours of recreation, and how can he employ these better than in
the delights of science

?

Let us suppose that we have amassed during the warmer months a
collection in various fields.
after,

to

There

is

the herbarium proper to look

with the arranging, mounting, labelling, poisoning, necessary

make

it all

useful.

All these steps

become

interesting,

and

as

we

handle the specimens or examine their parts with the microscope, newtoo, we are taking the best
we discover and appreciate the relawe see that some are degration more or less remote among families
ded members of a high association above all we soon perceive that we
cannot draw sharp lines of demarcation, and that nature refuses to
If we
adopt herself in all particulars even to the best of our systems.
Fungi,
turn to pure microscopy where is the limit of our enjoyment?
algae, ferns, and indeed all orders offer exquisite objects for contemfacts arrest

our attention.

At the same time,

possible lessons in classification

;

;

;

plation.

We

need never be alone.

A

thousand forms of beauty are

FIEL1
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our command, and the mere turning of a thumb-screw will reveal a
new world to our vision.
If by any curious chance we should become fatigued with a story
which has become old to us, we can vary our amusement by exhibiting
Surely in this matter of teaching, it is more
our treasures to others.
blessed to give than to receive.
It is worth many days of arduous
effort to note the delight with which a beginner views some object
which we have brought within his ken.
If, now, we can tell something
of its structure and purport, ahno.t unconsciously we find ourselves
growing enthusiastic or may be eloquent. The momentary ennui has
at

,

yielded before the impulse of

We

effort.

are rescued from self-tor-

menting thought and are actually doing good.

One of the pleasantest features of our winter evening work is the
memory which each plant recalls of some wild or pleasant spot where
it was collected.
It may have been a crag of the White Mountains
where we found

it,

Maine woods, or a sea-side
There are a great many facts of

a dense tangle in the

beach made musical by the billows.

—

auto-biography laid away

in a herbarium
-but the author alone has
Sometimes we will laugh outright when some specimen comes in view; it was gathered mayb^ under the most comical
Again we will feel sad, for with some familiar flower
circumstances.
will be associated kind eyes and pleasant voices which we no longer

the key to these.

cheer.

Hut these sadder memories are not to be cast
" He who lacks time to mourn,
Lacks time

We

off.

to mend."'

cherish a certain reverence for our collection, and can well un-

derstand the sorrow that must attend a sudden loss of such.
with a fond and gentle touch that

we

the same feeling, in fact, with which

turn over

we

its

pages; with

It is

much

greet the living plants, for to

us these often possess a certain personality.

We

love

them

for

them-

selves.

Providence, R.

I.

W.

Notes on the Fungi of Maryland.

\V.

Bailey.

*

There is undoubtedly a distinct and permanent structure which
marks each species of the agarics, but we think in none is this so
clearly defined as in the Amanita, and we may include the Volvaiia.
* Continued from page 47, September number.
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That law of objectiveness so universally manifested in nature is plainly
Amanita as well as all others which come to us wrapped
three membranes or mantels of protection; as in them that portion

visible in the
in

of the fungus which bears the spores

Hence

last.

is

formed

first,

it is formed
which claims

usually

that rough but beautiful envelop, the volva,

our admiration and apes the calyx of the higher phsenogamous plant.
but the guardian which presides with watchful care and nourishes

It is

the infant fungus and

The shapes
Bussula

its

spores.

of fungi are protean.

We

have

this season collected the

lepida, with a nearly square pileus, besides others equally

awry

;

but in anatomy, they were none the less true to their classification.

As a rule each species adheres to its special coloring, and we rarely
them depart from it, save in higher or lower tints; though even

see

here there are exceptions to the rule.

Colors,

like

conformation,

vary.

The Bussula
is

by Mrs. Hussey in her book on Fungi,
marked with green, and
distributed to the margin, which is white.
We

virescens, given

white, with the top of the pileus strongly

that color slightly

have gathered

this

fungus during the past

summer

with the pileus, a

mottled green and ochre, shaded into an almost dirty white margin.

Epidermis in age, breaking up into map-like patches, which gave
a

mouldy appearance.
Soil and habitat have much

do with color and

to

size.

In the rich

primeval forests on the Eastern shore of our State, we find the Ag.

{Amanita?) muscarius, and the Ag. {Amanita) rubescens, with bright red
We have gathered the same this season on
times very large.

pilei, at

the Western shore, with small pilei, bordering on reddish brown, mar-

gin shaded into ochre.

We

are informed that in the State of

York the Ag. muscarius occurs

at

times with the pileus

all

New

white, or

wholly yellow, also orange, or variously shaded with orange and vellow.
It

occurs with us a bright yellow.

Last

summer we

collected several

specimens of the Lactarius tormenosus, each differing in shade.

was a light brown or ochre, another of

deepened into bright sienna
the various shades, which

and

habitat.

So we might go on enumerating

each species assumes under change of

summer we

One

deeper color, and a third

soil

collected twenty-five specimens, which

in every respect with Mr. Berkeley's classification.
British
growing upon Maryland soil. One specimen which we are

accorded
subjects

Last

red.

a
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informed must be new, the Ag. {Amanita) pehtcidulus, thus
was the most lovely Agaric we ever

reliably

named

for its transpirent beauty,

The

saw.

6l

was aright red deepened

pileus

top an

at

i

shaded into clear

transparent yellow at margain, lamellae yellow, stem pure white.

A

very remarkable power in fungi, and one which

quently tested by experiments,

may be

is

separated by knife or otherwise.

perdon severely mutilated, bat

it

we have

fre-

any portion which
We once saw a young Lycowork to restore itself, and

the reproducing

went

to

Though
one night succeeded in forming a stro ig outer paridium.
the inequalities on the surface showed that the internal substance was
in

not fully replaced, yet before the time for expelling the spores, the

This power obtains also with the Agarics

whole plant was renovated.

and

We

Boleti.

think that this self-healing power arrests the growth
All its forces seem required
work of developement goes on as

or expansion of the fungus for the time.

This done, and the

for repair.

usual.

There

a

is

popular

prejudice

in

State against frog-stools, so

this

and this prejudice is not
With many, our edible Ag. cam-

called, as well as for all that bear the shape,

confined to any particular
pestris

comes

in for

its full

regret to the faithful

class.

share of the odium.

who hold

it

a luxury.

Perhaps

this is not

The country

child's

a

first

Botany consists in being tought to dread frog-stools, or toadCharmingly beautiful and attractive, but the nurse proclaims,
them " pison things," not fit to touch, much less to eat. She dreads
them as she does the poisonous fangs of the rattle-snake. To eat them
would be reacting the part of Esau of Scriptural fame, selling one's
In a land where honest labor brings
birthright for a mess of pottage.
the staff of life, bread and meat, who wonders at this prejudice; the

lesson in
stools.

terrible stories of poisoning tend to heighten

it.

The late Dr. Curtis, of North Carolina, states that during our late
war, when food was scarce, he ate the deleterious Lactarius piperaius
in

connection with others, and found no

to the taste.

The Russians

season of Lent.
fungi

We confess that with all

we cannot coax

ill

was pleasant

effects; that it

eat this fungus with

impunity during the
our enthusiasm for the study of

lingering

make

of the

their

mark;

which
There is a

ourselves into appreciating the delight with

some of mycologists enter into their gastronomic properties.
prejudice instilled in
like

nursery days.

First lessons

record ink they deepen in the lapse of time;

02
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and the impressions made

in the

shade, their good or their

evil,

nursery fling back their light or their
upon the whole of a lifetime.
It has bsen said that those which part with their skin
easily are
edible.
So far from this several of the most deleterious peel as easily
as

our edible Ag. campestris.

The popular

idea of testing their posionous properties by stirring the

stew with a silver spoon, that
ous,

the

pudding

is

we

ourselves

Ag. campestris

in

content to

is

it

fungus

If the

taste only.

We

had better be discarded.

poison-

is

acrid or

is

confide only in the

as a friend without guile.

cook

to

soon as gathered.

it" as

not so good or so wholesome.
is

mushroom

important rule to be observed in eating our edible mush-

very

room

turns black the

The proof of
by old Maryland cooks.
As for
the eating, and the faithful can experiment.

are

burns the tongue

A

if it

a delusion indulged in

is

More

If

remains a few hours

it

than this the removal of the

thought by some epicures to be an improvement to the sauce.

following

is

an

old family

corded, though there

compounded
The gills of

is

as

which perhaps had

recipe

much

in the

cook

as in

as

it

is

gills

The

well be re-

the materials to be

:

the

mushroom were removed, nothing being

of the pileus, after

left

but the

These were
washed, then sprinkled with a little salt and pepper; placed in a stew pan
with a piece of butter, and to every pint of prepared mushrooms was
added half a pint of cream. This when well cooked was used as sauce,
flesh

it

was skinned, and the stem.

bbured over beefsteak or over toasted bread.
was served as a breakfast dish.
Gathered

eOoked

for breakfast

according to

When
in

on bread or steak it
morning and

the early

this recipe they

were considered very

rrfie.

Another popular delusion is to compare anything which springs sudlife to a mushroom.
We know from observation that the
growth of some fungi is not more sudden than a rose-bud. The young

denly into
fungus
ft

is

in

many

"appears upon

Shaped

ball

it is

anp'each weighs

cases

the

some weeks, perhaps months

its

equivalent.

'When

full

grown mushroom,

The absorption

of the moisture by

grown specimen accounts

gathering the Ag. procerus on the 17th of

1

j

for this.

last

weivere attracted by the whiteness of the earth, looking
°

ism

a button

into

parts as a full

as perfect in all its

exposure to the air in the

forming before

in

Though compressed

surface.

September
meal or

as if
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were mixed with it. This is not an uncommon appearance, asthe
mycelium of some fungi assumes the character of a white mould. But
this mould extended some distance down, and we investigated to see if
Upon digging three inches below the
there were any young fungi.
surface we found the white mould condensed into several ovate balls,
which yielded readily to a pressure between the fingers. We used the
pocket lens but couid discover no destinct formation of pileus or
yet the whole character of the balls gave evidence that they
lamella?
salt

;

were the earliest stage of the fungus.

The

question then arose whether

these oalls were to be developed

and gradually perfect themselves for the
We marked the spot, and have visited it every second or third
next.
day for the past four weeks; but even in those places where the mycelium was not disturbed no new specimens have appeared above
this season,

ground.

It

or to remain

seems that the

first

crop

is

all

we

are to

be favored with

and we conclude that if those balls were truly the
stage of the fungus they must be some time in forming.
this year,

A

humid atmosphere

earliest

or rain brings fungi above ground, and the

The cryptogam does
mushrooms after a moonlight

darker the night the more plentiful the harvest.
not like light; thus those

who hunt

for

night get but a small supply.

A

veil of

through

its

mystery envelops the cryptogamic world, but a glimpse
folds

conveys to the human mind a yet greater convincing
this earth are intended to become revela-

proof that the creations of
tions of the greatness of

Omnipotence.

The eye of

beholds in

faith

each atom an apocalypse which spans the link between earth and heaTrees, flowers, ferns, mosses,

ven.

lichens

and

fungi, lie before us

many medals stamped with the signet of God, and before which
Each is a glory bright as those
the mind bows down to worship.
which adorn the arch of Hope in the rain cloud. Each is telling its
to the story.
Each is
life history to those who will pause to listen
singing its hymn of love, praise and adoration, and the zephyr whislike so

pers

it

above, making the earth like a grand

touched by the hand of the Master.
portance

from

— dissonances resolved by

c*ne

musical instrument

Intervals of greater or

charming resolutions,
incomprehensible
great
God.
note,
the
key

all

less

im-

rising

M. E. B.

up
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Season's Collecting

following

was

it

AND

is

in Catocala.

a table of a season's hunt,

my

and

have a table of reference, showing when

to

object

in

mak-

made
number of

catocalae

appearance and disappearance, when the greatest

species and examples of each could be taken, and on

what tree they
For these reasons I hunted close, and
took all the examples I could secure good, bad and indifferent, keepI commenced on June 20th,
ing a diary of each day's hunt and take.
The beech trees were in almost
but found no catocalae until July 9th.
all cases from five inches to one foot in diameter, with twigs and
bunches of leaves from the base of the tree to the branches, forming
an excellent hiding plac:* the oak, hickory and others were all large,
were most likely to be found.

—

;

rough -barked

The
last

first

one, the

trees.

number in the line refers
number of species taken

-12,
14,
17,

19,

21,

serena, shell-bark,
epione, oak, 1
parta, maple,
tristris tulip

23,

illia,

1

neogama, beech, 2

illia,

1

obscura, shell-bark, 1
subnata, tulip poplar,
habilis, chestnut, 1
ultronia, beech, 1
epione, oak, 1
insolabilis, oak, 1
26 obscura, shell-bark, 4
insolabilis, oak, 3
paleogama, beech, 4
flebilis, chestnut, 3
serena, shell-bark, 4
illia, beech, 1
ponderosa, beech, 1
29 flebilis, chestnut, 4
retecta, shell-bark, 1

/
1

illia,
1
1

beech, 3

I

1

paleogama, beech,

cara, chestnut,
1

beech, 7

paleogama, beech,

1

1

August

obscura, shell-bark, 2
serena, shell-bark, 2
epione, chestnut, 1
grynea, oak, 1
25, illia, beech, 1
retecta, oak, 7

beech,

neogama, beech,

poplar,

serena, shell-bark, 1
neogama, beech, 1
obscura, shell-bark,
24,

day of the month, the

paleogama, beech, 4

July.
beech, 1
grynea, oak, 1
illia, beech, 1
ultronia, beech, 1
grynea, oak, 1
serena, shell-bark hickory, 1
obscura, shell-bark hickory,
ultronia, beech, 3
illia, beech, 5
epione, oak, 2
#
ultronia, oak, 1
obscura, shell-bark hickory,
illia, beech, 4
minuta, tulip poplar, 2

9, illia,

10,

to the

:

1

cerogama, maple, 1
parta, maple, 1
paleogama, beech, 3
neogama, oak, 2
beech, 4
obscura, shell-bark, 5
serena, shell -bark, 2
habilis, oak, 3

illia,

illia,

beech, 2

1
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chestnut and oak, 2

desperata, oak, 2
Judith, shell-bark,
ultronia, beech,

10. illia,

AND

cerogama, oak, 1
oak and hickory, 4
flebilis, oak and hickory,
4
desperata, oak and tulip poplar, 4
retecta,

1

1

beech, 2

piatrix,

piatnx, walnut, 1
innubens, locust. 1
subnata, chestnut, 1
neogama, beech, 1
flebilis, oak, 2
habilis, hickory, 3
judith, shell-bark, 2
retecta, oak, 1
n, illia, beech, 2
subnata, beech, 1
cerogama, oak, I
obscura, shell-bark, 1
13, ponderosa, beech, 1
cerogama, sour gum; 1
illia, beech, 3
retecta, oak, 1
flebilis, oak and hickory, 5
serena, shell-bark, 3
obscura, shell-bark, 10
paleogama, beech, 3
piatrix, walnut, 2
desperata, oak and tulip poplar, 4
judith, shell-bark, 2
neogama, beech, 1
ultronia, beech, 1
insolabilis, oak, 1
habilis, oak,.i
jS" 14, amatrix, willow, 2
.

14, illia, beech, 3
insolabilis, oak,

habilis,

oak and

20, desperata, oak, poplar, hickory, 7
neogama, beech, 3
cara, old stump 2

amatrix, willow, 2
obscura, shell-bark, 3
flebilis, oak and hickory, 6
cerogama, oak, 1
paleogama, beech, 4
phalanga, beech, 1
innubens, oak, 1
22, amatrix; maple 2
paleogama, beech, 3
obscura, shell-bark, 3
flebilis, oak, 1
desperata, oak, chestnut, 6
parta,

maple,

1

neogama, beech, 1
habilis, oak and hickory,
3
serena, shell-bark, 2
retecta, oak, 2

26, amatrix, willow, 2

and hickory, 3

desperata, oak

piatrix, walnut,

1

antinympha, brush-pile,
retecta, oak,

1

1

cara, willow,

1

paleogama, beech,

1

1

tulip poplar,

1

s- antinympha, brush pile,
subnata, beech, 1

I

paleogama, beech, 4
desperata, oak and hickory, 3
neogama, beech, 2
A.b, concumbens, beech, 1
judith, shell-bark, 2
cara, chestnut

^.

walnut, 2

paleogama, beech, 4
phalanga, beech, 1

habilis, oak, 2

ponderosa, beech,

retecta, oak,

65

stump

1

antinympha, pile of posts,
obscura, shell-bark, 4
insolabilis, oak, 2
retecta, oak, 1
17, amatrix, maple, 1
flebilis, chestnut, 1
18, innubens, under brush, 3
obscura, shell-bark, 1

neog ama, beech,

3

1

4

1

serena, shell-bark, 1
27, desperata, oak, 1
neogama, beech, 4
cerogama, oak, 1
,,-29, robinsoni, hickory and oak,
3
desperata, oak, 1
obscura, shell-bark, 3
serena, shell-bark, 1
30, robinsoni, shell-bark, 2
desperata, chestnut, 2
amatrix, willow, 1
parta, willow,

1

oak, 2
retecta, oak, 1
illia, beech, 2
obscura, shell-bark, 2
piatrix, walnut, 1
neogama, beech, 1
flebilis,

habilis, oak and chestnut, 8
paleogama, beech, 5
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13, amatrix, willow, 2

serena, shell-bark, i
31, desperata, oak, and chestnut, 8
neogama, maple, 2
sbscura, shell-bark, 5
robinsoni, shell-bark,

innubens, old log,

cara, willow,
18, amatrix,

flebilis,

oak,

uniguga, willow,

1

19, desperata,
flebilis,

I,

1

amatrix, willow,

1
1

paleogama, beech,
serena, shell-bark,

1

5

oak, 6

parta, ash,

1

uniguga, willow, oak,
retecta, oak, 1
habilis, oak, 1
flebilis, oak, 1
7, amatrix, willow, 4
10, amatrix, willow, 2
cara, willow, 1

1

oak and hickory,

amatrix, maple, 1
paleogama, beech, 1
21, amatrix, willow, 3
uniguga, willow, I
parta, willow, 1
24, amatrix, willow, 7
2'5, neogama, willow, I
29, amatrix, willow, 7

1

September.
4, desperata, oak,

willow, 2

parta, willow, 2

1

1

insolabihs, oak, 1
retacta, chestnut,

I

parta, ash, 2

paleogama, beech, 3
habilis, oak,

FOREST.

1

1

October.
amatrix, willow, 3
parta, willow, 1
6, amatrix, willow, 1
parta, willow, I
to, parta, willow, 1
2,

James

S.

Johnson,

Museums.
The

following suggestions by a correspondent of Nature

sibly prove useful to directors of

mended having been
It is

pos-

tried with success:

very desirable that in

all

collections intended for public instruc-

tion manuscript labels should be abolished.
fect legibility,

may

museums, most of the plans recom-

uniform

style,

The advantages of

per-

and an -occasional change of cards

outweight the cost of letter-press.

A

far

convenient hand-press costs

about j/.y several fonts of type in quantity sufficient for museum purposes, may be had for 5/.
An assistant can be taught printing in a
few days

;

I

have

at

times engaged a

printer's apprentice,

paying

seven pence an hour for his services.

The proper

display of dissected preparations

put

up

in

spirit

has

Most dissections of small sizes can be
pinned out on wax.
Young's Paraffin Light and Miaeral Oil Company, of West Calder, have lately prepared at my request, smooth
paraffin slabs, coloured deep blue, and cut to 12 in. by 6 in.
These

long been a serious trouble.
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Cylindrical

glass

vessels

are

ob-

jectionable, not only on account of distortion, but because they ren-

der

Rectangular trays

demonstrate details of structure.

difficult to

it

more convenient. They may be
made of ebonite for the smaller sizes, and of wood lined with guttaI
hope before
percha where the cost of ebonite becomes important.
with movable plate-glass lids are far

The edges must be

long to get a useful tray cast in glass.

by

and the cover secured

ground,

light

brass

accurately

clamps.

In

the

It is useless to
bottom of the tray the wax can be securely fixed.
cement the lid to the tray. Hardly any cement will stand prolonged'

exposure to dilute

spirit,

and

necessary

it is

to readjust or clear

the

dissection from time to time.
Fossils are

usually kept loose

wood

;

in

mounted on
method is untidy and often causes
tablets of

the larger collections

or glass covered with

wooden

of labels;

loss

paper.

they are

The

first

tablets are

uniform size, and liable to warp; glass
and wastes much time in covering with

costly, difficult to cut of quite
is

cut true,

difficult to

also

Ten

paper.

years ago

I

procured a supply of pasteboard tablets one-

tenth of an inch thick from a pattern-card maker,
exclusively

They

since.

are cheap

and have used them

(ninepence

to

a

shilling

a

pound), can be cut perfectly true by machinery, do not warp, and

may be had of any

color.

Fossils glued to pasteboard with coaguline

we range them

in wall-cases upon shelves sloped
and never meet with accidents.

are perfectly fast;
forty-five degrees,

In our geological wall-cases

I

to

have introduced above the level of

the eye a range of boards, nearly upright, but sloping slightly for-

wards

at the top,

upon which maps,

scriptive notices can be pinned.

space

is

It is

useful for

much

to

drawings of restored animals.

be desired that the dealers would procure a better

choice of zoological models
fera are

still

photographs, and de-

sections,

In a palaeontological collection this

useful,

in glass

and porcelain.

Reuss' foramini-

though antiquated; Blaschka, of Dresden, keeps

no stock, though he has supplied many of our museums with useful
models

in glass

made from drawings.

We

colored models of mollusca, hydrozoa,

want

&c,

far

and accurate
beyond the present

artistic

supply.
Stuffed

animals, especially stuffed

mammalia, are the plague of a

curator.

of
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all

do not

I

moths

refer especially to their liability to

kinds can be kept

down by

(insects

placing saucers of carbolic acid

in

the -cases) but to their grotesque deformity, their unnatural attitudes,

and

strengthened internally by wires would

the skin would stretch over
in

modeling

mand

A

unexpected places.

their proneness to contract in

ter or clay,

well

it.

we have not

required here, and

is

The

schools of art

may

model

in plas-

for ever,

enough when moist.

readily

it

A
last

Real

yet been able to

and
skill

com-

time help us over the difficulty.

in

modeled animal can never be cheap, but if increased costrender setup quadrupeds comparatively scarce, zoology

liness should

need not
Public

suffer

on that account.

museums should contain

mental y explanation

A

jects exhibited.

far

more than they now do the

text-book illustrated by specimens instead of wood-

cuts should be our aim, at least where the wants of the public are

concerned than the wants of special students.

I

that things out of sight in

cabinets

At present we aim

at

too

are so

tive objects,

and

Personally,

I

spoil everything

do not hold

thing in a provincial museum.

liable to suffer

much, introduce

partments into a small museum, show too

more

should propose to

relegate nine-tenths of our existing collections, to cabinets were

glect.

ele-

necessary for the right understanding of the ob-

t:>o

many obscure and

it

not

from ne-

many

de-

uninstruC-

by over-crowding.

that local

We

have

collections should
to consider the

be every-

wants of

resi-

dents as well as of passing strangers, and what the residents interested
in natural history require

is

a general collection of typical specimens

them something of the elements of their science. It
is very easy to make imposing
collections of land and fresh-water
shells, butterflies, and so forth, which a naturalist passing that waypraises because they contain here and there a choice thing, but which
either teaches nothing to the uneducated visitor, or else teaches him
the very undesirable lesson that the best thing he can do is to make a
similar collection for himself.
We have had more than enough of unintelligent collecting and and unintelligent records of occurrence.
Oar provincial museums should tell the public that to know something of the structure of animals and plants is better than to know
which

many

will teach

species.

—
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Wallace's Geographical Distribution of Animals.
The

review of Mr. Alfred Russel Wallace's recent book

following

on "The Geographical Distribution of Animals, with a study

of' the

and extinct faunas, as elucidating the past changes
a work which has attracted considerable atof the earth's surface"
tention both in this country and Europe
is from the pen of Prof.
Theodore Gill, and is reprinted from The Nation by permission of
the publishers of that journal and of the author.
-Editor.
relations of living

—

who

It is B'affan

is

—

mals.

having

to be credited with

cise generalizations respecting

Buffon, in this respect, not only

once

predecessors, but leaped at

more pretentious

(
i

)

advanced much beyond his
some of the

own

times

have failed to attain.

that the inhabitants of

southern portions of the old and new

from each other

distribution of ani-

position which

to a

naturalists of our

he recognized

In brief,

promulgated pre-

first

the geographical

the tropical

(2) that those of the northern portions of the

;

to a considerable extent, identical;

and

worlds were entirely different

and

two were

(3) that the confluence of the

two was most apparent towards the proximate portions of America and
The truth that animals in fact had, for the most part, originated

Asia.

of the earth where they are now found, became inconand geological research demonstrated that they were preceded by forms which were the ancestors of those now living on the
Numerous zoologists, from time to time, took up the problem
soil.
of animals as a special study.
At length an E igdistribution
of the
in the regions

trovertible

;

Mr. P. L. Sclater, in 1857, published a memoir, to
which adventitious circumstances gave considerable celebrity, and
in which the formerly recognized regions were redefined under new
lish ornithologist,

but by no means

appropriate names.

(t)

the African

The European region was

or Ethiopian,

the Western
Middle Palasotropical (4) the
Australian, the Eastern Palaeotropical
(5) the North American, the
Nearctic, and (6) the tropical American, the Neotropical. These regions

christened Palaearctic
Palasotropical

;

(3) the

:

(2)

Indian, the

;

;

were contrasted, as implied
categories

— the

with the old and

in their

nomenclature, under two prime

Palaeogean and Neogean, corresponding respectively

ntw worlds of geographers.

The

limitations of the

regions were, for the most part, judiciously adopted by the author from
his predecessors,

although without any

acknowledgment and with a

FIELD
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The major combinations, however,
geography was involved, were peculiar to Mr. Sclater,

assumption of originality.

so far as animal

and, for

most

classes of animals,

but just to add that subsequently,

were extremely

when

unfortunate.

his attention

had been

It

is

re-di-

rected to the subject by Prof. Huxley's writings, this objectional feature of the classification

was appreciated by the author himself, yet he

has meanwhile been not without followers.

Mr. Sclater's views call for mention here simply because they have
been accepted and pushed into great prominence by Mr. Wallace in
work, and by several other naturalists, whose experience
might have taught them better. Whatever is true in them had long
before been apprehended, and what was new has been rejected by those
his recent

best qualified to judge.

The ignorance of

the literature of zoological

geography on the part of the gentlemen in question may perhaps account for the claims of originality, which have been put forth and
recognized

as

Mr. Wallace has long'

regions accepted.

in respect to the

been known

many

an adventurous and scientific traveller in

regions,

an excellent collector in several deparments of natural history, but
especially of his birds, and, more than all, as one to whom Mr. Darwin himself accredits the discovery of the law of natural selection

He

simultaneously with himself.

has published several notable vol-

umes of travel and essays, and many
He is
chiefly on birds and insects.
having

first

articles

in

various periodicals,

also entitled

Indian realms, and recognized in the inconsiderable

Lombok and

venes between the islands of
great regions indicated.

own

imbued with taxonomic

tact.

strait,

clas-.ification

separating the

facts.

him
His
lit-

of animals, and

Prepared as he was, nevertheless,

he undertook the formidable task of a work upon

The

and

inter-

admissions, however, prove that he was but

acquainted with the structure and

little

which

in the field thus qualified

considering and giving weight to a certain class of

writings and his
tle

His experience

strait

Bali the true dividing line,

very properly designated as Wallace's line or

for

the honor of

to

clearly defined the boundaries between the Australian

"The

Geographical

suppose that he meant to

would naturally lead us to
consider the problems of zoological ge-

ography

the preface he states that

Distribution of Animals."

in

general, but in

title-page

it

"is an

at-

tempt to collect and summarize the existing information on the distrb
When, however, we examine the
bution of land animals " (jj. v).

I'M
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contents of the two volumes in question, we find that the wcrk,

I

in

mostly devoted to the consideration of what the Germans
would call " binnenlandische Thiere," which is perfectly expressible
fact,

is

by the scarcely used English term "inland animals," with some reference to the distribution of marine animals, although extremely meagre.
Further, we find that even uf the inland animals a very small proportion are considered, and indeed only the vertebrates and a few invertebrates are discussed.
On a review of these discussions it becomes
had an autoptical acquaintance

also very soon apparent that the author

only with the birds and several families of insects, and that his knowl-

edge of the other forms was almost entirely derived from a few authors
of

more

Inasmuch

or less repute.

in their estimation

have greatly differed

as authors

of the values of groups and their

mode

of weighing

kingdom, we should
under such circumstances there would be consid-

differences in the several classes of the animal

naturally expect that

erable incongruity in the basis of the work.
case to a greater extent then even might at

Such, indeed,

is

be looked for

first

the

in the

work of our author.
Mr. Wallace discusses

his subject

under four leading heads.

In

pp. 1-104) he treats of "the principles and general
phenomena of distribution ;" in Part II. (vol. i. pp. 105-170) of " the

Part

I.

(vol.

distribution
vol.

ii.

i.

of extinct animals;" in Part

pp. 1-164) he enters

(vol.

III.

i.

pp. 171-485,

upon the consideration of "zoological

geography, a review of the chief forms of

life

in

the several regions

and sub-regions, with the indications they afford of geographical
mutations;" and in part IV. (vol, ii, pp. 165-533) he gives, under the
caption of "geographical zoology, a systematic sketch of tlie chief
families of land [and fresh-water] animals in their geographical relations."

We

need only consider a tew of the questions involved.

Mr. Wallace very properly postulates

(vol.

i.

p.

83) that

"a

little

consideration will convince us that no enquiry into the causes and
laws

which determine the geographical distribution of animals or

plants can lead to satisfactory results unless
rate

knowledge of the

families to each other;

tion to
it is

work upon."

affinities
in

we have

a tolerably accu-

of the several species, genera, and

other words,

we

require a natural classifica-

In order, too, to compare things and conditions,

necessary that they should be referred as nearly as possible to the

same common standard.

In

all

these particulars

we

find a woeful
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in the work of Mr. Wallace.
some respects he has carried differentiation into orders, families,
and genera to an extreme degree, while in others he has accepted, as
counterparts, groups whose representatives show the most fundamental

degree of imperfection and incongruity
In

differences

among

Thus,

themselves.

and 131 families are admitted, and

carried that not less than 50 families are
8 for the parrots

;

the class of birds 10 orders

in

to such

an extent

named

subdivision

is

for the passerines

and

although those groups are two of the most natural

assemblages of the animal kingdom, and have been regarded by authors of the highest scientific ability

(/. g.

Prof.

Alphonse Milne-Ed-

wards, Prof. Garrod in 1874, and, apparently, Prof. Huxley,) in one

Again, the innocuous snakes

or both cases, as of simply family value.

and the

are subdivided into 19 families,

butterflies into 16.

In striking contrast with such families are

many

of those of fishes

and mollusks. For the former the classification of Dr. Gunther is
adopted, and we find the heterogeneous groups designated under the
names Pei-cida, Triglides., Trachinidce, Scombridce, Carangid<z, GoGadidce,Sihtridcc, and a number of others,
compared as natural families with those of birds. More incongruous and heterogeneous still are some combinations designated as
families adopted from the earlier parts of Woodward's " Manual of
biidce, Pedicidati,BleiiniidcB,

to be

Mollusca. "

own

Ignoring that author's

Wallace has reverted to

his

cruder

latest

improvements, Mr.

conceptions, and we find families

first

too numerous to mention of the most unnatural description, and
which could be accepted by no scientific malacologist of the present
generation any more than they are retained by Woodward himself in
his later writings.

We

are quite safe in asserting that under several of

the families thus alluded to, or hinted at, the differences of structure

exemplified are greater than those exhibited by the extremes of living

When

birds.

such

is

the case,

it

is

evident that

we can have no

just

or adequate idea of the compartive characteristics as to the zoological

geography of the several
every
nse,

class,

Mr. Wallace's work.
In
"orders " Picarise and Galli-

classes considered in

not excepting birds

"family" Pelecanidae,)

(e. g.,

there

is

apparent a want of familiarity

with the principles of taxonomy, and a great deficiency in classificatory
ability.

Even when

the author has attempted to give the

more recent

views of systematic authors, he has sometimes signally failed

when he would give

the latest views of Dr.

—

as, e. g.,

Gunther respecting the
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.

primary classification of fishes (vol. i. p. 102"), or the ideas of Pfeiffer
and von Martens on the Pulmonates (vol. i. p. 104). Mr. Wallace
has evidently been influenced rather by the number of species than by
morphological considerations
classifications,

and,

it

structural differences.

in

the application

and assessment of

may also be added, by physiological rather than
The consequences of these sins are entailed

upon every branch of his subject, and it must always be remembered
that each class, and sometimes each order, has been considered from
a different point of view in a systematic sense.

As already indicated, Mr. Wallace has, for the most part, followed
Mr. Sckiter in the adoption of the number and names of the primary
" regions " of the globe, but has subdivided those regions for himself,
each into four sub-regions, thus (vol.
pp. 81-82)
i

:

Palsearctic, with the sub-regions (1)

I.

North Europe, (2) Mediter-

ranean or South Europe, (3) Siberia, and (4) Manchuria or Japan.
Ethiopian, with the sub-regions (1) East Africa, (2) West Af-

II.

rica, (4)
III.

South Africa, and (4) Madagascar.

Oriental, with the sub-regions

dia, (2)

(1)

IV. Australian, with the sub-regions
lia,

Hindostan or Central In-

Ceylon, (3) Indo-China or Himalayas, and (4) Indo-Malaya.

(3) Polynesia, and (4)

New

(

1)

Austro-Malaya, (2) Austra-

Zealand.

V. Neotropical, with the sub-regions (1) Chili or S. Temp. Am.,
Mexico or Trop. North A., and (4) Antilles.

(2) Brazil, (3)

VI. Nearctic, with the sub-regions
tains, (3)

(

r) California, (2)

Rocky Moun-

Alleghanies or East United States, and (4) Canada.

Mr. Wallace's idea

is

that the

primary regions of the globe should

be few; that they should be as nearly as possible co-equal "with the
and that
great natural regions of the globe marked out by nature "
;

main features
of the distribution of existing animals, and not those of any or all past

the regions should "represent as nearly as possible the

geological epochs."

He

carries out his idea so far as to give us a

most Procrustean series of sub-regions.
that

many

Here

it

can only be premised

of these divisions, at leasr, will require to be re-examined

and otherwise limited and contrasted.
There are several illusions which many naturalists seem
under and which are too often assumed or taken for granted

to labor
;

such as
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that there are certain very definite regions in which, severally, animals
are segregated from
lations are

others

all

that those regions

;

equally indicated by

distribution of marine animals

But

knowledge of

little

facts

all classes

re-

collateral with that of inland forms.

is

and

and the irmutual

of animals; and that the

little reflection is

necessary to render

obvious the fallacy of these views.

The

regions, or realms as

some would

Wallace have been just specified.

call

them, defined by Mr.

Their bounds are

in several instan-

and would be more or less modified by students of difThe marches between
ferent classes, as Mr. Wallace, in fact, admits.
contiguous regions in which species of the two commingle on common ground may be many hundreds of miles in width. In few cases,
indeed, except when bordered by the wide ocean, are the exact limits
ces disputable,

of the regions defined, or,

We

should be amiss even

variable dividing lines.

it

may be added,

alleged by Mr. Wallace (v.

sissippi

be definable.

" eastern " and " western " regions,

at all trenchantly separate the
is

will ever

we looked to the highest mountains as inThe Rocky Mountains, for example, do not
if

i.

p. 6),

as

but the plains west of the Mis-

form neutral ground intervening between the two.

ferences between the Atlanticand Gulf slopes on the one

The

dif-

hand and the

Pacific and Rocky Mountain on the other are rather, at least to a
considerable extent, attributable to the " mediterranean " seas which
in tertiary times covered so great a portion of the present
ical

basin of

the "Mississippi" rivers.

hydrograph-

The new-made land was

apparently mostly colonized from the eastern and northern regions,

and the subsequent commingling of types, extensive
has

still

though

as

it

has been,

not obliterated the primeval diversity between the two,

this

Toads

is

now most

as Pets.

—-A

speaking of pets, says

:

distinctly exemplified

by the

correspondent of the Gardener

"

My

first,

al-

fishes.

s

Chronicle

attentions were devoted to toads,

and very few persons can believe how much an unpreposessing creature
they knew me perfectly; they
I had five
of this kind can be taught.
knew their own names, &c." The editor of this journal is reminded
;

by the above that toads were among his earliest pets, and that they,
too, knew their names, and learned to come when called.

Field

and Forest

A MONTHLY JOURNAL

DEVOTED TO THE NATURAL SCIENCES.
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Among

Cremation
The following

the

Yuma

Indians.

interesting account of a cremation

Indians of California was recently furnished

5.

me by

among
Dr.

J.

the

Yuma

V. Lauder-

U. S. Army. It will eventually be embodied in my monograph
on the " Disposal of the dead among North American Indians;" hut
as this work will not be published for some time, I have deemed it advisable, in view of the little knowledge we have upon the subject of
cremation, to anticipate its final publication.
H. C. Yarrow.

dale,

—

"

A Yuma

Indian employed about Arizona City had met with a vio-

lent death in a brawl.

the body,

it

After the coroner had held an inquest upon

was given to

his friends to

tom, in the following manner

ernment blanket, and

tied the

be disposed of as

Two men

:

is

their cus-

placed the body on a gov-

end corners together.

Then they

thrust

a long pole through the loops thus formed, and bore the body upon

from the town, near the river, and
upon the ground. On the road there, the two pall-bearers had
been joined by another Indian and two or three squaws. I observed
that one of the squaws carried in her arms the head of an ox, which
she had procured from the stall of the town butcher.
their shoulders to a spot a mile
laid

it

The Indians set themselves to work at once to collect wood for the
They selected a spot where two green trees stood about
four or five feet apart.
They then gathered all the dry cotton and
drift wood to be found in the vicinity, and placed it between the two
trees in a compact pile, till it was about four feet in height.
They
cremation.
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then placed upon the corpse such clothing and other effects as be-

longed to the deceased, and over
top of the pile was

five feet

they placed more wood, until the

all

above the ground.

A

quantity of dry

kindling and hay was placed on che windward side of the pile, and
things being ready a match was applied, and the flames fanned

by
wrapped in bright flames, and
the smoke rose curling gracefully to the sky.
As soon as the fire was
lighted the women who had assembled began a wail that seemed to be
more affectation than reality. There was much conversation, as if
all

a gentle breeze; the whole pile was soon

many

they were recounting to each other the
I

virtues of the deceased.

observed that the longer they continued their lamentations the more

earnest were they in their discourse.

Their position during the cre-

mation was seated upon the ground

The men did not seem

fire.

by with a long
stick that

pole,

at a suitable distanee

from the

to participate in the lament, but stood

and gave the

fire

an occasional poke, to adjust a

was topling down, or to throw on a fresh supply of wood.

The ceremony began about half-past three in the afternoon. I remained a witness until nearly sundown, when I returned to my quarters, a distance of about a mile, from which point I observed the smoke
of the cremation during the following night and day.

The

beef's head that I

mentioned above was intended

to supply the

material for baked meats that the mourners were expected to refresh

themselves with during their season of wailing and watching.
fire

was not allowed to go down

till

The

every vestige of the body was con-

sumed.

Time would not
cess,

allow

me

to be present

during the whole of the pro-

but I was informed that there was no change in the ceremony

from beginning to end.

I visited

the spot

on the morning of the third

day, and found nothing but a bed of grey ashes colored with yellow,

which showed the calcination of the bones.
There was no appearance that the bed of ashes had been disturbed
removing any of them as a souvenir of the deceased.
In the above simple manner the body of a poor Indian, and all that
he possessed, was effectually returned 'ashes to ashes.'
for the purpose of

For a people who have no appliances

for

digging a grave or making

a coffin, where the hungry wolf prowls at night and snatches from the

most carefully dug grave

all

bodies not encoffined, the above method
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of disposing of their dead seems to be the best that could be devised

by any people.
It is the custom among the Yumas, when a rich man dies, to kill all
All that he may possess
of his horses, and eat them for baked meats.
is placed upon the funeral pile and consumed with his body."

Asymmetrical Coloration

in Feral

Animals.

"Note on Color Variation in Mammals," * Mr.
Ryder
has
called
attention to the fact of asymmetry of coloration
A.
J.
so often observed among our domesticated animals, as the horse, ox, dog
and cat, and also in rabbits, Guinea pigs, goats, swine, &c, contrasting
it with the symmetrically disposed color areas in feral animals even
where they depart from the normal states of coloration for the species.
Thus Mr. Ryder cites instances among hares, mice and deer in
which, in a wild state, white areas occuring, in partial albinos are symmetrically disposed on the two sides of the body, and states that he
never met with an instance in which such white areas were not thus
symmetrically arranged.
In summarizing the facts observed by him
In an interesting

he formulates the following
i.

" That

bilateral

:

symmetry

is

interfered with in

some way by do-

mestication.
2.

That where variation in color takes place

in feral animals, they

are invariably, so far as observed, symmetrically colored.
3.

That

it is

possible that the degree of

asymmetry

is

an indication

of the length of time domestication has been operative."

As

my

experience happens to be somewhat different from Mr. Ry-

der's I offer the following as a further contribution to the subject.

a specimen of Arvicola riparius more than half white, which
into

my

In

came

hands some years since, the white areas were not only very
were quite unlike on the two sides of the median line of

irregular, but

the body.

I

have also noticed in two species of Mexican squirrels

(Scuirus boothicz and S. hypopyrrhus ) white spots disposed very irregularly and unsymmetrically, and in the latter black markings also un-

One specimen of S. hypopyrrhus, for example,
had one fore limb wholly white from the elbow nearly to the end of

symmetrically disposed.

* Proc. Acad. Nat.

Set. Phila.,

i87J,pp. 272-273.
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the toes, while the other limbs were black

;

other specimens had small

white patches quite unsymmetrically disposed over the dorsal surface

and on the limbs, presenting an

irregularly pied appearance.

In one,

small white patches also appeared irregularly on the throat and breast.

In S. Boothia the white spots were confined to the ventral surface of the

body, which normally

is

rufous, but

sometimes wholly white.

In

intermediate examples the white was sometimes an irregular band

along the median

line,

but not generally symmetrically developed on

the two sides of the median line
into patches, in

tup

:symmetrical in developement.

marked with white
and breast.
It

;

in other cases the

some symmetrically disposed,

arm-pits,

white was broken
others very un-

in

Several specimens were symmetrically

and irregular spots of white on the throat

hence follows that Mr. Ryder's second suggestion

modification,

—

that

is,

that while in perhaps

tion from the normal color takes place,

is

open to

most cases where varia-

through albinism, in

feral

animals, the white areas are not invariably symmetrically disposed.

Among

birds tending to albinism,

I

think

it

may be

safely stated, as

a rule, that where white patches appear they are not symmetrically

developed on opposite sides of the body.
J.

A. Allen.

Wallace's Geographical Distribution of Animals.*
The
by

indications as to the relations of the realms or regions furnished

the different classes of animals are very conflicting,

and depend

in

a great measure, as might naturally be- expected, on the ability of inThe two classes that
dividuals to extend their limits, or the reverse.
perhaps are most antithetical in this respect are birds and inland fishes.
are in an eminent degree fitted for the extension of their

The former

range, and consequently for accommodation to the "lay of the land;"
while the latter are restricted by sharply-defined boundaries within

very definite areas, and physiologically prevented from extending their
range either over the land or across the expanse of ocean to any great
extent.

The two classes are also antithetical

in

another respect, inasmuch

as the birds are a highly specialized group, very liable to modifications
* Continued from page 74, October number.
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resulting from environing causes,

of condition that
type,

and

live in

and ever susceptible

may supervene, while
a medium where they

vicissitudes of climate
fore, is less likely to

79
to the

changes

the fishes are a generalized
are

much

less

exposed to the

and other conditions, and where change, there-

supervene; consequently the representatives of the

two classes might naturally be expected to indicate differences
relations of the several faunas to each other,

and such

is

in

the

markedly the

case.
It

has already been noticed that Mr. Sclater, from an ornithological

point of view, segregated the several regions of the globe under two

—

Palasogsean and Neoggean.
To a greater extent, perwould at first be supposed by special students of other
classes, he was justified in such a differentiation, for the interchanges
of the species of the north and the south with those of the tropics,
and vice versa, are so numerous as to give a stamp of comparative homogeneity to the two great areas known as the old and new worlds.
The birds, in fact, indicate in the most marked manner the effected
accomodation to existing conditions. The fresh-water fishes, on the
contrary, point to an entirely different relationship, and if we should
take these animals for the determination of the primary regions of the
globe, the present combinations of land and water must be entirely
ignored, and their faunas correlated de novo on a very different basis.
In such case, North America, Europe and Asia would form one
great division, in contradistinction to another, which would be conThese great divisstituted by Australia, South America and Africa.
ions, however, are very unequal in one respect
the northern division,
or Cenogaea, is comparatively homogenous, and its several regions not

primary groups

haps, than

:

very well defined, while the

southern district,

or Eogsea,

is,

on the

contrary, subdivisible into three very distinct regions, the most generalized of which is Australia, and the least so Africa, while South
America intervenes between the two, and, on the one hand, shares
with Australia some forms, and, on the other hand, some with Africa,
the common ones being in each case restricted to the two mentioned
together.
To some extent our author recognizes these relations (vol.
i.

pp. 398, 174.)

These combinations may be explicable by different hypotheses: (1)
in the several regions may be the remnants of a once

the forms found

widely-spread fauna, or (2

)

derivatives of a special fauna, diffused

when
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the continents were closely connected, directly or indirectly.

former supposition

perhaps best applicable in some cases, as

is

The
in the

but the latter seems to be the more promost of the other forms. It is significant that
the similarity of the ichthyic faunas of South America and Australia is
exemplified chiefly on the western slope of the former, while the
dispersion of the sirenoids

bable

forms

;

in the cases of

common

to

and Africa are characteristic especially of the

it

The moral from

eastern slope.

all

these facts seems

to

be that the

and the animals of analogous powers of extension, are the most
apt exponents of the present relations of land and wafer, while the
fishes, and animals of like restriction of locomotion, furnish the best

birds,

hints as to the ancient connections of the precursors of the existing

continents.

Mr. Wallace

is

earth's surface" (vol.

maintains (vol.

i.

i.

p. 56),

p.

57) that

"we should

mammalia, only bringing

gions

is

therefore construct our
first

place,

from a con-

to our aid the distribution of

Mr. Wallace's argument

other groups to determine doubtful points."

throughout

their existing

and present physical condition of the
and that class, he thinks, is the mammals.

typical or standard zoological regions, in the

sideration of

"by

the one which exhibits

distribution the past changes

He

animals best adapted to deter-

asserts that the class of

mine zoological regions

tantamount to the admission that the division into

is

re-

an arbitrary matter, and that there can only be a conventional

agreement
although

This

as to those divisions.

it is

is

to a considerable extent true,

probable that Mr. Wallace would object to this view

Here it may be premised
somewhat intermediate beAnd, by the way, we must wonder that

being the natural outcome of his argument.
that in their indications the

tween the birds and

when Mr. Wallace

mammals

fishes.

are

considers the distribution of

mammals

as all-im-

portant, and that the "negative character of the absence of certain families

or

genera

is

of equal importance" to the positive character of

their presence (vol.

i.

tion of the Polynesian

p. 54,

and

)

he has refused

New

to recognize the distinc-

Zealand subregous of his Australian

region from the Australian and Austro-Malayan. *

doing

(vol.

i.

at least of his

p.

His reasons for so

62) might be extended equally to the negation of one

admitted regions.

* There are no indigeneous
while hey are richly developed

terrestial

mammals

in the Australian

in

New

Zealand or Polynesia,

and Papuan regions.
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of Nashville.

At the recent meeting of the American Association

at Nashville, the

botanical section, though without officers or formal organization, per-

haps accomplished as

much

in the

way of exploration of

ing region, as any section, devoting

the surround-

assiduously to field

itself quite as

meetings, as to those at the capitol.

This article will seek to give some of their

The

was not the

season

best, the

summer

results.

flora

had nearly passed

.away, and the autumnal inflorescence, especially of the Compositae was

not at

its

Moreover there had been a drought of several

height.

weeks duration.

Nor

the

is

geological character of the region favorable for the bo-

The limestone basin

tanist:

in the

has only a very shallow covering of

middle of which the city stands,
soil, so

ledge,

its

that vegetation, if it es-

The

capes being pastured down, easily dries up.

gardens have only a few inches of

blasted out of the solid rock which crops out on

which the

city stands

soil,

its

upon a
are

cellars

all sides,

and over

streets are laid out.

The banks

of the Cumberland river offer the

most

hopeful

field

to the botanist.

The

infelicities

of the locality and season, however, were

supplemented by the

faithful

labor for

largely

years, of Dr. A. Gattinger,

formerly State Librarian, a thorough student and enthusiast in natural
science,

who

has diligently explored not only the immediate vicinity,

but other points as Tullahoma, Cowan, Whiteside, and other rich

lo-

calities.

With unstinted
huge

fasciculi,

generosity, he turned over to the botanists present,

enclosing the labors of years, and insisted that

we

should divide them up as trophies.

Most of the rarer plants enumated here, are the fruits of his collections, and determined some by
himself and some by Win. M. Canby, Esq., since our return.

Growing

in the Capitol grounds, are seen in the early

morning, the

bright blue flowers of Ruellia ciliosa and Commelyna Virginica.

In

the waste places along the streets are noticed Eupatorium serotinum,
Croto7i capitatum

and monanthogynum, and

tratiun, recently arrived

from farther west.

in

one place Solanum

ros-
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Across the river, Shelby Pond furnishes an abundant supply of
lumbiiim liiteum, in every stage, covering several acres,

its

Ne-

broad leaves

standing a foot or more out of the water.

Looking

for a

conveyance up the

river,

we

find a curious craft pe-

culiar to the region, perhaps 25 feet long, 18 inches

running

to a point at either end,

and not over a

wide

in the centre,

made of

foot deep,

and with a long oar projecting astern to keep her head
the current; while the boatman propels the craft with paddle or

thin boards,
to

pole.

The weight of

three of us brought the gunwale to within two inches

of the water, in a way very suggestive of an involuntary bath.

boatman proved himself thoroughly master of

ever, our

How-

river naviga-

and not even a wet foot interfered with our comfort.
Walking along the bank, while our boat kept pace with us, we
found Diodia Virginica, Heliophytum Indicim, Heuchera villosa, Spertion,

macoce glabra, Conobea

multifield,

Enslenia albida, Iresine

celosioides,

Solidago rupestris, Pluchea/cetida, Cleome pungens, Leptochloa mucronola, Cocculus Carolinus, Comtnelyna

communis, and

many

other

more

familiar species.

On

the sandy island, a couple of miles above,

we

find a grape, ap-

parently Vitis vulpina, with abundance of small black
large as the largest peas, but very sweet
island

is

and pleasant

fruit,

partly covered with almost impenetrable thickets of

trifida, fully

twenty

feet

high and two inches

in

about

flavored.

as.

The

Ambrosia

diameter, and here

and there great clumps of Helianthus doronicoides nearly as tall.
Climbing the limestone cliffs along the river bank, we find Hypericum aureum, Philadelphia hirsutus, Bumelia lycioides, Brachychaeta
cordata, Pellaea atropitrpurea and Sedum pulehe Hum.
Leaving Nashville, we noticed along the railroad Cassia obtusifolia
and occidentalis, patches of Conoclinium coelestinum, Calamintha nepeta, and Pardanthus Chinensis, and everywhere masses of Vernonia
fasciculata, and Verbesina Siegesbeckii, with occasionally V. Virginica.
Near Tullahoma, where we had hoped to spend some hours, we see
a region of great promise, but a pouring rain forbids us to stop.

Ascending Lookout Mountain,

we enjoy

same storm,

Campanula divaricata, Eryngium yuecafolium, Coreopsis seni—
and several others.

radiata,
folia,

in the latter part of the

a magnificent view, and, despite the rain, collect Hydrangea-
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Coal Creek, a few miles from Knoxville, we see Agave
Pancratium rotatum, Silphium compositum, Frangula Carolinensis, Helianthus microcephalics, Desmodium ciliare and sessilifolium,
Pycnanthemum Tullia and Sehrankia angustata.

Going

to

Virginica,

In addition to these, Dr. Gattinger has collected,
cies, that interesting

Aretiaria patula and diffusa,
folia,

among

other spe-

Alyssum Lescurii,
Leavenworthia Michauxii, Lechea tenui-

native of the Nashville

Malvastrum angustum, Callirhoe

hills,

alccsoides,

Petalosietnon car-

neus and the rare foliosus, Astragalus Tenneseensis, Cladrastis tinctoria,

Psordlea subacaulis, Oenothera triloba, Gleditschia monosperma,

Chaerophyllum Teinlurieri, Stuartia pentagyna, Spigelia Marilandica,
Valerianella patellaria, Grindelia lanceolata, Aster paludosus, Helio-

tropium tenellum, Nemophila microcalyx, Sabbatia brachiata, Gonolobus suberosus, Iris cuprea, Allium striatum, Polypodium incanum, As-

plenium Ruta-muraria, Pellcea Alabamensis, and Bryonia Boykinii.
It will be seen by every botanist that this is a very interesting list>
and the region very inviting.
We received many courtesies from the citizens, and were specially
indebted to Col. J. B. Killebrew, of Nashville, Commissioner of Agriculture, Statistics and Mines, who is doing a great deal in developing
the resources of the State, and Prof. Hunter Nicholson, of the Agri-

cultural College, at Knoxville,
J.

W. Chickering,

Jr.

Setting Blocks for Lepidoptera.

The following

notes,

coming more properly under the heat of "good

words," are sent for the benefit of new beginners, as to old collectors

may seem

trifling.
Suggestions, however, upon the quesand setting, are asked me more frequently than how
to take insects, as any school-boy can take butterflies, but few know
what to do with them after capture.
In making blocks the first care is to have them all of the same thickness
I use one-and-a-quarter inch white pine.
Cut your blocks in
sizes from one to eight inches square, level them from the outside

the remarks

tions of blocks,

;

edge to the middle, a quarter-of an-inch, make a grove down the centre,

a

trifle

wider than the body of the insect, and deep enough to

'

«4
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flat

on the block, then with a

fine

awl

a hole through the block, in the centre of the grove,

one-third of

With
a

its

and about
length from the top.

a half inch augur bore a hole

quarter of an inch

under side

common

deep on the
where the

the place

came through,

awl

fair

at

force

bottle cork

in this a

and cut

it

off

with the block; make the top as

smooth

and

as possible

it

is

ready

for use.
Setting.

Insert your pin through

the middle of the thorax and then

Fig. 20.

in the small awl hole in the block; force it through the cork on the
under side until you feel the point; place the body of the insect in
spread the primaries with
the groove and the wings flat on the block
the point of a needle until the lower edges are on a line, bring the sec"
;

ondaries into position, and

fasten all

down with

a piece of soft

darning cotton, drawn three or four times arouud the block and over
the wings on each side

;

make

the end fast in a nick in the end of the

The

block and withdraw the needles.

insect should remain in this

position from three days to one week, according to the size of the body.

By having your
until

you

feel

blocks

all

of the same thickness, and inserting the pin

the point on the under side you are sure to have all

your insects, large and small of a uniform heighth.
all

I

would advise

beginners to use the regular insect pins.

James

S.

Johnson.

[Having the illustrations of two forms of setting boards, described
by the editor in an article on collecting insects, * we produce them as
an appendix to Mr. Johnson's article, with the original descriptions:
" The first is made by fastening two strips of wood, about a foot in
and an inch and a half in width, to two uprights of the same

length,
hight,

leaving an open space of half an inch between

cork are glued on underneath,
*"Ho\v

to collect

1868, page 305.

and preserve

;

thin strips of

through which the pins are thrust.

insects,

T

Annual Rep't. Department of Agriculture,

—
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This

size will

moths other

do

for ordinary use,

35

but for very

large or

very small

sizes are required.

Fig. 21.

The second

is

merely a block of wood three inches square, and one
inch thick, with an upper

groove half an inch wide for
the

body of

the insect, and a
one about the same

lower

width to receive a
sheet cork
Fi

holes should be

the

22

made along

centre.

In

sect pins."

Dr.

J.

the long board, the

on

and

G. Morris

flight, for

up the short
this

however,

glass, or

slightly

several

enough

toward the

butterflies are held in

by cards secured by

in-

Editor.

(in

his study table, last

lift

wings of the

by thin pieces of

forceps in Forficula.

he took

Both boards slope

strip of

before putting in

the centre of the groove, just large

for the size of the pin used.

position until dry

cork,

;

Canadian Entomologist) gives anew use for the
Speaking of observing these insects in numbers

summer, he says; "Each one of them, before

they were active, would bend his body back and

elytra with his forceps before the wings

they did invariably."

would expand,

;;
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Descriptions of New Species of Diurnal Lepidoptera
found in North America.
Argvnnis
Male.

Mac aria.

— Expands about

Upper

2 inches.

yellow fulvous, more or

side

wings bordered by two

spaces are fulvous, cut by the black nervules

of black lanceolate spots

series

;

obscured

less

base

at

;

both

black lines between which the

fine parallel

on these

;

rest

a

common

those on secondaries larger,

more

rounded and more delicate the extra discal rounded spots small
the other markings as in Eurynome ; the spot in cell of secondaries
fringes buff, black at the ends of
like the letter C, slender and open
;

;

the nervules.

Under

and

side of primaries orange from base to middle of cell,

within the black spots at end of cell

median nervure and

its

branches

;

;

also

more or

less

the remainder of the

along the

wing and

in-

cluding the marginal border yellow-buff along the hind margin the
black markings are nearly obliterated, and the six anterior submarginal
spots very slightly silvered, as are also the three upper spots of the
extra-discal row.

Secondaries yellow-buff, the basal area slightly tinted and mottled

with brown
all

the belt between the outer rows

;

the spots large

and well silvered

broad and semilunate

;

of spots quite clear

those of the submarginal

of the second row, the

spots are equal, long oval, the 6th

4th minute, and

;

same

size

1st,

row

2nd, 3rd and 5th

but truncated at top, the

7th sub-lunate, all very slightly

edged above with

row consists of three spots, the 1st and 3rd equal,
sublunate, the 2nd in cell sub-pyriform and very large
sometimes
there is a minute spot in this row on inner margin
all these lightly

black

;

the 3rd

;

;

edged above with black in the cell a round spot in black ring
and a small patch of silver at base, an oval below cell, and a patch
shoulder and inner margin well silvered.
at base above
Body above covered with fulvous hairs, beneath, thorax gray-buff,
abdomen yellow; legs pale fulvous and buff; antenna; fuscous above
;

;

fulvous below

Female.

Upper

;

club black, tip deep fulvous.

— Expands 2.2 inches.

side paler colored, the interspaces being light while the nerv-

ules are mostly

edged with fulvous

;

the submarginal spots pale through-
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out, and on secondaries the second

row of

much

the space between the two parallel

paler spots "than the ground

;

lines obscured at the apical angle of each

silver spots

wing

;

is

indicated by

the markings as in

t

the male, but on the disks

all

the lines are slighter

;

under side

as in

the male, the ground color of secondaries paler, and the basal area

more decidely brown.
From three % one $
at

With

me by Henry Edwards,

Esq., and taken

these were 2 £ resembling the others except in the entire absence

rsence of silver

from the lower surface

ings on both wings
-all

sent

Havilah, California.

;

;

in

one example the black mark-

both marginal and extra discal are obliterated, as

the black edgings to the spots on secondaries

;

in the other the

mar-

ginal lines and lanceolate spots are faint, but the edgings to the silver
spots aredistinct ; in this example the basal area of secondaries is of a
darker brown than in the typical Macaria examined, and of uniform
These unsilvered individuals
tint, with little or no mottling of buff.
find

counterpart

their

in

occasional examples of Euryno?ne from

Colorado.
Charts Australis.

—

Expands .9.
and shape of Nemesis, primaries long and pointed. Upper side
dark ferruginous overlaid with brown, the sub-color only clearly appearing on the hind margins, and obscurely on the disks ; a fine sub-marginal plumbaginous line crosses both wings, preceded by a common
row of black dots, and next by another plumbaginous line, irregular
and somewhat wavy on the disks a black line crosses both wings,
bent on the middle of primaries and irregularly convex on upper part
of secondaries between this and base are five or six irregularly conMale.
Size

;

;

centric black lines

;

fringes long, fuscous except for a few white hairs

on middle of secondaries, also more largely on middle of primaries
and at either angle of same.
Under side orange-fulvous the black lines and dots repeated, the
former reduced and macular the plumbaginous lines repeated and
;

;

heavy.

Body above brown, beneath

light fulvous; legs fulvous; palpi yel-

lowish, or buff at sides, orange in front; antennae fuscous annulated

with white

Female.

;

club black, fulvous at

— Expands

.8 inch.

tip.
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produced, the hind margins convex.
Similar to
and markings; beneath, the lines are all heavier; and

less

in color

the palpi are less orange, rather yellow-white.

From

four %

three $ sent

me by Mr.

Boll

and taken

at

San An-

Smaller than Borealis, and with greater difference in shape

tonio.

between the sexes than in that species.

Lycaena
Male.

Striata.

— Expands

Upper

inch.

i

side dull pruinose-blue, the secondaries of a gray shade

;

the

wings delicate, allowingniuch of the marking of under side to be discovprimararies edged by an illy-defined fuscous line, a little
ered above
;

expanded towards apex, secondaries by a

clear black line

;

fringes of

primaries fuscous next to the marginal edge, white outside, of secon-

Under

both wings banded from
on secondaries these bands
are macular
on primaries nearly regular, but the bands do not pass the
lower branch of median hind margins edged by a common series of
pale fuscous crenated spots, each enclosing a small concolored rounded
spot, except next anal angle, where are two round velvet black spots,,
the outer one largest
these are faintly margined by yellow and thin
daries pure white.

side gray-white

base nearly to margin with pale fuscous

;

;

;

;

;

surfaces a little sprinkled with brilliant metallic blue scales, mostly

arranged along the edges.

— Expands .95 inch.

Female.

The

and hind margin and base of primaries pale fuscous, the
on the disk appear four
or five spots caused by the transparency of the wing ; secondaries had
the costal margin largely pale fuscous and the remainder of the wing
nearly pure white, excepting along the' hind margin, where there is a
fuscous band enclosing rounded white spots, each of which itself
encloses a fuscous spot on the marginal side
the inner spot on lower
median iuterspace is blackish, under side as on the male.
From r % 1 $ received from Mr. Boll, and taken at San Antocostal

disk whitish, and a blue tint over basal area

;

;

nio.

The

Thecla

Female.

Upper
cell,

species belongs to

Group V. of my Catalogue.

Clytie.

— Expands

.8 inch.

side of primaries blackish, except

on which area the color

is

on the inner margin up ta

lighter blue, forming a pretty regular

arc of a circle, terminating at three fourths the distance from base to

;
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Secondaries wholly light blue, color of Lycaena Pseu-

inner angle.

dargiolus, pale next outer angle

edged by a black

line,

and along inner margin

hind margin

;

preceded by a white one, and on

that,

towards

some small patches of fusin lower median intercous also near inner angle along same line
space is a marginal black, rounded spot, and at inner angle an orange
furnished with two tails, the outer one short, white
spot
the inner
one very long, thread like, black, partly fringed on one side by white,
outer angle,

is

a narrow fuscous edging

;

;

;

;

white at tip; fringes of primaries fuscous, secondaries white, not pure,
but a

little

gray, and at the end of the middle nervures darker than

elsewhere.

Under
margins
little

side

gray-white,

pale

on

both wings are edged by a

;

disks,

and

fine red line,

beyond the middle, by a common

darkest on hind
and are crossed, a

elongated red spots,

series of

edged with white this series on primaries stops at lower branch of
median, and on inner margin of secondaries takes the form of
discal spot of primaries a long, red bar
on secondaries there is a
;

W

;

small red spot on costal margin, near base, and two smaller ones in

primaries have also a submargiit on middle of basal area
row of pale fuscous sublunate spots, and the marginal area of secondaries is clouded with light and dark, not forming distinct spots ;
between the tails a black triangle upon a large orange spot, and at the
the under side of the tails
angle a black spot overtopped by orange

line with

;

nal

;

is

also red next to margin.

Body above

black, covered with blue hairs, the

beneath wholly pure white

;

abdomen

white,

legs white, annulated broadly with black

on outer sides; palpi white; antennae annulated black and white;
club tipped with ferruginous.

Of

this

charming species

San Antonio, by Mr. Boll.

I
It

possess but a single example, taken at

belongs to Group

An

III.

Wm. H. Edwards.

Coalburgh, IV. Va.

International Congress of Botany and Horticulture will be held

at Paris

during the International Exhibition next year.

gress will

open on August

16,

1878, and

will last a

week.

The Con-
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Discrimination of Insects.

Selective

The remarks

of Sir John

Lubbock

on the relation

in a late lecture

of insects and flowers leads to the inference that in his opinion the
My obbrilliancy of colour rather than the odour is the attraction.
servations lead

me

to

suppose that

not the colour, but the partic-

it is

ular odour of each variety or species of flower

With

great interest, not

attention was at

first

unmixed with

settling

it,

settling

and

time confine their attention

for the

on and sucking the honey of that variety only;

on a scarlet geranium

variety, but gives

its

will not

go from

to

it

geranium

e.

g., a

bee

another species or

attention to the particular variety only, irrespec-

tive of colour, whether scarlet, pink, or white,
scarlet

visit.

have observed (my

casually excited) that bees particularly, and also

butterflies, visit a distinct variety

to

which induces the

curiosity, I

to another scarlet flower,

ever the species of flower,

The

it is

the same

—

even

never going from a
contact.

if in

What-

pelargoniums, petunias, heli-

from pelargonium to pelargonium,
not from pelargonium to geranium (both cranes bills), and from lily
I never remarked a bee go from a lily
to lily, irrespective of colour.

otropes,

lilies,

&c.

visit is

to an amaryllis, or the reverse.

tion appears to be fertilisation.

The
The

object of this distinctive selec-

indiscriminate admixture of the

pollens of distinct varieties would probably frustrate the ends of nature

and lead
insect

is

What would be

to monstrosities or barrenness.

the admixture on

its

own

stores

is

concerned, doubtless the

the effect of

So

a distinct question.
fact has relation to its

far

as the

own economy.

Whatever be the reason, there appears to be the harmonious adjustment of two facts under the relations of one law. If the colour, and
not the odour, was the attraction, the visits would be indiscriminately

made

to all flowers of a brilliant hue.

as to flies

the fact suggested.

and

will

The

observation of the lecturer

being attracted by stinking plants or carrion seems to prove
Flies settle indiscriminately

go immediately from a flower to

With bees and

butterflies there

guided by odour
if ever, visited

;

by

I

is

offal or

on

from

all

putrefactions,

offal to a flower.

certainly a discriminative selection

have also remarked that some flowers are rarely,

bees.

books I have read, met with this observation,
and distinguished an observer as Sir John Lubbock
passes over the circumstance, I presume either the fact has not been
I

have never,

and when

in the

so acute
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observed, has been considered to be inconsequential.

if

The observation may be worth nothing, but in these days of minute
science, when every infinitesimal variation is noticed and invested with
importance, there may be a significance in the fact which escapes me,
but which, with others, may have its value.
So far as I know, the
occurrence

is

invariable; being so, the inference

not colour,

is

the attraction.

who

the occurrence,

same conclusion

is

have, watching the results, always

as myself.

—

6.

odour, and

that

have called the attention of others to

I

come

the

to

B. in Nature.

MISCELLANY.

FIELD RECORD.
Flights of Spiders. — During the calm
warm

week

clays of the past

served

many

posts,

fences,

little

spiders

weeds

trees,

their best to fly

away

have ob-

I

on the tops of
doing

etc.,

manner

after the

well described by Einerton in

when

I

wind

was

toward the south, and
that

it

it

my

is

at

Are these

flights

migrations,

or

are

they connected with the pairing of the

—

—

they were not more than one quarter

an inch

A

in length.

larger ones

also,

make

did not

;

:

of

the

direction

an almost vertical position.
see

the

threads

caught in the current of the

air,

the
flies.

go, and

Large numbers of the Archippus butterfly

web was

the pulling

and were accompanied by about

a dozen other species of smaller butter-

car-

spider appeared to feel the strength

with which the

when

to

of silk

and

ried away.

The

and continued up

Both kinds acted

out.

same way; they erected

easily

of October,

November 5th, the last week, however,
in much smaller numbers than previously.
genus
They seemed to be moving in a southerly

abdomen
could

over Denton Co., Texas, about the

15th

and these

in exactly the

into

flight
o'

number

smaller

were observed

nearly half an inch in length

I

usually

been the case.

American Naturalist.
There were sexes ? C. E. Bessey. Ames, Iowa.
two genera engaged in
Flight of Danais Archippus. Large
curious work.
A large number of
numbers of this butterfly commenced their

small ones certainly belonged to Lycosa

I

impression

least

species of at least
this

this

blowing greatly

has generally or

—

the

occasions,

eave particular attention to
the

point,

so

Vol. 5 of

Upon two

obliquely direction.

pulled away, and

was strong enough

was caried away, generally

in

were also reported

in Butler Co., Iowa,

earlier in the season.

Moths Injuring Pianos.

let

freak of insect destruction,

an

ing,

riddling

—The
is

with holes, and

the

latest

gnaw-

otherwise

:
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destroying the woolen cushions

intended

forte,

deaden

to

by action of the "

soft

irf

the

AND

apiano
sound

pedal," scarlet and

white pupa cases having been found in
rich profit-ion, suspended from the pol-

FOREST.
Fig. 24

a sheet iron furnace having

is

ihe form of a half cylinder, tapered at the
ends.

It is

used against the army

A

in the following manner:

worm

deep furrow

is plowed around the field, made smooth
The by following after with a round log of
summer, in a wood. The worms fall into this and being

ished under surface of the cover.

Piano had been closed

room

unable to get out are easily destroyed by

Ravages among

Insect
lows.

all

used.

little

— Collecting the

the

Wil-

three shrubby wil-

Salix cutleri, repens and argyrocarpa, near the Lake of the Clouds, just south
1

passing this heated

Fig. 25, which explains

>ws,

of the

summit of Mt. Washington, the

summer,

I

specimens

found

very

it

past

difficult to collect

at all satisfactory, as

furnace through the

furrow.

for sifting Paris green

and

itself, is

used

flour or other

substances upon potato foliage for the destruction of the Colorado beetle.

Fig. 26

the leaves

and 27, are mechanical

appli-

Has ances used to destroy the same insect.
any one else noticed the fact, or detected The first is mounted upon two wheels at
the rear end of the machine.
A trough
J. W. Chickering.
the criminal.
with a runner-like bow, containing some
Vegetable Catapult. One of the

were almost destroyed by

insects.

—

—

thick tough pods of Poincina gillissii from

Garden had been lying upon
my study table lor some days, when with

the Botanic

a noise almost as loud as a report of a
pistol

it

exploded throwing pod and seeds

Has any one noticed

several feet.

pods remaining upon the bush

?

—

J.

the

W.

adhesive mitter,
side of the

suspended over each

A

vibrating

row of

plants, the insects are

Fig. 27

is

provided with a pair

of crushing rollers which destroy the in-

is

GLEANINGS.

The machine

supported upon the two wheels, one in

the rear of the other.
are revolving wings

In an article on the subject of "Recent

Daniel Breed,

Insect
in

t

:e

Destruction,"

number

of mechanical

scribed, figures of

by

Report of the De-

partment of Agriculture for 1876, we
a

appliances

find

sects into the

machine.

fall into

the mixture.

in-

hopper-shaped body of the

In addition there are two gather-

the passage of the machine.
C. de Candolle has been investigating

which are reproduced

insects fly to the light

each side there

ing fingers which support the vines during

the structure

and movements of the leaves

of Dioncea muscipttla with the following
results

a post, with a lantern upon a block in the

The

On

which sweep the

de-

Fig. 23 is a trap
on the opposite page.
for the cotton worm, and consists of a pan
filled with some viscid substance set upon

centre.

skaken into

the troughs from which they are unable to

sects as they are collected.

Inventions for

arm or

beam, carrying wisps or brushes, is adjustably suspended from the frame, and as
the machine is pushed along astride the

escape.

Chickering, Jr.

is

row.

1.

and no

The

direct

absorption of animal matter

is

advantage to the leaves, and not

necessary for the development of the plant.
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The marginal appendages and edge

the head of " Travels of the Po-

beetle," the Scientific

of the leaf are distinct from the remainder

tato

of the leaf and their motion is not simultaneous with that of the " clappers."

lishes, with other items, the

3.

The

stellate hairs

and glands are de-

veloped from the epidermis, but the sensitive hairs from the subepidermal tissues.
4.

leaf,
*'

Stomata

on both sides of the

exist

but only on the under side of the

clappers."
5.

The

and development

structure

of

the leaves suggest the hypothesis that the
movements of the " clappers " are due to
variable turgescense (absorption of sap) on

Farmer pubfollowing:

Captain John Eva is oi Lhe schooner //.
F. Riley stxtes that on a recent nip irom
Cuba to 15 >ston, when fully 100 miles
from land, east of the capes of \ irginia,
his vessel was board :<\ by several hundred
Colorado potato beetles. This was about

October 8th, and there wis a heavy blow
from the north-west. The insects were
evidently aided in their journey to this
Some of
distance from land by the wind.
them when thrown overboard, spread their
wings before reaching the water, and flew
about easily, a few returning to the vessel.

upper parenchymal surface alone.
6
that
to

Sensitive hairs are the active organs

convey the impulse of

the

sub-epidermal

OUR BOOK SHELF.

irritation direct

tissues.

Bot. Zei-

Manuscript Notes from my Journal,
or Entomological Index to AgriSir Joseph Hooker, of Kew Gardens,
cultural Reports. By Tow ;end
Glover, Washington, 1877.
London, and Dr. Asa Gray, will contri-

tung, Oct., 1877.

bute to Hayden's Report, (U. S. Geological

Surveys of the

Territories; for ihe

present season.

A

$50,000 for tree planting

mount
It is

name

in

Fair-

Park.

with regret that

we make

the an-

nouncement of the death of D. H. Jacques,
for six years the editor of the Rural Carolinian.
He was also favorably known by
his writings

on Phrenology.

The New England
facetious.

It

says

is

a quarto of 103 pages, in the

In addition to a complete index
the reports issued by the Department of Agriculture, it includes a list of
vegetable and animal substances injured

raphy.

Philadelphia gentleman, by the

of Neil, recently decease :l, provides in his
will

This

well-known chirography of the A ithor,
transferred to stone and printed by lithog-

:

Farmer

grows
Entomologogists wili

be pleased to learn that that particularly
disgusting and valuable carnivorous beetle,
the Amblychila cylindriformis, whose very
existence has been doubted, is now found
in considerable quantities in Kansas.
Collectors have paid $20 for a single specimen and one which was recently brought
to New York and fed on raw meat was
viewed with emotions too deep for words
by jostling crowds of excited bug-sharps.

to

all

or destroyed by insects, etc.
Such an index must be of great value to
entomologists desiring to use these reports,
especially as references are given, with all
the insects named, to the author's unpublished plate. s It is a matter of re-Tret however, that but 60 copies have been printed,
and this small edition is already exhausted.

A

Preliminary Catal igue of the R :pFishes and Lept ijardians of the
Bermudas, with descriptions of four s seBy
cies of fishes, supposed t) be new.
From the
G. Brown Goode, pp. 10.
American Journal of S:ience and arls,
October, 1877.
tiles,

What

Anresthet'c shall be used?
By
Chisolm M. D., pp. 23. Read
before the Baltim ,x& Ac idemy of MediJulian

cine.

J.

O'

Field

and Forest

A MONTHLY JOURNAL

DEVOTED TO THE NATURAL SCIENCES.
Vol. III.— DECEMBER, 1877.— No.

6.

Notes on the Habits of the Green-backed California

Humming
A

letter

from

my

Bird.

Selasphorus Alleni,

(Hens haw.)

correspondent, Mr. C. A. Allen, of Nicasio, Cal.,

contains some interesting notes on the habits of the above recently

described species, and with his permission

I

publish

them

as

an ac-

ceptable contribution to our knowledge of this bird.

The time of

its

acter of the season.

arrival about

When

this

San Francisco varies with the charis

favorable

it

may

be expected about

the 10th of February, but, on the contrary, should the weather be cold

and rainy, our
risk

little

stranger, fresh from sub-tropical sweets, will hardly

an appearance e're the 25th of

this

month.

The experience of

former years has taught him where he will find food in abundance, his
chief necessity after his fatiguing flight northward,
tion or loitering he

flies

straight to the mountains,

and without hesitaand feasts himself

upon the nectared blossoms of the Manzanita bushes, now in full
There he may be seen, with numbers of his kind, glancing
amongst the shrubbery, and forming with his fellows a jolly brotherhood of bachelors, till in a week or so the arrival of the more soberly
dressed females, with their shy ways, sets his mind working in other

bloom.

channels.

at

During the mating season now at hand his temper, none of the best
any time, becomes irascible in the extreme, and woe betide the in-

truder in the shape of rival

humming

bird

who

trenches on his vested

With courage the most dauntless he will attack any foe, be it
smali or large, and where his tiny strength fails his colossal impudence
rights.
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wins him the day.

The

many a jealmay be found in

selection of mates, not without

ous contest, goes on apace, and soon the happy pairs

the lower valleys, where the interval of sunny sky and spring weather

many marvelous changes in the flora; and now abundance
where before was nothing but dry stalks and withered herbage.
for Mr. Allen assures us that
In searching for a site for its first nest
two broods are reared in a season this species shows the same prefer-

has wrought
reigns

—

—

ence as displayed by most others of our representatives of the family,
and chooses the various evergreens, some building on the large Redwood and Cypress trees, and others selecting the ornamental evergreens of the

much

The

gardens.

to the security of the

thick foliage of these doubtless adds

young

at this early

and

oft times

inclement

season.

The
nests,
bits of

taste that prompts them in the choice of material for their
and the cunning that guides them in the bestowal of lichens and

mosses on the outside, so as effectually to conceal

acteristic of the family at large.

to be

observed in the

nests

In

fact,

throughout

it,

are char-

the uniformity of structure
this

family

is

quite note-

worthy, forming in this respect quite a contrast to the great variability

of design, materials and choice of position to be noted in almost

So that the nest of the present speeies need not be
its general correspondence to the
type.
A nest before me, collected by Mr. Allen, and containing the
usual two white eggs, is a marvel of beauty and taste.
Nor need we dwell upon the care and attention which are so lavishly
all

other groups.

described, farther than to recognize

all the Humming Birds, on
Both parents will usually be found near the nest, over
which they keep a jealous watch and ward, and are ever ready to do

displayed by the present species, as by
their offspring.

battle for their eggs or young.

Later,

when

change of

the

locality

young of the
is

first

hatching are well on the wing, a

rendered necessary by the scarcity of flowers.

The hills and open valleys, so bright but a while ago with the blossoms and verdure of spring, now, from the effects of the drought and
hot sun, become seared and brown, and to an eastern eye would recall nothing but the usual death of vegetation attendant on approaching winter.

But
all

this is

about

it

no new experience

Humming Birds, and knowing
Away go the restless imps to the

to our

not a whit do they care.

'
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banks of the now narrowed streams, where their sharp roving eyes
still

find

many

by the shade and

flowering plants which are fostered

Here the busy

nourished by the moist earth.

pairs begin housekeep-

is finished, being now placed on a bush
due time the second brood appears.
Mr. Allen has found the nest containing young as early as March 22.

ing and soon the second nest
or deciduous tree

Commencing

in

;

the latter part of August.
the initiative in the

low

fall

A

at their leisure.

The

fall

difficulty in seeing a

ready to leave for winter quarters by

all

to arrive in spring, the males take

first

journey, leaving the females and young to fol-

few of the latter linger on

till

into September,

This marked discrepancy

and then take a hasty departure
time of the

no

thus betimes, the old birds have

second brood safely out and

migration of the sexes in favor of the males

is

in

the

an

in-

and readily explains what other observers beside myhave been puzzled by, viz
the entire absence of adult males

teresting fact,
self

:

during the latter part of August and early September in localities where
the females

and young abounded.

Mr. Allen informs
bers

me that

Lower

then, with the peninsula of
ter habitat,

ico,

this species

where

its

replaced at

it is

all

considerable

its

num-

Southern California;,
its

win-

apparent absence from Mex-

seasons by the allied species, S. rufa.

common

be the

to

representative

genus in the low valleys of California from the western slope of

the mountains to the coast.

I

say

of Selosphorus. the Rufous backed

But

in

California, probably forms

and thus may be explained

The Green-backed Hummer appears
of

remains

winter in the gardens about Los Angelos.

all

low

in the

quite rare.

districts

Mr. Allen

and

in

tells

common, because

Hummer is also

summer when

me

that in

a second species

found in California.

the latter birds appear to

all his

be,-

collecting he has found

but three nests.
Its

a

arrival about

much

later date

25th of

March

Hummer

is

San Francisco, Mr. Allen

says, takes

place at a

than that of the other bird, the time being from the

to the 5th of April.

found very

We know that

far to the north,

the Rufous-backed

and probably the great mass

of the migrants pass entirely through California, using the mountains
a highway, though

some perhaps remain

in the high

as*-.

interior ranges.

In this way the species eludes our observer's notice.

The

S. Alleni, in contrast,

seems to be absent from the region north

of California, and lives in the lowlands, to the exclusion of the high
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The assumption

mountains.

the early date of

its

its absence at the north is favored by
Middle California and the promptitude

of

arrival in

shown in its preparations for nesting. In these respects it is quite
comparable to the Calypte anna, which is known to be a species of
rather southern habitat.

H. W. Henshaw.

Wallace's Geographical Distribution of Animals.*
As

to the geographical distribution of

has been quite reticent, simply giving

of families of sea mammals,
his work,

marine animals

some

and mollusks

fishes,

and some brief general remarks

Mr

Wallace

facts respecting the

range

in the fourth part

in the first (e. g., vol.

i.

of

pp.

upon the want of correlation
between the inland and marine faunas, and no reader would be enlightened as to the positive incongruity, and even contrast, between
This antagonism has been
the two in their relations with others.
In most works it is quietly assumed or inappreciated by very few.
sisted upon that the sea and inland animals of a given region are integral constituents of a homogeneous fauna, and by implication, at
least, that such a fauna has in its several parts one and the same relaSuch is very far from being the case.
tion to others.
In the distri15, 30).

At any

bution of marine

rate,

life

he nowhere

insists

temperature plays an

all

important part.

Thus,

the relations between the successive faunas, in a latitudinal direction,

of the shores of the several continents are transversed by relations

The

existing in a longitudinal direction.
for

example,

much more

several tropical faunas are,

closely related to each other than they are to

the faunas along the same reach of shore toward the arctic or antarctic
regions.

This relationship

is

evinced more or

less in

every class and

branch of animals e. g., the mammals, the fishes, the mollusks, the
crustaceans, the worms, the echinoderms, and the ccelenterates.
Consequently the marine faunas cannot be at

mary realms or regions of

mature determine the distribution

metrical conditions
arctic

and antarctic

equator.

may

of

correlated with the pri-

life in

extent does temper-

the seas

that even bathy-

and types of the shallow
the cold deep sea under the

be subordinated,

seas represented

Some forms almost

* Continued from page So,

all

To such an

the globe.

in

identical

November number.

reappear at the opposite
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may have

ground, and
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such types have migrated

originally developed either in

the deep sea and thence dispersed in opposite directions, or at one of

the extremes and wandered thence over the bottom to their final rest-

However

ing places.
rine faunas

is

this

may

be, a primary combination of the

ma-

most natural under the categories of tropicalian, arc-

and notalian, while the temperate ones are rather the com-

talian,

plexes of the bounding regions.
It is

impossible within the limits of a review to discuss the numerous

questions raised in Mr. Wallace's work, or to notice errors cf detail.

Numerous

as are the subjects discussed,

are scarcely, if at

many

of equal importance

Such are the correlations between

noticed.

all,

whole and

and longitude
and the

developement

in size, as a

and

the correlation of color with surface of country

latitude

;

in different parts,

;

We

connection of physiological modifications and habitat.

the errors in detail are extremely numerous,

sometimes the

results

of imperfect information per

se,

Some

of misunderstanding of the authorities consulted.

have to

and are
and sometimes

say, too, that

of these er-

Thus, Mr. Wallace informs us that " the opercu-

rors are very grave.

globe are about one-seventh, the inoperculata about sixsevenths of the whole " of the terrestial gastropods ; " but when we
lars of the

come

we

to the Antilles

them

find

to

amount

to

nearly five-sixths,
" (vol. ii.

about half the operculata of the globe being found there
p.

527

;

the exclamation

mark

is

Mr. Wallace's own).

!

The

truth

is

that in the Antilles the operculate species are, as elsewhere (although
in a
late,

much

less

degree), very

much

there being, according to Mr.

lace quotes), only 603 operculate to

less numerous than the inopercuBland in 1866 (whom Mr. Wal-

737 inoperculate species.

How

Mr. Wallace happened to make such an astounding blunder it is diffiBut we add with pleasure that even this error is to
cult to conceive.
a considerable extent atoned for by the judicious remarks on princiThe want of familiar
ples of distribution which immediately follow.
knowledge of the different classes treated of, and consequently of immediate and instinctive availability of the

facts,

has often prevented

the author from following the facts to their logical results.
lace's

aim was a

lofty

and laudable one,

viz.

:

" that

this

Mr. "Walbook should

bear a similar relation to the eleventh and twelfth chapters of the
'

Origin of Species

'

as

Mr. Darwin's

'

Animals and Plants under Do-

;
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does to the first chapter of that work."
His want of
knowledge and of research, however, has certainly prevented him
from attaining " the standard of excellence" he so nobly aimed at.
He is an ornithologist so far as knowledge of the skins and external
features, as well as habits, of a number of birds may constitute one
in like manner he is an entomologist
his acquaintance with mammals
is slight; he evidently knows almost or absolutely nothing, through
autopsy, of the reptiles, amphibians, pisciform vertebrates, and molmestication

'

;

By

lusks.

many

in

travel

lands he has gained vivid conceptions of

distances and physiographical features,

mal and vegetable types.

Such are

and the

his

tout ensemble of ani-

qualifications

and want of

work undertaken. He can undoubtedly plead his
imperfection of knowledge in bar of criticism, and maintain that, for
example, he relied for ichthyology on Gunther, and for conchology
on Woodward. This is a valid plea so far as it goes, even though his
" for," says he " when we find a
suspicions might have been aroused
group of [family or generic] rank scattered, as it were, at random over
the earth, we have a strong presumption that it is not natural " (vol.
i. p. 84).
Indeed, it might even be a plea for total silence on the
quaifications for the

;

subject

;

surely

for

it

is

not unreasonable to

demand

that a writer

should have some knowledge of what he would treat about.

The imperfections

thus indicated detract materially from the value

of Mr. Wallace's work.

number of

facts, real

Nevertheless

nection: the composition

reading

is

afforded

;

a valuable work.

A

great

new convery good, and much pleasant

is

generally

the pleasure of perusal

(The American edition

clear type.

it is

or apparent, are brough together in

is

is

enhanced by the

large,

printed apparently from electro-

type plates of the English one; but in the binding and in compactness
the former

is

superior to the latter.)

There are

also several chapters

which indicate familiarity with the subjects treated of, as well as a
more than moderate acumen.
Such are those " on the means of dispersal and migrations of animals " (vol. i. pp. 10-34), and "distribu"
tion as affected by the conditions and changes of the earth's surface
"
the
oriental
parts
the
one
on
as
well
those
of
(vol. i. pp. 35-49),
as
region" relative to the Indo-Malayan subregion (vol. i. pp. 334-362).
Perhaps, then, on the whole, we should be justified in closing, even

adding to the onerous duties already imposed, with the trite
formula " that no gentleman's library will be complete without

at the cost of

old

AND

FIELD
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worthy of pe-

to those interested as

rusal, and as being, on the whole, really the best general work on the

subject under discussion that has yet been published.

Theodore

Descriptions of

New

found

Gill.

Species of Diurnal Lepidoptera

North America.

in

Melitaea Bollii.
Female.

Upper

— Expands

1.5 inch.

side black spotted with fulvous

;

both wings have a submar-

row of ochrey-yellow points or small spots, complete on secondaries except at the angles, but present on primaries only on middle
of the wing; preceeding this is a common extra-discal row of small
orange spots, largest on primaries, and pale colored next costa and
this is followed by a common series of long and narrow, pale colored
ginal

;

on secondaries arranged in a regular curve nearly parallel

spots, those

to the

end of

hind margin, but on primaries bent
cell

;

cell

a sharp angle around

at

of primaries nearly occupied by fulvous, there being

a spot of dark color next the arc, then a pale oblique stripe,
a dark patch in middle

and a small one

at base

pale colored patch and stripe toward base
fulvous externally,

;

;

below

cell

and next

a rounded

secondaries have the cell

and nearly bisected by a black

stripe,

and near

base and below cell fulvous scales; fringes alternately and equally pure

white and black.

Under
a

side black, spotted with buff

and fulvous

;

both wings have

submarginal series of large buff spots, square-edged behind and

leaving a narrow even black stripe between

them and the margins,

or at the apex elongated,

those of primaries mostly crenated,

but

those of secondaries mostly sub-quadrate, and at the angles triangular;
the other markings on primaries are
the cell

is

much

as above, but enlarged,

and

quite filled with fulvous, except the black edging to the

oblique stripe, and a longitudinal curved line near base

;

secondaries

have an extra discal transverse row of oblong fulvous spots, and a discal series of buff spots of

ponding

outer half of cell

same shade

as the

submarginal and corres-

upper side a large deep fulvous patch covers the
and extends by narrow offsets to the costal margin on

to those of

;
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one side and to lower median interspace on the other within this
patch on the cell is a- buff stripe on black ground
next base three
long and narrow bujar spots
the spot on discal row upon the inner
;

;

;

margin

extended nearly to base.

is

Body above

black,

black at

front,

in

tip

yellowish

with

fulvous

legs fulvous

;

;

antennae

club black,

;

tinted with ferruginous at tip.

little

From a single female
The male will not differ

taken at San Antonio, Texas, by Mr. Boll.
materially

near

is

Argynnis Columbia, H. Edwards, in lit.
Expands from 2 to 2, 3 inches.
Male.

—

pale

side

red-fulvous,

very

M.

Size

little

The species
Edw.

markings.

if at all in

belongs to Group III of Melitcea, and

Upper

black above

hairs,

buff,

white

palpi

;

with white, fulvous below

fuscous above, finely ringed

very

abdomen edged with

the joints of the

abdomen

beneath gray-buff,

Thekla,

and shape of Atlantis.

obscured

base

at

hind margins edged by two parallel

lines, rarely confluent

only on the apical half of primaries

;

the

;

and then

the submarginal black spots

narrow, lunate, and well separated on secondaries, on primaries sub-

and touching
band of primaries almost always macular; the
Atlantis and the allied species
on secondaries the

lanceolate, sometimes separated, but as often confluent

the lines; the discal
spots in cell as in

band

discal

sionally large

the letter S

Under

;

is

;

macular, the spots lunate, unusually small, but occa-

and much bent

as in the female

the

;

mark

in cell like

fringes whitish, black at the ends of the nervules.

the whole

side of primaries pale fulvous over

wing except

apex and on the outer half of costal margin, where the ground

at

buff; hind

margin brown, shading into fulvous

black markings of the disk and cell repeated
black next inner angle, the
spots

;

five

on the subapical brown patch three

little

;

is

the

the submarginal spots

silver spots.

discal

areas

light

ferruginous,

mottled with buff; the hind margin brown, and the belt

between the two outer rows of spots

by

inner angle

upper ones brown enclosing silvered

Secondaries have the basal and
very

;

at

the discal color

;

buff,

more or

less

encroached on

the spots generally small and well silvered, and

in number and shape as in Atlantis ; those of the submarginal row
edged without by black, the others edged by black on the inner side.
Body above covered with fulvous hairs, beneath gray-buff, the abdomen yellowish legs fulvous palpi fulvous in front and at tip, whitish
;

;
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antennae fuscous above, fulvous below

:

;

club black, tipped

with bright fulvous.

Female.

— Expands

2.5 inch.

Color more tawny, the bases more obscured, the marginal lines
heavier and in primaries confluent
ries

the submarginal spots on prima-

;

heavy and connected with the band and the enclosed fulvous

spaces are paler than the ground and towards apex fade into white

;

the

band heavy and confluent; on secondaries the band is macular
and the spots much bent and partly lanceolate under side as in the
discal

;

male, the fulvous shade of primaries deeper red.

From

a large number of examples taken by the late G. R. Crotch
Lakes Lahache and Quesnelle. British Columbia, of which 10 S
and 4 $ are now before me. The species is notiecable at once from
the macular appearance of upper surface.
at

Apatura Antonia.
Belongs to the
Male.

Celtis group.

—Expands

Upper

2 inches.

side yellowish-brown, the apical area of primaries pale fus-

cous; the marginal borders and lines as in

Celtis; on primaries are
two rows of white spots, the outer row consisting of either four or five,

and of

these, the spot in lower subcostal interspace forms the pupil to a

black ocelus in narrow and
fifth spots, in

in fulvous

the inner

the

ring

row

;

and the fourth and

faint fulvous ring;

median

interspaces, form pupils to large ocelli, each

the

white spot not always present

fifth

two bent bars.
Celtis. sometimes

;

the spots of

as in Celtis ; in the cell

Secondaries have six ocelli as in

all

blind, some-

times three or four of them pupillated with a few lilac scales; on the

middle of costal margin a large dull white spot; and five small spots of
same color form a band which passes round the end of cell in the
;

cell

two

faint bars,

one of them extending into the next upper

inter-

space.

Under

side varies,

some examples being

as well as the apical area of primaries,
is

largely white, the margins,

gray-brown

sordid and the apex more decidedly brown

dull ferruginous

;

;

;

in others the white

the submarginal lines

the ocelli of primaries repeated, the uppermost one

nearly as large as either of the others, each with white pupil

when

the

same is present on the upper side, and each in a broad yellow ring,
which has a fine edge of black; the sinuous stripe which precedes the

;
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inner row of spots
last the

inner one

is
is

ferruginous as also are the bars in cell; of these

broken.

Secondaries have the ocelli repeated and an additional one present

on

costal

another;

margin
all

the seventh

;

is

also duplex,

and on inner margin is
and pu-

these in narrow yellow rings with black edging,

pillated with lilac

;

the whitish spots of disk repeated in purer color,

enlarged, and their lines extended across the wing
these

on the inner side

;

and bordering

an irregularly scalloped brown line; the

is

brown

spots in the cell repeated, distinct, whitish with

edges.

Body above covered with yellow-brown hairs beneath, both thorax
and abdomen white, but in some examples gray legs pale fulvous or
;

;

buff,

white on the inner sides

the sides above the eyes

;

palpi pure white in front, fulvous at

eyes crimson

;

;

antenna; fuscous above, an-

nulated with yellowish, pale fulvous below

;

club black tipped with

fulvous.

Female.

Upper
stricted

;

— Expands from

side

still

the ocelli

2 to 2.5 inches.

more yellow, and the fuscous area very much reon primaries three in number, and as in the male

the outer spots pure white towards costa
are

more or

Under

less pupillated.

;

on secondaries the

ocelli

side of primaries varied in shades

of brown, the basal area reddish, and the outer portions gray-tinted
the ocelli either four or

five, in

the latter case the

fifth

;

being present

on the upper subcostal interspace, and incomplete in some examples
both rows of spots are wholly of one shade of buff, in others the outer
ones are white; on secondaries the colors are gray- brown in shades,
and pale buff, the discal band and the area next beyond the ocelli of
;

the latter color.

The

individuals of the

summer brood, emerging

in June are very
and the yellow hue of upper surface is
paler.
The under side is also paler, and

large, the females especially,

decided, while the brown

is

the basal area of primaries often tinted with yellow rather than red.
differs from Celtis by its greater size and difference in
by the additional ocelli on primaries, and the frequently
on the
pupillated ocelli of secondaries.
I have before me 2 % 7 9
upper side primaries none have less than three ocelli, some four on the
under'side none have less than three, some four, others five.
Of 10 $
Celtis \w my collection none have more than one ocellus on upper side,
on the under side 7 have 2, 3 have 3. Of 5 Alicia none have more than

This species

coloration,

;

;
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a second ocellus on

1
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In the definition of Celtis in

included Anionia, thus, "in some
the upper

median

closing the lowest of the white spots, and rarely

may be

interspace, in-

seen a third

upon the discoidal interspace, also inclosing a white spot," and "in
the cases where there is more than one ocellus on the upper side, there
is a corresponding number below," but I had not then seen examples
constantly showing two and three on upper side and three to five on
the lower.

This species

is

found in Texas and Arizona.

examples from Messrs. Boll and Belfrage.

ral

I

have received seve-

Very

likely

it

will

be

taken in the States immediately north of Texas.

Wm. H. Edwards.

The Earthworm
From
is

in Relation to the Fertiliy of the

observations extending over a

number of

led to the conclusion that infertile undersoil

by the action of worms
for the roots into the

with humus.
facts

in

two ways, viz

;

is

years,

Ground.

M. Hensen

rendered valuable

by the opening of passages

deeper parts, and by the lining of these passages

This will be more fully understood from the following

regarding the

life

habits of the

worm {Lumbricus

terrestris)

given in Mr. Hensen's paper in the Zeitschrift fur wissenchaftliche
Zoologie.

known that the adult animals in wet weather come up to the
by night, and, with their hinder end in their tube, search the
ground round about.
They then draw whatever vegetable material
they can find into their tubes
fallen stems and leaves and small
branches.
In the morning one then finds little heaps of plant-fragments projecting at various parts of the surface, and each of them penetrating the tube of a worm.
On closer examination it is found that
the leaves have each been rolled together by the worm, and then
drawn into the -tube in such a way that the leafstalk projects.
The
portion of the leaf in the tube is moist and softened, and only in this
state are plants consumed by the worm.
There are distinct indications that the worm gnaws them, and after some days the meal is
ended.
The food is never drawn deeper down into the ground.
In
It is

surface

—
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digging the ground

at various

seasons

it

was only very rarely that plant

remains were found in the subsoil, and probably they got there by accident.

With reference
facts

to the structure of the

worm

were established in these researches.

make

to

is difficult

ont,

owing

some interesting
humus their character

tubes,

In

In sand

to the looseness of the mass.

they proceed almost vertically downwards three, four, or even six

feet,

whereupon they often extend some distance horizontally more frequently they terminate without bending.
At the end of the tube the
worm is found with his head upwards, while round about him the tube
is lined with small stones.
On the sandy wall of the tube one observes
more or less numerous black protuberances which make the sand fertile.
These are the secretions of the worm, which after being removed out of a tenanted tube, are found next morning replaced by
;

They

fresh matter.

are observed after a few days,

put in a vessel with clean sand, and allowed to

make

when a worm
a tube for

is

itself.

Older abandoned tubes are pretty regularly lined with the earth
formed by the worm, and some passages are densely filled with black
earth.
This black substance appears to diffuse somewhat ino the
sand.

In about half of the tubes not quite newly made,

M. Hensen found

roots of the plants growing at the surface, in the most vigorous devel-

opment, running

to the

end of the tube and giving

off fine root hairs

to the walls, especially beautiful in the case of the leafy vegetables

corn.
roots.

Once

a root fibre has reached such a tube

the direction of gravity, grow on in

without meeting with the
fertile earth in

The

grown

It

is

it

can, following

the moist air of the passage,

and

least resistance,

in

it

finds moist, loose,

abundance.
all

the roots found in the under soil have

in the tubes

of worms, cannot be answered with cer-

question whether

originally
tainty.

and

Indeed such tubes must be very favorable to the growth of the

certain that the roots of

some

selves in the sand, but not to great depths.

that the tap roots,

and

in general such

plants penetrate them-

M. Hensen

root

is

of opinion

forms as grow with a

thick point, can force a path for themselves, while the fine and flexible suction

roots have difficulty in obtaining a path into the depths

other than that previously

made

for

them.

Roots of one year's growth
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only where there are

soil,

earthworms.

A

microscopical comparison of the earth deposited by the

shows that

it is

like two-year leaf

mould prepared by gardeners

worm

for

fill-

Most of the plant cells are destroyed ; still there
are present some cells and shreds of tissue, browned and friable, mixed
The chemical
with many sand grains and brown organic fragments.
ing of flower pots.

composition of the

humus ground.

worm

direct experiments with

With regard

earth shows

to the

it

similarity to that of fertile

cannot be "doubted, though

are wanting.

numerical value of this action of the earthworm,

the following observations

Two worms

much

fertility, therefore,

Its

by M. Hensen

affjrd

some information.

in diameter, which
and the surface covered
with a layer of fallen leaves.
The worms were quickly at work, and
after ljA. month many leaves were down 3 inches deep into the tubes;
the surface was completely covered with humus 1 cm. in height, and
in the sand were numerous worm tubes partly fresh, partly with a
humus wall 3 mm. thick, partly quite filled with humus.

was

filled

were put into a glass pot i]4 foot

wiih sand to the height of

Counting when an opportunity

i^

foot,

offered, the

open worm tubes

garden, M. Hensen found at least nine in the square foot.

in his

In 0.15

worms were found in the deeper parts each
weighing three grammes: thus in the hectare there would be 133,000
worms with 400 kilos, weight.
The weight of the secretions of a
worm in twenty-four hours was 0.5 grammes.
While these numbers

square metres two of three

are valid only for the locality referred to, they yet give an idea of the

action of this

The

worm

in all places

where

assertion that the earthworms

it

occurs.

gnaw

roots is not proved by any
gnawed by worms were never met with, and the contents
of the intestine of the worms never included fresh pieces of plants.
The experience of gardeners that the earthworm injures pot plants may
fact

;

roots

be based on the uncovering or mechanical tearing of the roots.

"Let

us take a retrospective glance," concludes the author,

the action of the

worm

in relation to the fertility of the

"over

ground.

It

no new manure material can be produced by it, but it
utilses that which is present in various ways.
1. It tends to effect a
a regular distribution of the natural manure material of fields, inasis

clear that

—
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much

;

as

it

wind and

removes leaves and loose plants from the force of the
them.
2. It accelerates the transformation of this

fixes

of this material.

3.

up the undersoil

It distributes it

for the plant roots.

The "Wheel- Bug,"

through the ground.
5.

It

makes

4.

this fertile.

It

opens

Nature.

(Reduvius Novendrius.)

This insect, which, twenty years ago, was rarely noticed in Lancaster County,
state,

it

is

now becoming more numerous;

but

still,

occurs solitary, except during the nuptial season,

in its adult

when

they

which occur in clusters of from forty to fifty,
glued together and adhering by their bases to the smooth bark of trees
or other objects, their upper or outer ends being crowned by a red, or
deep pink fringed disk, something like miniature "sea anemonies"
occur in vastly greater nnmbers than either the young or the adult
insects.
Two years ago we imprisoned a female in a small paper box,
set it away and forgot it, in the following month of April happening
to open the box, of course, we found our Reduvius dead, but before
she died she had deposited about thirty eggs on the side of the box
and as the room was warm, these had anticipated their normal period,,
and therefore the young were already excluded from the eggs little
dusky centres from which diverged disproportionately large blackish
legs and antennae knowing that the adults were carnivorous we were
in a quandrayupon what to feed such delicate little animals, especially
as the weather was yet cold, and out door insects had not yet appeared,
We therefore fully
at least none that they could have appropriated.
made up our minds that they would all have to perish. Judge our surprise, when, opening the box a week afterwards, we found about hall
The other half were lying
of them still alive and increased in size.
dead on the bottom of the box. From that time forward we observed
them almost daily until their number had been reduced to four or five,
which we set at liberty, and these had already developed so far as to
On two occasions,
exhibit the form and outlines of the adult insect.
during our observations, we detected one of the larger and stronger
individuals grasping one of the weaker ones, plunging his proboscis
into its body and sucking out its contents; and, therefore, we conoccur in

pairs.

Its eggs,

—
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eluded that the stronger preyed upon the weaker, and thus sustained
themselves during their early stages.

These observations, however, were

artificial,

and we were not pre-

pared to say, from these alone, that this was the natural habit of the
insect.

in a

But, on a subsequent occasion,

we had

a corroboration of

it

grape arbor on the premises of Mr. Jacob Stauffer, where we ob-

served them several times, and where he observed them daily, engaged
in the

they

same cannibalizing

came from

fratracides.

margin of the groups were engaged
noiter.
feet as

They would
two

They did not

duelists

as

in a restless

disperse

when

and those on the

the eggs, but were loosely grouped,

and cautious recon-

cautiously manipulate their anterior pair of

would a pair of straight-swords, and when the ab-

dominal part of some luckless individual was left unguarded, he would
be pounced upon and pierced by his stronger adversary and yield a
helpless prey.
Only five or six of this brood attained any considerable
size,

We

and these then dispersed.

presumed they were then old

enough, strong enough, and sufficiently educated in capturing their
prey to go forth into insect society and depredate upon

Of

tioned or unwary members.

which prevent many

prolific insects

we have reference

in the species

tional merely,

it

course,

does seem as

if

there

its

may be

from attaining the adult

to, if these

slow-mo-

other causes
state,

but

observations are not excep-

about the half or two-thirds are de-

signed as food for the other third until they are able to provide for
themselves, from the provision which nature has made,
limit of their

Lancaster, Pa.

S.

The Nebraska Summer School of

Science.

been organized, under the auspices of the State

number of

beyond the

domestic sphere.

the leading

men

Rathvon.

S.

—This school has

officers

of the State, as a moving

and a large

camp

for the

purpose of studying the natural history and resources of the Valley of
the Republican river, Nebraska.

Regular courses of instruction will be given in botany, entomology,
palaeontology,

economic

chemistry and mineralogy.

geology,

dynamical geology, analytical

The following

teachers have been en-

gaged, and the services of others will be secured

:

Prof. S. ^Aughey,

—
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of the University of Nebraska: Prof. C. D. Wilber, A. M., M.E.,

first

superintendent of Illinois scientific survey

Hon.

Nebraska.

J.

;

Prof. G. E. Bailey,

Lawrence Bruner, West Point,
W. Small, of Fairfield, will act as general man-

A. M., of the University of Nebraska

;

ager and superintendent.

The

district to

be traversed

lies

within the cretaceous and tertiary

contains some fine exposures of the Loess

formations

;

good

for scientific investigation.

field

it

The school

;

and affords a
from Red

starts

Cloud, Nebraska, about the 5th of July and continue in session eight
A small tuition fee will be charged in addition to the actual

weeks.

expenses of the

Circulars, giving details, will be issued in Jan-

trip.

and forwarded

uary,

to all

making application. Address, G. E. Bailey,

Secretary, Lincoln,. Nebraska.

Potomac-Side Naturalists' Club.

A
and

A

The 215th meeting was held November 15, 1877.
paper was read by the secretary on the flora of Nashville, Tenn.,
(Published in the

vicinity.

November number of this

journal.)

The 216th meeting was held December 10, 1877.
is doing

paper was read by Mr. Dodge on a scale insect, which

much

mischief

among

the orange orchards of California.

Dr. Vasey read a paper upon the origin of Pyrus ma/us, the

common

apple.

Mr.

Ward

asked for information respecting the "chigoes" or "jig-

gers," which are such pests to blackberry pickers.

Statements were

nomena

The

made by

several

members

as

to

some of the phe-

of the recent freshet in the Potomac.

Berlin Gorilla.

— Poor Pongo,

who

recently died in Berlin,

has been post-mortemed and dissected by Prof. Virchow.

His death
was ascertained to be due to acute inflammation of the bowels the
same disease which carries off young children so rapidly. Even in
his diseases, therefore, the gorilla claims an affinity with man.

—

Science Gossip.
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Archaeological Frauds.

The

great archaeological problem in the western portion of the

United States which
builders.

The

efforts

overshadows

made

accumulating a curious literature.
this race, the vast

number of

all

to solve

the

it

others

is

that of the

from time to time,

mound

result in

The wonderful earth structures of
mounds with strange imitative forms,

their lineal directions as if for territorial boundaries,

the remarkable

and finely wrought implements of stone, bone and copper obtained
from the included graves, all provoke the curiosity of the explorer in
the highest degree as to the origin, history and language of the
builders.
The aged forest growths upon these works, the mouldering
and pulverulent state of the skeleton, the absence of all European objects
and the utter ignorance of the present wild race as to who preceded
them in occupying the soil or built these works, forces back the date
The
of the ancient race hundreds and perhaps thousands of years.
character of the various works and relics remaining in them and the
conceded populousness which could spare sufficient force for such
works and supply subsistence and clothing for all, convince the student that they had obtained a state of cultivation far higher than anything

now known among

the present existing tribes.

It

is

rarely

suggested that they were autocthonic, but the general opinion inclines
to their being derived

from Tartar or Mongolian races which crossed

Behrings Strait from North Eastern Asia, and as an old race, must

have brought with them a language sufficiently copious to express
their notions in civil policy, in war, in agriculture, in arts of
in stone or metal, in religion,

and

in social customs.

all

working

—

I I
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recover their language has given rise to a fund of pseudo-arch-

aeology.
to supply

Many
what

is

enterprising and ingenuous persons have endeavored

wanted from

their

own

invention and have exhibited

to a credulous public curiously inscribed stones,

bearing characters

some resemblance to several of the languages of Europe
either existing or extinct.
The Icelandic, Norse, Phenician, Hebrew,
Egyptian, Aztec and others have been used to interpret inscriptions
or the speech of the tribes now living, but up to this time no trace of
any kind free from suspicion, has been brought forward, in any way
trustworthy as a mound builders language.
That which damages
that have

these inventions most

is

their polyglot character, since

it is

evident

and homogeneous people, as they appear to have
been, would not require more than one mode of speech to converse
with each other on their every day business.
The majority of these
inventions also claim to resemble the old languages of Europe as the
Runic or bardic from the North, or from the Medterranean shore, as
It is pertinent here to ask, if
the Phenician, Egyptian or Hebrew.
these people came from Eastern Asia, why not seek for characters in
which the language of that part of the world is expressed rather than
from Southern Europe? But it is unreasonable to suppose that the
mound builders possed a written language at all, when as is well known,
the ancient Mexicans, with all their higher grade of culture, had not
attained to that point for intercommunication, but had to depend upon
that a semicivilized

picture writing for despatching public messages.

These inscriptions

as usually

brought before the attention of the

antiquary are on small thin pieces of dark slate or limestone of square
or rounded outlines, never large enough to contain any valuable infor-

mation, and are declared to have been found in mounds or indian
graves, or in digging wells, or cisterns from ten to fifty feet

natural surface.

The

below the

known example of the kind, is the small
mound of Grave Creek in West Virginia

best

flat stone from the
by many believed to be genuine. An account of it with all its
published variations and alleged meanings is given by Gen'l. Whittlesey
in the historical and archaeological tracts, published by the Western

oval

still

Reserve Historical Society at Cleveland, Ohio.
orous manner, attacks

all

these

mound

the diverse interpretations assigned
this

This author, in a vig-

and has exposed
by learned savans and others to
stuffing frauds

Grave Creek specimen and many others of

its class.
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of these efforts to invent a language for the aboriginal races

Museum

of this country was brought to the notice of the National

few months ago by Mr. F. A. Reeve of Knoxville Tenn.
small paper containing a

wood

It

a

was a

cut showing an elongated outline with

undulating border enclosing some Egyptian hieroglyphic characters

and

is

The

original paper was

represented

in the pocket, but

of

it is

at

it

number 2 on the accompanying illustration
much soiled and frayed from being kept folded

has been carefully photographed and

before the reader.

Diligent enquiry has been

all

made

there

is

as to the

production of the original paper but no trace of Mr. Styles the alleged
discoverer, nor Messrs.

Cincinnati or

St. Louis.

Drake
It is

&

Co., the printers, can be found in

now known

to

have been in existance

and among others
by M. Jules Remy, who published a book of travels "a journey to
Great Salt Lake City" in London 1861 wherein he gives an engraving,
of this plate, stating also that it was found in 1847 on the banks' of
the Ohio.
He associates it on the same plate with copies of genuine
Indian picture writing from rock surfaces in Utah Territory and without discrimination ascribes all of them alike to the aboriginal races.
since 1847, t0 have been seen

He

by

several persons

recoginizes the characters of our plate to be genuine hieroglyphics

and says, "it seems clear that we have here a real glyptic writing of
which some future Champollion may hereafter find the key and throw,
a clear light on the history of a race which seems to have attained, a
comparatively high degree of civilization."

An

examination of the cut shows the characters to be such as

are,

found on Egyptian obelisks, sarcophagi, on cartouches,, on scarabei,

on inscribed

slabs, in the

catacombs and whenever the people from the

Pharaohs to the Ptolemies had an occasion to write any thing by which
they wished to communicate intelligence to posterity.
But ours are not
written by

hand

as

were those of the ancients, they are stamped

01;

printed from dies, or types which have been employed for publishing

books in this class of literature only since the days of Dr. Young and
M. Champollion at the beginning of this century. There is as much
difference between these characters and those on the Rosetta stone
which was sculptured by hand as between the manuscript of any one
individual and the typography of a printed page.

moreover stamped
to

fill

at

a vacant space,

random on

The

figures

are

the plate wherever the artist wished

and not arranged

in the old

Egyptian manner

FIELD
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columns with their faces or front
which they were intended to be read.

in horizontal lines or in vertical

parts directed to the point from

As

there was so

much about

this inscription to arouse suspicion,

copies

were sent to several correspondents of the Smithonian Institution
deeply learned in Languages, Egyptology, Indian relics and of expe-

of

it

them for a moment recogHaldeman pointed out the

rience in this class of cases, and not one of

nized

it

as a

genuine inscription.

Prof.

unmeaning character of the figures when translated, as they run out
into prepositions or the unconnected words without any name of ruler,
or town, or object, or historical event.

not an Egyptian inscription, what

This question is
Trumbull of HartHe regards the plate as a modern article of manufacture
ford, Conn.
metal,
probably of brass or copper gilded, For this purpose a
in thin
thin sheet of rolled metal, is for ornament stamped by steel dies or
otherwise impressed so that the characters shall imitate an Egyptian
But

if

believed to have received

inscription

its

probably for cabalistic

cut according to pattern for

is it;

true answer from Prof.

effect.

Such a plate of metal was

making various small

articles as snuff boxes,

belt clasps, bracelets &c.

This will explain

why some

in two, proving that they

of the figures on our plate have been cut

were secondary in importance to the neces-

sity of giving the plate the required shape.

It is

believed therefore to

have been a clasp or part of a cincture which with

marks
Such articles
were worn forty years ago, somewhat startling for their size and now
about to reappear in fashion, probably otherwise ornamented.
This
deduction gives us a steep plunge from the sublime to the ridiculous,
from the top of an obelisk into Nile mud, but there is no help for it
its

cabalistic

guarded the mysterious environment of a ladies waist.

.since

we have confirmatory evidence

tion of the reader

is

right at hand;

and now the

directed to remaining figures on

atten-

our plate.

They were

furnished by Gen'l Whittlesey of Cleveland Ohio who
"they are from two peices of brass united by hinges, and
when folded are about one fourth of an inch thick. Between the plates
states that

which are plain, the plate being ornamented
There is no appearance of antiquity although it purported to be like yours, found below the surface in England, while
digging a foundation."
The donor could give no explanation of its
"After a while a German from the interior of Eurpurpose or use.
are four circular cavities

as

on the outside.

"
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was a tinder box in which smokers carried punk

always lighted, the four round holes in the cover allowing

They were evidently made of

slowly.

plates

Hieroglyphics real or pretended had been cast

on which

it

to

burn

Fgyptian

—of course the charac-

would be irregular and were not intended for consecutive reading.
It will be observed upon comparing the characters on the several
plates that they are identical
stamped by the same dies, having the
same disorderly grouping and occasional mutilation. The articles
may all have come from the same factory.
ters

—

The timely production of
most fortunate,

as it affords

lent characters of the

first

the latter specimen must be regarded as
undoubted proof for exposing the fraudu-

named

plate.

E.

Descriptions of

New

Foreman.

Species of North America

Lepidotera.
Pamphila Rhena.
Male.

— Expands 1.3 inch.

Upper

side pale brown; the basal

and discal areas of primaries

yel-

low fulvous, somewhat reddish along costal margin; the brown border
to hind margin embracing about two-fifths the length of the wing;
on costal margin beyond cell three small spots, nearly lost in the fulvous
ground; stigma long, narrow, a little sinuous, velvet black; secondaries
have the middle of disk fulvous, but much obscured by the brown shade;
fringes cinereous.

Under

side

of both wings yellowish-brown, dusted

scales; the costal area to

lower side of

cell

with yellow

yellow-fulvous; the

sub-

more distinct; the basal portion of submedian interspace black; on the disk an oblique bar of yellowish spots, undefined
and faint; on secondaries a row of small spots upon the disk parallel
apical

spots

to margin, of a little lighter shade than the ground,

and quite

indis-

tinct.

Body above covered with yellow-brown hairs; beneath, the thorax gray
and brown; abdomen yellowish; legs fulvous, whitish on inner sides;
palpi yellow-white; antennas and club black above, fulvous below; tip
of club orange.

;

I
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From

example

a single

The

Colorado.

species

by

taken

allied to

is

Mr.

Morrison

Southern

in

Bimacula.

Pamphila Rhesus.
Male.
Expands 1.15 inch.
Upper side glossy brown primaries have three white spots near
apex, and traces of an oblique band of white spots across the nervules
also a white spot at end of cell, but sometimes all these marks are very
indistinct and partly obsolete
secondaries immaculate ; fringes long,

—

;

;

dull white.

Under

side of primaries fuscous from base to hind margin, paler next

inner angle, the costal margin broadly bordered with greenish-yellow

;

and tolerably distinct. Secondaries fuscous at base
and on the middle of the disk; the costal and hind margins broadly
bordered with greenish-yellow inner margin pale brown
on the
the spots repeated

;

disk

is

costal

;

a white band bent at a right angle, one limb extending far up

margin

;

and from the

portion

discal

of this band proceed

white rays along the nervules nearly to the edge of hind margin

;

in

band by
a patch on basal

the cell a white patch connects with the posterior end of the

a white ray along submedian nervure

and there

;

is

area next above subcostal.

Body dark brown, beneath blackish, with yellow hairs, the abdomen yellow-white; legs sordid white; antennae yellowish, a little
blackened on upper side

;

club black above, yellow below

;

tip dull

ferruginous.

Female.

—Expands

1.3 inch.

Paler brown, less glossy

;

the spots

all

distinct

;

on secondaries

is

a

white band corresponding to that of under side, but rather indistinct,

and sometimes nearly obsolete.
From several $ % sent me by Mr. Morrison and taken in Southern
Colorado.
This species was also taken in 187 1, by Mr. T. L. Mead
in Northern Colorado, but the examples were so imperfect that their
position could not be determined.

Is

near to Uncas.

Pamphila Morrisoni.
Male.
Expands 1.3 inch.

—

Primaries have a broad, brown, marginal border, the remainder of
the

wing fulvous

;

from the end of the stigma a large sub-ovate patch

extends in the direction of the apex, and back of

this,

commencing

FIELD
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a band of yellow-fulvous, at

narrow, bend-

first

ing around the patch, then following the stigma, widening gradually

and ending on middle of inner margin; the area above the stigma to
costa and base reddish-fulvous; stigma long, sinuous, and in shape of a
narrow ridge, edged somewhat on either side by brown.
Secondaries have a yellow-fulvous band on the farther side of the
disk, bent at a right angle

hairs

on dark ground,

Under

side

rest

the area to base covered with long fulvous

;

of wing brown

;

fringes cinereous.

of primaries reddish-fulvous

and along

at base

margin, brown at base below the subcostal nervure

;

costal

the extra discal

band repeated, the upper part in white, the remainder lost in a yellow shade which suffuses the inner margin quite to the angle apical
area reddish-brown or brown dusted with fulvous scales
the hind
margin edged by a whitish line.
;

;

Secondaries dark ferruginous dusted with dull fulvous

dian interspace more or less clear orange-fulvous
the hind and

;

costal

;

the subme-

edge gray and

inner margins edged by a whitish line; the band re-

peated in pure white, and in

from base nearly

cell a

white longitudinal band extends

to the extremity.

Body above covered with green hairs ; beneath, thorax with yellow
and brown, the abdomen yellow; legs fulvous; palpi yellow antennae fuscous above annnlated with pale fulvous, fulvous below ; club
black above, fulvous below, the tip deep ferruginous.
Female same size, and similarly marked, but paler colored ; the
stigma replaced by a long brown patch.
;

From several examples taken by Mr. Morrison in Southern ColoThe species belongs to the Comma sub-group.

rado.

Pamphila Snowi, Edw.
amples of both sexes of
single male.

I

received from Mr. Morrison several ex-

this fine species, originally

The female

is

same

size as the

described from a

male and similar

in color

and markings, with the exception of the stigma.
Pamphila Phylace.
Male.
Expands 1.2 inch.
Upper side dark brown, immaculate

—

;

fringes cinereous.

side dark brown, the apical area of primaries

daries of a grayish tint

;

immaculate.

Under

and the whole of secon-

Il8
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Body above concolored, beneath brown, with gray hairs on thorax,
abdomen gray legs brown collar broadly orange, and palpi

the

;

orange

;

antennae black, the under side imperfectly annulated with

;

gray-white

From

club black, on under side more or

;

a single example taken by Mr.

rado, and the only one met with.

less whitish.

Morrison

The

species

Southern Colo-

in
is

once

at

distin-

guished, by the orange collar and palpi, from any other at present

known

The

to our fauna.

species belongs to sub-group of Osyka.

Amblyscirtes Aenus.

Male.

— Expands

Upper

i.i inch.

side brown, with a yellowish tint; primaries have a series of

small yellow spots, beginning on costa near apex and passing round
the end of the stigma and thence back of same to inner margin

three next costa nearly perpendicular to

decided in color and

by a

it

less distinct in outline

slight thickening

and bright
;

the stigma

;

the

;

the rest less

is

represented

and blackening of the median nervure,

fringes

cinereous and brown, alternately.

Under

side of primaries brown, towards apex darker

and dusted

with gray scales, at base yellowish.
Secondaries umber dusted with gray

;

across the disk

is

an indis-

band of small gray spots, or clusters of scales, and two or three
others towards base.
Another example has the three costal spots on
tinct

both sides

but the rest are nearly obsolete.

distinct,

Body above brown; below, thorax
gray and brown
hairs above

;

;

gray,

abdomen-gray brown legs
many black and brown
;

palpi white at base, with

antennae black with white rings

;

club black, whitish

beneath.

—Same

Both sides lighter colored, the marking simis between Eos and Textor.
From two examples taken by Mr. Morrison in Southern Colorado.

Female.
ilar to

male.

size.

The

position of this species

Amblyscirtes Nilus.

Male.

— Expands

Upper

i.i inch.

side light brown, glossy

;

primaries have three small, equal,

pure white spots in line from costa, near apex, and a
in upper

median interspace

;

secondaries immaculate

still
;

smaller one

fringes of pri-

maries alternate brown and white, of secondaries white, cut with

brown

at the

end of the nervules on middle of the wing only.

Under
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small white points nearly parallel

and of same size
beyond the
to the hind mar-

from costa being out of line

the direction of

side of primaries a shade lighter, the spots repeated,
as

above

disk a

;

secondaries wholly dusted with gray scales

row of

five

gin, only the second

the base

in

;

on costal margin two similar spots, one midway between

;

apex and base, the other between the

first

and base

;

in the cell a

small white spot or point.

Body above brown, below gray -white

;

legs gray

and brown

;

palpi

pure white, with brown and black hairs above ; antennae annulated
black and white

From

club black, whitish next tip, the tip dark brown.

;

a single example sent

Texas, in 1877.

The macular

me by Mr.

Boll and taken

by him

in

surface of the under side of secondaries

readily distinguishes this species.

Pholisora Pirus.

Male.

— Expands

Upper

1

inch.

brown

side glossy dark

;

primaries have three small yellow

median interspaces in a line
and near end ot cell below the
fringes light brown.

spots near apex, a point in each of the two

oblique to the spots
subcostal

Under
ened

;

;

;

also a point within

secondaries immaculate

the spots repeated, a

Body

little

;

the disk of primaries black-

enlarged, yellow.

fuscous; below, the thorax gray-brown,

dish at sides and extremity

above, with

many

low, yellow below

From

;

side of both wings castaneous

2

%

;

legs reddish

black hairs
;

;

;

abdomen same,

red-

palpi white at base, yellow

antennae black, with fine rings of yel-

club black, tip deep ferruginous.

received from Mr.

Morrison, and taken in Southern

Colorado.

Wm. H. Edwards.

The Flora

of Martha's Vineyard

and Vicinity.

The account here given includes the group of islands forming the
extreme southern part of Massachusetts, of which Martha's Vineyard
and Nantucket are the chief; and also that portion of the adjoining
main land known as Cape Cod. This region possesses some botanical
features that are in marked contrast with those of the district immedi"
ately north of

it.
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One who has never visited Martha's Vineyard would imagine from
name that its vegetation must be very rich and varied, one who has
visited the island and roamed over its barren coasts would come to the
conclusion that its name must have been bestowed on the Incus a non
the

lucendo principle, because there are no vineyards there.

And

yet there was a period, if

when the

we may

credit the ancient historians,

different.
Bartholomew
Gosnold and his fellow voyagers, who discovered and landed upon
them in the year 1602, speak rapturously of their fertility. At that
time the islands were covered, to the water's edge, with a thick growth
of timber trees, among which are mentioned the oak, ash, beech, walnut,
cedar and cherry.
Archer the principal historian of Gosnold's enter-

aspect of these islands

was very

enumerates as among the smaller growths, "rubbish" he calls
them, "hawthorne, eglantine, * honeysuckle, gooseberry bushes, vines,
prise,

whortleberries, raspberries, sassafras, groundnuts, alexander,

tansy

&c,

without

Brereton, another

member

account of the voyage,

and white,

as sweet

survey,

count.''''

is

of the ship's company,

who

also wrote

an

greatly attracted by the "strawberries, red

and much bigger than ours

in

England."

They

formed, he says, "such an incredible store of vines, as well in the woody
part of the island as on the outward parts, that we could not go for
treading upon

England
These

is

them

in

comparison whereof the most

fertile part

of

(of itself) but barren."

narratives

show plainly enough how one half of the name of

Martha's Vineyard originated, though no one has ever yet ascertained

who

the lady was in whose honor the old sailor conferred the other

half.

The noble

forests that greeted the eyes of the early navigators

fallen a victim to the cupidity of later settlers,

and large

tracts of

have
sand

and bare uplands now occupy the greater part of the land. The former woods are represented by a few, scanty pines and oaks on some
of the low hills and sand bluffs, except at the western extremity of
the Vineyard where a little more of the ancient fertility remains.
* The mention of Eglantine (Rosa rubiginosa, which has been called Eglantine
by the English from time immemorial) as being in New England 275 years
ago, naturaly suggests the inquiry how Dr. Gray, who marks this plant in his Manual as '• Nat. from .Zsu." determines whether a particular species is native or introduced.
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are a curiously stunted form of Quercus rubra,

which the
and the high winds prevailing on the island prevent from
attaining a height of more than fifteen or twenty feet.
One spot on Martha's Vineyard, famous as a Campmeeting ground
and summer watering place, is called "Oak Bluffs," from a grove of
The poor things do their best to imitate their lofty breththese trees.
ren of mid New England but the effort is a great failure.
Everything in the shape of trees and shrubs is stunted. On a visit
to the Vineyard during the past season, the writer found, among other
dwarfed plants, the most comical little specimens of Rhus copallina.
sterile soil

This shrub in the interior of Massachusets, grows to the height of a

man's head, but here it forms full flowering trees barely six inches high,
as though it grew in a Japanese Conservatory, or in the Arctic region.

No

better proof of the poverty of the soil could be given than the fact

and
on acres of disused fields and pastures the foot craunches this brittle
lichen as though it were a crust of snow.
The herbaceous flora of the district could not under such circumstances, be supposed to be very abundant, but what there is is quite
peculiar Instead of being northern in character, as from the latitude
we might expect, it is essentiaely southern. There is hardly a plant to
be met with which is not also found at least as far south as the Pine
Barrens of New Jersey, and much of the vegetation occurs all the way
to Virginia, and even farther south.
On the salt and brackish marshes we get Cyperus Nuttallii, in fine, large
specimens Scirpus Olneyi, Carexfoenea, Discopleura capillacea, Salicom
fruticosa, var. ambigua, Hibiscus moscheutossjxd Iris Virginica. Four of
that most of the uplands are covered with Cladonia rangiferina,

these find their northern limit at this point.

The Hibiscus

is

as large

and showy as on the brackish marshes of the eastern shore in Maryland.
On the same marshes we found last summer that curious sedge Eleocharis rostellata, which, for want of a better English name, may be
called the Walking Sedge.
In crossing the moors, our feet were frequently entangled in what at first we thought must be strings fastened
to the ground, but what proved to be the rooted sterile stems of this
sedge.
On a single plant were counted a colony of nearly thirty culms
which had all taken root, and many of the offshoots had already thrown
up new stems, The plant appears to propagate itself mainly in this
manner, although it does not lack for fruit on the fertile culms.
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In the same localities are obtained Panicitm Crus-galli, var. hispidum,
and (decidedly out of place) Erecthites hieracifolia ; also a plant
which assuredly no one would ever look for on a salt marsh, viz. Polygala polygama, but which seems to thrive admirably in its unwonted
situation, as the spikes of flowers, both cauline and radical, are much
larger than those

produced

in its

common

habitat.

Polygala cruciata, Samolus Valerandi, var. Amencanics, Gratiola

uncommon on

aurea and Sabbatia gracilis are not
i

On the sand beaches

marshes.

the borders of the

of the sea shore occur Atriplex arenaria

and Erythraea spicata. Farther from the shore, in wet, sandy soil,
grow Eleocharis melanocarpa, Lycopodium inundatam and Schwa lb ea
Americana; and in dry, sandy or light soil, Opuntia vulgaris, Cassia
chamaecrista, Crotalaria sagittalis, Lespedeza Stuvei, Spiranthes simplex

and Cyperus Grayii. By the edges of ponds are found Sabbatia chloroides,
Phragmites communis, Hydrocotyle interripta and Rhyncospora macrostachya, with that rare form of the
drocotyle umbellaia,

where

it

Here also is Hyinundata.
more common in the water
or more according to the depth

last, var.

which, however,

grows to the height of a foot

is

of the water.
Chrysopsis falcata

abounds on the dry uplands, and by

Aster spectabilis and occasionally Aster
are

its

side

Here, likewise,

ericoides.

Paspalum setaceum and Eragrostis pectinacea, but

in

its

more south-

ern form, var. spectabilis.

Among

the shrubby oaks there

is

a form of Helianthus divaricatus

with very narrow leaves, and in company with

it

Asclepias tuberosa

and Asclepias obtusifolia, Habinaria tridentata, Mulgedium, lencophceum and Lilium superbum occupy the swampy thickets; and Glaucium luteum is met with in waste grounds about dwellings.
As a specimen of the manner in which the vegetation of middle
Massachusetts changes into more Southern species, a few cases may be
The common Hydrocotyle of the interior is H. Americana;
cited.
here as already mentioned, H. interrupta and H. umbellata. Cassia
nictitans is the only species in middle Massachusetts, while E. chamaecrista

is

never or rarely found 25 miles north of Martha's Vineyard.

Hudsonia tomentosa of the north,
islands; and Hieracium scabrum
ground to H. Gronovii. Linum
England, is here supplanted by L.

gives

way

to

H.

ericoides in these

and H. canadense surrender th e
Virginianum
striatum,

common

which

through

New

really appears to
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be the more southern form of the two, notwithstanding the specific

name of the former. Drosera filiformis takes the place of D. rotundiand D. longifolia, and Polygala cruciata, and P. brevifolia the

folia

place of P. sanguinea and P. paucifolia.
It is

a curious fact that the line which separates the two adjoining

The whole of Cape Cod, (con-

flora follows the geological variation.

sidering this as including Plymouth, which
as a part

of the Cape,)

is not originally reckoned
Nantucket and the eastern end of Martha's

Vineyard belong geologically to the drift and alluvium formation.
the Vineyard belongs to the miocene tertiary, and

The western end of
is

not nearly so distinctive in

The temperature

of this

its flora

district

as the eastern end.

is

equally marked;

helps to account for the southern character of

and cold on the

much

and coasts of southeast Massachusetts, are

The well-known mildness of Newport, Rhode

throughout the Cape region.
is

especially

and this fact
Both the heat

not being nearly so extreme as a few miles further

modified,

north.

islands

its flora.

noticeable.

Island prevails

In winter the difference in temperature

The Gulf stream runs near enough to
Even if that were not the case,

coast to produce a sensible effect.

projection of this region so far into the ocean could not

modification

So great

of temperature.

mean winter temperature at Nantucket is 7 warmer,
Bedford, nearly 5 ° warmer than at Cambridge, which
the

miles north of Nantucket, and <o north of

town

in the

tucket and

New

extreme northwest of Massachusetts,
7

colder than

New

Bedford.

is

and. at
is

the

to cause a

modification

this

is

fail

the

that

New

about 70
Williams-

io° colder than

Nan-

Bedford, for the average of the winter

months.*
In this description no attempt has been
list

made

to give

a complete

of the flora of this district, but only enough to indicate the charac-

ter of the

predominant vegetation. The
is

to the southern

boundary of Maryland.

Looking

at a

facts cited

show

that the region

the northern limit of a botanical zone which stretches

there described

still

larger field,

we may venture

to

divide the whole

Atlantic coast of the United States, into three zones of vegetation, the

running from the Gulf of Mexico to Southern Maryland, the
second from that point to Cape Cod, and the third from Cape Cod to
first

*I am indebted for these climatological
"Climatology of the United States."

facts

to

Lorin Blodgett, Esq., author of

—
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course

for every naturalist

not meant that these zones are strictly divided

it is

knows

The zones

well

limits are sufficiently

territories,

each having

principle zones might

its

no divisions in nature with
overlay, more or less, but

there are

that

absolutely distinct boundaries.

the
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marked

in general to

indicate tbre e

Doubtless each

peculiar flora.

be divided into subordinate

districts,

desirable to trace the limits of various plants minutely.

of these

were

A tropical

it

or

subtropical flora might be found on the margin of the Gulf of Mexico,

and a sub-arctic flora on the Canada line, while intermediate belts of
limited areas would be made up of local genera and species.
We do not propose, however, to pursue the subject any further.
Some other botanist of wider knowledge might make of it a very interesting study.

Thomas Morong.

Worms
To

thrust a

worm on

pole in our hand

—

is

we

good fun of a

Lumbricus

.

drown

a hook and
in the sun

sit

lazy kind

and

—but

terrestris.

to

the creature, while with a

blister our nose,

may be

sport

the writhing organism suffoca-

an anguilla nibbling

ting in the water, the iron literally in

its soul,

the segments where possibly the nerve

the fun must be of a
go fishing, if he would
and the worms; but, if we are

Everybody

microscopic character.

only confess
to believe
lips,

and

it,

except perhaps the

some

worms

to

!

idea of a

but there

is

earth-worm.

worm

fish

have no feeling in their

So we are taught

ornament the hook with squirming

at every thrust penetrates a

The

fish

—they have no sensation of any kind except

rather enjoy being swallowed

and

bare,

likes to

piscatorial euthusiasts,

as for the

is

scallops,

to

to

"loop him on,"

where the

steel

barb

nervous ganglion.

of any kind

is

unpleasant to the refined taste,

nothing especially repugnant in the appearance of the

When

a young lady,

however, upturns one as she digs

her flower bed, ten chances to none she will scream and run away, and
dig no more that day; but at the sight of

and a

it,

her youthful brother has a

—

bobbing of a cork a struggle
the splashing of a broad tail in a leaky skiff; and the man with a
microscope, as he passes by, takes it tenderly in the palm of his hand,
beatific vision of a boat

—

river, the
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and carries it into the house. Let us go in with him, and see if he can
find any item of interest in the anatomy of this humble dweller in the
He sits down by the window, and looks at it.
earth.

smooth and shining; its ring-like segments attract by
and the slightest contact with its extremely sensitive
skin induces active movements in graceful curves which are anything
Its surface is

their regularity,

but unpleasing to an artistic eye.

It

elongates

its

anterior rings into

a pointed head, and with a projected proboscis goes poking about
It opens its tumid lips, and closes them against his hand as
blindly.

though in rage

What

worm.

in the dirt,

it

would bite an opening

it is

trodden under

persecuted by the robins,
it is

light

escape

for

a helpless and degraded creature
foot,

!

It

grovels

blind and deaf and dumb;

it is

hunted to the death by the small boy,
with the microscope; it hides away from the

it is

by the man
and the warmth of the sun

dissected

it is

—poor impotent

seems

it

it

;

appears on the surface only

clouds are over the sky, or in the darkness of the night, or,

when
when

drowned out by a heavy rain, it leaves its crumbling home, to perish
in a cataclysm. It has no weapon of offense or defense; it has but one
Its sense of feeling, and that it has acutelyprotection
:

Deaf and dumb!
at all times,
if

is it?*

The

fish that

swallow

it,

occasionally

if

not

speak to each other in an icthyic language, often audible

not intelligible to us

worms meet on

;

so,

when on

a

warm

spring evening two earth

the gravel walk, where they seem as helpless and out of

place as the historic trout in the same situation,

have some means of communication audible, or

why may

they not

at least sensific to

them-

Or do they "meet by chance in the
usual" lumbricoid "way, "whatever that may be? "Have you forgotten
selves? There are stranger things

!

the pretty thought about the growing of the grass and budding of the
flowers?

do not

— that

it is

only because our eyes are not fine enough that we
bloom; and only because our ears

see a lily open, or a clover

are not delicate enough, that
leaf,

we do not hear

the sap circulate in a rose

or the heart throb in the insect that alights

upon

it."

But the man with the microscope is dreaming. He leaves the
window. He brings out his needles in pen-holder handles, his wellworn
dissecting tools, his loaded cork

and

acetic acid bottle.

He

is

about to

search, not for the picturesque, but for the Interesting and the Beautiful in

* C. C. Abbot, M. D., Am. Nat. Mar. 1877.
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the anatomy of this despised inhabitant of the ground.

The

Interesting

and the Beautiful in an angle-worm
Isn't it laughable?
Everyone is familiar with the external appearance of the earth-worm.
It is so common an object that no one needs to be reminded of its
pale blue, or sometimes reddish, color, of its annular segments, and
the pointed head it is able to project and retract, with which it forces
aside the particles of earth as it makes its way through the soil.
But
its internal appearance may not be so well known, except to those students of the great things in the little, who without presuming to even
try to enter the charmed circles where the Naturalists are, love God's
living world, and believe with Robert Browning, that "God must be
pleased one loves His world so much."
!

The muscular layers, projecting inwards at the apparent rings between the segments, form circular partitions which divide the whole

many chambers as there are segments in the
By these septa the internal organs are suspended and
The alimentary canal is straight, with a short and

internal cavity into as

worm's body.
held in place.

—

narrow pharynx and oesophagus it is hardly possible to say where one
ends and the other begins a very muscular stomach, and an enlarged

—

intestine

opening

at the extremity of the

body.

The

hepatic tissue,

brownish yellow in color, and well devoloped, extends, frequently if
not always, from a point in front of the stomach to the termination of
the intestine, completely surrounding that canal, and carrying the dorsal

blood vessel embedded in its substance. The circulation is complete
and closed. The whole system is abundantly supplied with blood
vessels conducting a red fluid uncoagulable and charged with numerous
colorless, highly refracting globules.

In several chambers, above and

in front of the stomach, the transverse canals,

which

in every

segment

pass off from each side of the dorsal, to join the abdominal vessel be-

neath the alimentary canal, bear varicose enlargements which pulsate.
These heart-like dilatations keep the blood in motion, but whether the
current is always in the same direction, whether the same set of vessels
are invariably arteries and invariably veins, is not known.
The two sexes are included in one individual. The brain, close to
first or second segment, and above the
union of two small, pyriform masses of

the anterior end, beneath the

oesophagus,

is

formed

*by the

nerve substance, adherent by their bases.
tapers to two nerves, one on each side,

The ganglion gradually

which pass around the cesopha-
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gus and unite below to form a comparatively immense nerve cord ex-

tending the whole length of the body, beneath the digestive canal.

The

ventral cord contains as many,

somewhat obscure ganglionic en-

largements as there are internal chambers, from each of which pass two
pairs of nerves for the supply of the segments, while

ganglions there

is

from between the

given off another pair for distribution on the septa.

Each nerve seems to be accompanied by a blood vessel, while on the
abdominal cord they are very numerous, covering the whole surface
with a tortuous net-work.

At the points where the supra-cesophageal

ganglion merges into the beginning of the oesophageal ring, two nerves
are thrown off which soon divide into two, the second division speedily

separating into three, and the whole going to supply the lips and the

segments anterior

to the brain,

by

far the

most sensitive portions of the

body.
Let ns uow bring the microscope to bear on

Lumbricus.

More

and more delicate than the famous "Woven Wind" of India's
looms, is the creature's skin; more delicate, since with a powerful lens
while that fine fabric
it is still smooth, structureless and transparent,
under the same glass, seems coarse as woven twine; more perfect, for
when did man's work ever equal the perfection of Nature's? It is extremely thin so thin that my micrometer with two thousand lines to the
inch, fails to measure it
but withal strong enough to bear considerable
tension.
It is with difficulty removed, and only in short strips, unless

perfect

—

the dead

—

worm be

allowed to remain in water for a short time, when

the cuticle spontaneously separates from the segments, projecting in
circular bullae adherent only at the inter-segmental rings, from

a touch of the needles will free

It is fixed to the

it.

cular layer by a tenacious areolar connective tissue,

which

sub-jacent mus-

the cells being

microscopically large, and the partitions projecting from enlarged bases

very like long columns formed by the meeting of minute stalagmites

and

stalactites.

When

the skin

is

torn

off,

or the partitions of the

areolar tissue are ruptured by the endosmotic action of water,, the ap-

pearance of the torn surface

is

much

the

same

as that of

a single layer

of epithelial scales upon a structureless basement membrane.

carmine solution be added, the beauty
takes the stain but slightly,

and the

is

enhanced,

regular,

as the skin

If the
itself

almost colorless bands

stretching across the red surface are pleasing even to the naked eye.
It

appears to be adherent to the rings with the intervention of cells es-
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pecialy tenacious; over the segments proper, the areolar tissue

is

dense

and abundant
It,

down upon

with a strong-pocket lens, we look directly

and ventral

openings in the skin, and pointing backward, eight

beginning

the sides

from almost circular

surface, there are visible, projecting

lines of glistening

segment (considering the first segment to be the one immediately behind the two lips), and extending
in unbroken order to the very last.
These setae are arranged in pairs
forming four continuous rows, of four sets and eight bristles to every
bristles,

at the

very

first

segment.
In the central and terminal rings they are frequently accompanied by several aciculi, at times short, broad, and sharp, at
others long and narrow.
The worm has not only the power to project them from their proper openings, but to entirely withdraw them
into the cavity of the body.

Contained

as

each seta appears to be,

in a sheath, structureless

apparently Hentical in character with the skin,
est,

but

when

roughened by

isolated

his

it is

The

I

end

free

and

translucent,

of the most graceful form.

and

an object of inter-

becomes a thing of beauty.

friction against the earth,

ral outlines are

drew

it

it is

its

is

gene-

suppose when Hogarth

celebrated line of beauty, the thing most remote from his

thoughts was an earthworm, but if he had prepared a line with the
curves of an earthworm's bristle and named it the line of beauty, the
difference between

There

it

and

his original creation

would have been

slight.

nothing new under the sun, the wise man said; the very line of
beauty was hidden in an earthworm's skin when the great artist's pencil
was making an unsuspected copy. These bristles, at every step enable
the

is

worm

chanics

one of the

to put into practical use

— that of the lever;

for

first

principles of

me-

not only do they by the aid of special

muscles, hold the distance gained
help by prying the body forward.

b)-

muscular contraction, but also

But how does the creature progress? "O, it wriggles!" says a young
if it doesn't wriggle, it hangs on with its mouth, and

lady near by; "or,
in

some way tucks up

explanation

is

its tail

!"

She

is

a charming

young

lady,

whose

very similar to that of a charming writer: none other

than the creator of the immortal Vicar of Wakefield.

mated Nature" Goldsmith

says of the

earthworm

:

In his "Ani-

"There

is

a spiral

muscle that runs round its whole body, from the head to the tail, somewhat resembling a wire wound round a walking-cane, which when slip-
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and one end extended and held fast will bring the other nearer
manner the earthworm, having shot out and extended its
body, takes hold by the slime of the fore part of its body, and so contracts and brings forward the hinder parts; in this manner it moves on-

ped

off

to it; in this

ward, not without great

motion are few."

effort

;

but the occasions for

The charming lady speaks

its

progressive

in generalities,

while

charming Oliver goes into particulars. I do not know that anyone exI have not been able
cept Goldsmith has descibed this spiral affair.
[To be continued.]
to find it.

—

A. C.

S.

MISCELLANY.

FIELD RECORD.

The battle field was a bare piece c{
ground near a deserted ant hill, on the
I first
those who never saw the American Tar" open praa-ie in Central Texas.
I observed the Tarantula, which seemed to
antula, or heard of its peculiar habits.

The "Tarantula." — Perhaps

allude to the

belongs

to

species

known

there are

as such

which be greatly agitated as he swayed his body
in- first to one side and then the other.
My

They

the genus Mygale.

first impulse was to dismount and kill it,
but
and are often from two to two. and while noticing its movements I saw a toad
a half inches in length, and when stand- hop towards his enemy; I then dismounted
ing up ready for battle their legs extend and observed closely the movements of each

habit

almost exclusively the southwestern

States,

over four inches. They live in the ground' as they prepared for the next round.

They

deep crevices or holes made by them- seemed anxious to begin, yet neither apselves, which they line with a web-for- peared ready to strike the first blow.
At
mation resembling raw silk. They have last, after several feints, the toad standin

two common enemies; one which never refuses a challenge to fight, although I have
never

known

of a victory on either side.

This Chivalrous Knight
toad.

It

is

has never been

the

esting one.

It

came on and

I

to settle their little difficulty

faced

the

fullest

front

with

mouth open

extent, ready to receive his

hairy and wily foe. Suddenly, with a jump
quick as thought, he landed on the back

was an

inter-

when

night

came

lasted an hour,

was obliged

its

of his toadship and off again as soon.
The
toad then hopped off into the grass.but his
antagonist held the fort, but the toad soon

my

fortune to

witness but one regular battle
these antagonists, and that

common

ing,
to

to

between

leave them

by themselves

without the benefit of a referee.

to time,

and the usual

seemed
Again and

finesse

the regular order of business.

again did these movements occur, neither
seeming to be tired of the war, until the

—
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darkness

closed

prevented

and

in

—

my

witnessing the end of the combat.

always

that

come in
known as

they

enemy,

has a deadly

This Arachnid

and one

destroys

it

when

These young Davids

contact.

FOREST.

are nearly oval,

and much

than the others.

The

many

twice as

from nine

fuller in

seeds

shape

are about

as in the other case, varying

brown color,

to sixteen, of a light

and covered with irregular

stripes.

the Pompilus formosus or red
The difference is so marked in the mawinged wasp, and slay their Goliah, if not ture fruit that almost any one would supsingle handed, they do it by force of num- pose them to be distinct species, and I am

are

One

bers.

remarkable

the tarantula

is its

when moving about
to take the

on

morning

their backs.

dangerous

to

feature

about

care of its young, which
in

quest of food or

air

they always carry

Its

bite

not sure that they are not.

they are well

marked

In look-

kind permission,

found that he had only

I

considered

the form with small pods

I

have never

imens

;

and

this

among

seen or heard of a fatal case of poisoning

scribed in his manual, judging

number of seeds there

A year

or

I

two ago Mr. A. Commons,

my

of

attention

to two distinct forms of Plantago major,
which he found growing together near his

Since then

I

have been search-

them elsewhere.
growing in company all over
ing for

land, in the State of
in California.

As

I

New

find

I

New

them
Eng-

York, and even

have never jeen them

noticed in any publication, a brief discrip-

may

tion
this

be interesting to the readers of

magazine, and

set botanists

elsewhere

from the

attributed to the

should be glad to have any botanist

examine
he

his locality;

the

finds

same

and send us word

difference, so far

confined entirely to the

appear precisely alike.

as I can

The
The pods

fruit.

if

Thomas

distinction.

Morong.
Mandibular Power

of

Insects.— Re-

calling the article in Field

month

or

two ago,

and

in reference

Forest a
to insects

being able to cut holes through hard substances reminds us of a case

der our

own immediate

years ago.

which came unsome

observation

We had purchased a piece of firm

black casimere; and some time after— during

—

plants

May or June when we had
unwrapped two or three of the outer folds,
we found the head of a blue Hy?fienopterous

in the

insect protruding,

the months of

on the search.

The

spec-

species.

of Plantago Major.

Centerville, Delaware, called

residence.

his

appears to be the one de-

arising from the bite of this rata avis.

Two Forms

events,

all

ing over the herbarium of Dr. May, by his

is

man, although

At

varieties.

see,

is

larger form are ovate, appressedto the spike,

we

then unwrapped the

whole piece and found another insect of

and two and a half lines in length. The the same species, two or three folds farther
dehiscence, which is circumscissile, occurs in toward the centre.
Both individuals
about one third of the length of the pod were dead, and we found they had evolved
from

its

base.

The seeds, 5 — 8 in number, from a piece of half inch chestnut, or
somewhat rough chestnut-oak board, around which the

are large, jet black, and

on the

goods had been wrapped.

surface.

The pods, in the smaller form are not
much more than half as long as the other,

sure about the

We

kind of wood, for

dry and without bark.

These

are not
it

insects

was
had

spreading on the spike, having the dehis- therefore cut through about four inches

cence nearly half way up the pod.

They

of solid, firmly

wrapped black casimere,

FIELD
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of the pupa skins were

as fragments

found where they emerged from the wood
these excavations

of

each

inches

four

must have been made by the imago.

The

excavations behind them were

with

filled

the fine granular debris, or cuttings of the
cloth,

which

fell

was un-

out as the cloth

wrapped, leaving a hole as smooth around
the edges as

if

a hot iron rod.

it

we

may

ances, held high carnival in this one en-

number

closure for a

The
sicce,

insect

* and

common

of years.

known

is

as

Lecanium per-

not very destructive or even

is

The eggs

in this country.

July,

and the males, which are minute two
flies, to emerge in August, though

winged

an European

The

males emerge from the scale in

insects

were Uroce-

not be extraordinary, but

when

de-

posited by the females are said to hatch in

had been perforated by

rus cyaneus, generically allied to Tremex.

This
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authority

pair with the females,

the

May and

which deposit

commencement

eggs "in the

that

states

their

of summer."

consider the difficulty of penetrating

woolen

textile material, as

the softer kinds of wood,

compared with

we

more than ordinary, and
now, when the ability of bees
skins of grapes is becoming a
tle

that

it is

We

been

especially

found for the

first

to cut the

on the borders of Winter Pond, Woburn.

a

lit-

subject of

are most prepared to say

a general characteristic of bees

to depredate in this

Hallii

plant

it

discussion between Apiarians and Fruit-

growers.

Supinus, L., var.

Scirpus
Gray.-— This

think

manner upon grapes,

While

differs

it

has

recently

time in

Massachusetts,

somewhat from the form
Manual having a
instead of a two cleft, and

—

described in Gray's
three cleft style

most of the upper leaves being sheath
bearing

—

it

presents one peculiarity

which

and other tender skinned fruits, but from is extraordinary, and which, so far as I
this and other experiences we think that know, has never been noticed in any
It bears radiunder a stress of circumstances, they could number of the genus, viz
An
cal fruit as well as normal spikes.
do so, and perhaps would. S. S. R.
unusually large ackeniitm, lying under the
:.

—

was

lately

—

culm,
The lower sheath at the very base of the
shown a sends up a style sometimes half an inch

Scale Insects of the Peach.
editor of this journal

twig eut from a peach tree growing in

this

long, until

it

reaches the extremity of the

where

projects

which was completely covered with

sheath,

these scales. Subsequently the locality was

summit

visited, and seven trees were found so
badly infested with these insects that not
a twig could be found or a space of an

of these basal achenia,

city,

it

into the air.

a case as an entomologist could meet with-

ripen their

Of

dance.

sickly, diseased

pearance usual in such cases.

ap-

cleft

number

are fertilized

down from

the spikes above.

use for this abnormal

and presented the

I find,

fair

by the pollen which must drop

inch on twigs or branches that was not
occupied.
Altogether, it was about as bad
course, the trees were partially dead,

three

its

Quite a

There does not appear

I

fruit

to

fruit,

perfectly

be any special
for the spikes

and

in

abun-

have collected a hundred specimens,

Singularly,

no other peach trees in the immediate
neighborhood had been attacked, although
the insects have, seemingly, from appear-

* In a letter received from Mr. Uhler since the
in type, he says the insect " probably
belongs to the genus Aspidiotus. It has some of
the characters of the European A. Persiciz-tblongus, Reaumur, but differs in most respects."

above was

—

!

3
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more
in

or less, and this peculiarity appears

most of them.
Is

——

—

'

it

except the

accidental or local, or has any one

else ever

noticed

it

in

Death Trap

or any

this

Osage Orange.

other

A

Thomas Morong.

species of Scirpus?

to Bees.

—

has been

It

Run

the abundant

obtain

tubes prove to be so

on

lured

bees,

As

many

by

traps

A

from which

—A

late

vine during the

winter,

when

I'll jest

!

ar'

nigher

— came
— 'what ye found,
I.

I

what's hes edicated name,
?'

There he

He'd

is to

struck a lead there in the sand.

'Caught any

of the

A

the winter

yit ?'

yaller jacket

sez

I.

Just then

showed a phiz
buggy at him, when,

Above board

—

and under the bark, may be destroyed
by an insecticide, or by the application of

Out flew

hundred .right

Winter

Butterflies.

—A

The

insect

_

at his ;

to

once't.

correspon-

Run

lively as a butterfly in spring time.

Other

butterflies

were seen but not cap-

thunder'n lightnin'

For laughin'

was upon the wing,

and as

?

!

Well, I'm

sore

the capture of Melitaea phceton on Christ-

mas day.

five

Ye mind, the little beast was game
And raised the whole blamed ranche

?

Denton County, Texas, records

dent in

sot,

A pair o' tweezers in one hand,
A bottle on the ground. — You'd thought

in

Next

set

hole in the ground.

eggs of the creature, said to be deposited

hot water.

bet

on that

as a cat,

buggy' sez

!

Some new varmint

remedy, or rather

remove the bark from the stocks

little

And

cannot extricate themselves.

Phylloxera.

and knowin'

sly

'Hello

treacherous sweets

proposed remedy for the Phylloxera

or our Entomotogist.)

pile of yaller dust

Watchin' that

supply of

These numerous

honey found within.

Harte

thunder'n lightnin'

?

Right there the durned bug-eater *

Tritoma

which they have en-

or "red hot poker"
to

My

wedged

bees have been destroyed by getting
in the tube of the corolla of the

Colorado Yellow Jacket.

(After Bret

noticed in England that large numbers of

tered

and has no unusual appearance,
fruit, which looks more like the

in a field,

Claire into

to

camp

Heha'n'tgot

see the cuss git

—and what

is

more,

that ar' bottle yit."

Colorado Springs, i8ji.

C. R. D.

tured.

Late Arrivals at Zoological Gardens,

He
that post oak mast
Chinese Geese,
was destroyed last fall .by the weevil Philadelphia. Two
{Baianninus nasicus or rectus.} The larvae (Ansercygnoides;)two Marmosets, (I iapale
were fed upon by small birds but not in jacchus ;) two Barn Owls, (Strix flammea
var. americana;) two Opossums, (Didelphys
time to save the mast.
further

states

virginiana ;) two Red-shouldered Hawks,
Schneck. of (Buteo lineatus one Eland, male, (Oreas
;)
notices in the Botanical
canna;) one Siren, (Siren lacertina;) Pre-

Large Walnuts.
Mt. Carmel,

111.,

—

— Dr.

Gazette a small Juglans nigra

about six

inches in diameter and twenty feet high,

which bore three pecks of
nearly

10%

ilf/i,

fruit

sented,

The

Rough-legged Buzzards,

averaging
*

inches in circumference and

ounces in weight.

one Bald eagle, (Haliaetus leuco-

cephalus;) two

tree

grows

Our

old teamster informed us that in Rocky
fellow is called a

Mountain parlance, a worthless
bug eater.
'

'

—
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sancti-johanis ;)
two could not be obtained of larvie, etc., or
lagopus, var.
White Rabbits, (Lepus cuniculus ;) four the insects are very minute, colored drawHybrid Fowls; one White Rabbit, (L. ings have been substituted.

(A.

cuniculus;) eight Dingos, (Canis

born in garden

dingo,)

one Great Horned Owl,

;

Arthur

(Bubo virginianus.

E.

Brown,

Supt.

The Potomac-side Naturalist Club meets
Monday in each month, at the
Franklin Public School Building.
Hour

the second

of meeting 8 o'clock p. m.

All persons

interested in Natural History, or

engaged

in scientific pursuits, are cordially invited

attend

to

GLEANINGS.
The Department
sent

to

the

Exhibition, with other

collections, ten cases of Insects, arranged
in the

same manner

collection

as the novel

displayed at the

meetings,

Professors Riley and

of Agriculture has just

Paris

these

and

bring

to

their friends.

economic

Centennial.

Thomas, and Dr.

Packard, have been in Washington upon
business relative to the Entomological
mission.

Although many new

discoveries

were added

to our

Com-

and
knowledge
facts

of the western locusts by the commission
There are two cases devoted to the inlast year, it is thought another year can be
sects affecting Maize; two lo Cotton; two
profitably spent in finishing up the work,
to Cereal crops; two to Potato, and one
and peihaps adding to the large amount
each to Grape and Tobacco Insects. These
of material already obtained. The report,
are shown in some cases in the different
will soon be published, will probwhich
stages, and all are labelled with the name
ably make five hundred pages and will
of the insect, the particular stage in which
embrace Chronological History, Statistics
it is shown, and a short description of its
Classification and Nomenclature,
mode of injury, m both English and of losses,
Geographical Distribution, Migration,OrigFrench. Disks, showing varying proporinal Permanent Breeding Grounds, Habitat
tion of white and black, illustrate the
and Natural History, Embryology, Metaamount of injury as "questionable,"
morphoses, Invertabrate and Vertibrate
"slightly injurious," "destructive,"

&c,

these words appearing in an explanatory

key

at

the top of each case.

The

truction, Agricultural Bearings of the Sub-

upon the outside, but
only varnished upon the inside, the white
are poplar, stai ed

wood.

are exhibited, comprising

our

Among

locust, the

The

Ravages

in other Countries,

labor of preparing the report has

been divided among the three gentlemen

Its

publication

is

awaited with

interest.

insects.

the Col-

orado potato beetle, the Western destructive

Locust

&c.

a majority of

American noxious
them may be mentioned

worst

ject,

upon u back-ground
composing the commission though it emOver 250 specimens
anates from the commission as a whole.

label cards appearing

of natural

enemies, Remedies and Devices for Des.-

cases

Chinch bug, the Wheat

A

pear

tree

measuring some eighteen

inches in diameter was recently cut
in the

down

gnvunds of the President's mansion,

midge and Hessian fly, the Cotton army It is supposed to have been planted either
The wood
worm, the Northern army worm, Cut by Washington or Adams.
worms, etc., etc. Where good specimens was quite solid.
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At a

meeting of the Royal Horti-

late

cultural Society, Dr.
ited specimens of a

Cooke exhibvine disease which

M.

C.

has lately appeared in portions of France,
which has given rise to considerable anx-

Phoma

fungus,

the attack of

the result of

It is

iety.

It will

viticola.

a

be further

reported upon.

Dr. McMurtrie

who

represents the De-

partment of Agriculture

at

the

Paris

Ex-

and who has charge of its exsails March 28, on the Celtic.

hibition,
hibits,

Japan has an active Archaeological So_
Kobutzu-kai (Society for Old

ciety called

There are 200 members,

Things.)

chiefly

wealthy Japanese gentlemen, learned
and priests, scattered throughout

They meet once

land.

a

month

in

men
the

Yeddo.

OUR BOOK SHELF.
Annual Report of the Entomological
Society of Ontario for the year
Printed by order of the LegisAssembly, [Imp. 8vo., pp. 59;

1877.
lative
illust.

50,

and

1

plate.]

the Seventh Annual Report of
this flourishing Society, the work before us
containing reports by Wra, Saunders, Rev.
C. J. S. Bethune, B. Gott, and Joseph
Williams, with minor papers from other
contributors.
Among the subjects treated
are "The Aphides or Plant Lice," '-Our
Common Wood Boring Insects" "Some of
our Fruit Insect Enemies," "Grape Vine
Galls" and "The Hessian Fly." Recent
Notes on the western locust, on the Colorado beetle &c, are given, the whole fori
ming a most useful document.

This

On
of the

is

the Larval Characters and Habits
Blister-beetles belonging to the

genus Macrobasis and Epicanta, &c, with
five other papers by Charles V. Riley.

From Transactions
8vo., pp. 38, 1 plate.
of Academy of Science of St. Louis, Vol.
Ill,

No.

4.

Sixth Rkport of the State Etomologist on the noxious and beneficIAL Insects of the State of Illinois.
By Cyrus Thomas. Spring1877.

field, 111.,

(pp.174; dlust. 30.)
our thanks for this,
his first report as State Entomologist. The
volume is in two parts, Part 1 being a report proper of some 60 pages on various
noxious insects, with the latest facts in
reference to them.
Part 2, upon Coleoptera or beetles, is "the first part of a manual
of economic entomology for the State of
Illinois," which the author proposes to continue from year to year till the various
orders have been exhausted.
Prof.

Thomas

has

The Bee Keeper's Text Book.

By

N. H. and H. A. King. New York,
King and Slocum.
[Illustrated, pp.
I39-]

This useful manual is published in German and English at forty cents a copy
postpaid, and is now running through its
twenty -third edition. It has been thoroughly revised, and embraces the latest discoveries and improvements in bee keeping; and, in

most uselul

short,

just

the

information

to the apiarian.

Additions et Corrections a la Faune
coleopterologique de la province
de Quebec, 1877, par L'abbe ProVANCHER.
This

is an octavo pamphlet of thirtypages, with descriptions and notes
upon over ninety species of beetles new to
the Canadian fauna.

eight

Fifth and Sixth Annual Reports of the
Curators of the Museum of Wesleyan University, (Middletown, Conn,) including a
history of the Museum from its formation.
8vo. pp. 30.

The Erysiphei. By C. E. Bessey. 20
page pamphlet; two plates.
Extracted
from the Seventh Biennial Report of the
Iowa

Agricultural

College,

December,

1877.

On the Pelvis and External Sexual Organs of Selarchians. By S. W. Garman.
8vo pamph., pp. 14. From Proceedings
of the Boston Society of Natural History.
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9.

of the Islands of

Lake Erie.

{Observations taken during 18//. )

The

islands of

ations-

Long

Lake Erie are

after their

justly celebrated for

memory

many

consider-

has departed from me, the recollec-

numerous and enormous Black Water Snakes, darting
sneaking out from under your every foot-step,
sunning themselves in heaps, knots and snarls on tops of low bushes,
stray logs, and rocks, will linger in every fiber of the nerves.
The extreme isolation of some of these islands and the celebrity of
others, together with the important part many of them have played in
tions of those

through the water,

the history of our country render a history or even a description of

them

practically unnecessary in the present instance.

Some

idea of their origin, however, as the facts seem to indicate

The

of no

little

interest here.

Erie,

show

that there are but

One

results

is

of the recent survey of Lake

two channels in Western Lake Erie.

leading out from Detroit river and passing along the Canada

Aux Pelee; and the other the continuation
Maumee Bay and River along the American shore

shore as far as Point

of

the channel of

as

Between these channels is a range of isand almost a continuous sub-marine reef or ridge. The
facts seem to indicate, then, that at one time the Detroit and Maumee
rivers emptied some where between Sandusky and Point Pelee, so that
the Western terminous of Lake Erie was considerably further east than

'far as

Point

Marblehead.

lands, shoals

at the present time.

The only

trace of this

point of land

now

left..
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these islands,

exists in

whose rocky structures were abundantly able
This transformation

to stand clear of the currents.

been accomplished

as the rivers

empty

may have

readily

in the lake in opposite positions

and flow from nearly opposite directions. On these islands some
twenty in number, although there is considerable vegetation in most
instances,

yet few species of birds

The mammals

in

breed or pass the summer here.

most instances may be regarded as

visitants

approach-

and leaving the islands during the winter on the ice. Some however,
stay over or are accidently left by the sudden departure of the ice.
The islands more especially observed were the group known as the
Put-in-Bay group consisting of eleven islands, and another group
north of there of six.
The former group is well inhabited, covered
with beautiful groves and foliage, and withal a great summer resort.
ing,

Eor advantages of nesting &c, the number of species of birds breeding
The species of water birds are but few, when
here is decidedly small.
The species obit would seem that there should be more land birds.
served are
(Those known to breed will be marked thus*).
:

Bald Eagle*, common
seven nests in use in Put-in-Bay group.
Cedar Bird; Robin*; Blue Bird*; Crow; Red Wing; Crow* and Cow*
Black Birds; Rusty Black Bird; King Bird*; Kingfisher; Sand Sparrow*; Chipping Sparrow*; Blue Jay*; White Bellied Swallow*, numerous instances of breeding in trees; Chimney Swift*; Warbling*
and Red Eyed* Vireos; Cat Bird*; Brown Thrush*; Pewee*; Red
Headed*, Red Bellied, Donny*, Hary* and Yellow Spotted* Woodpeckers; Carolina Dove*; Blue Marten*; Gold Finch*; Humming Bird;
Black and Yellow Billed* Cuccoos; Kildeer*; Spotted Sand-piper*;
Virginia Rail*; Arctic Tern*; Short-tailed Tern*; Herring Gull*,
(breeds only on Point Peelee Island; Loon.)
;

It will

be noticed that there ?re no ducks on the

accounted for from the

fact

that

numerous people

list.

It

may be

arrive during the

summer, and among them a large class of sportsmen, who fish any
way, and hunt when possible. The absence of many species of land
birds is probably due to the presence of enormous numbers of black
water snakes, and occasional blow and Rattle snakes, so that only the
most hardy and daring species, as will be seen from the list, occur on
the islands.
It is

not asserted that the catalogue given applies fully to Kelly's
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and Point Pelee Islands, as I did not have opportunity to observe
them as carefully as the others. It may be possible, and in fact is
quite probable that the
that

we might expect

summer

to note

residents vary with each season, so

some change

in the avi faunae each year.

W. H. Ballou.

W orms. —L um

Terrestris

bricus

(Continued from page i2g,

The muscular system
tudinal and

is

last

The worm

an unbroken sheet of muscle with apertures
organs,

&c,

five, distinct

issue.)

comparatively simple.

tranverse, or circular.

.

The
is

fibres are longi-

not sheathed in

for the setae, generative

but the longitudinal fibres are collected into four,

if

not

systems extending from end to end, the lines of separation

being the four double rows of

bristles,

with points of attachment at

Thus there

is a long abdominal muscle
between the second and third series of setae ; a ventro-lateral on each
side, between the first and second, and the third and fourth
and one,
The
if not two, dorso-lateral, between the first and fourth rows.

the junction of the segments.

;

circular bundles of fibres, above and outside the longitudinal, pass
around each segment, making as many annular muscles as there are

Each

rings to the body.
nal, the latter

seta has two,

also transverse

and longitudi-

being below those of the same name for the purpose of

shortening the body, and frequently so intimately connected with each
other that they form but one, while the transverse bundles are below

and within.

The

setae are

hooked into the muscles and so firmly

attached that the forcible extraction of a bristle generally brings with

some torn fibres. The transverse muscles are especially interesting.
Each one we are now looking' down on the inner abdominal surface
after the intestinal canal has been carefully removed
extends above
the long ventro-lateral muscle of the body, dips down and around its
two edges, passes down the inner side of the setae-bearing muscle, and
when about midway, enters the latter, within which its fibres are lost.
They do not cross the ventral median line, but connect the first double
They, as
row of setae with the second, and third with the fourth.
it

—

well as each

—

set

of setigerous

muscles are, as a rule,

firmly fused
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bundle of long

as a single

fibres,

and the latter as a plano-convex mass with four prolongations, two of
origin and two of insertion.
In one specimen it was my pleasure to
examine, there was, however a different arrangement, the only instance
In this case
of the kind I have met with after many examinations.
both

sets of

muscles were entirely

The

free.

setigerous masses were

The two transverse bundles on each side of
and separate.
each segment crossed from one row to the next, connected together 'so

distinct

By them,

delicately that a few touches of the needles parted them.

row was joined to seta number two
in the ventral on each side of the median line and counting toward it,
one in the abdomit and seta number two in the lateral to number
seta

number one

inal,

in the lateral

apparantly a complicated

They were

directly

arrangement,

attached to the

so

setae,

but

really

simple.

that

when

the lat-

were extracted the muscles became tense and were finally rupAs has been said this is the only instance of the kind I have
The infrequency of the arrangement, at least in my own exseen.
perience, must be my only excuse for this somewhat lengthy, and
ter

tured.

perhaps dry description of a seeming anomaly.

Down

the back of the creature, in the middle line, one in each inter,

segmental ring,

is

a

On the

row of circular openings.

inner surface of

each segment, therefore below the longitudinal muscle, is a muscle
parallel with the length of the worm, and extending from the lower edge
of the orifice above to the upper edge of the aperture below.

The

two ends are thickened vertically and slightly broadened, whence they
What the use of the openings
gradually narrow toward the centre.
maybe, it is impossible to conjecture. They seem to have no connection with any of the internal organs, but to form a direct communication
between the external
muscles

is

evident.

air

By

and the general

naturally found closed and invisible

The

cavity.

their contraction they

function of the

must widen the

until pulled

orifices,

open by needles on

the stage of the microscope, in imitation of the muscular action.

The

six

anterior

segments contain a distinct muscular system.

Numerous bundles of long fibres take their origin in one chamber,
pass through the septa and are attached to the next segment, while on the
sides

and near the ventral surface there appear

to

be several

sets

of three

or more, radiating like the frame work of a fan from points near to-
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some distance apart.
They undoubtedly are
more extended range of motion which the anterior
By them the worm is enabled to lift aside the particles

gether, with insertions

the cause of the
parts possess.

of earth, and with

pointed proboscis to pry into the

its

The

soil.

short,

broad muscles upon the internal dorsal surface, especially the

fourth

and

fifth rings,

are probable inserted

though the points of insertion

—

I

upon the oesophagus,

al-

have not made out clearly.

To sum up, then and the reader will doubtless be glad to sum up
and have done with muscles each abdominal segment (I have not
been able to accurately count those in the anterior rings,) contains one
circular, four, perhaps five, longitudinal muscles, four long and two
transverse setigerous, and one longitudinal between the apertures in
The spiral affair that Goldsmith speaks of
the dorsal median line.
would make one more. And just here an interesting fact is to be
noted the earthworm's muscular fibres are unstriated.
To give up

—

:

the conviction that

all

voluntary muscle ought to be striated

is

like

parting with a cherished book from one's hard-earned library, or an
article

We

from one's creed

!

We have wandered far through
where muscular fibres have grown thick, where the bloom and
the perfume of the daises and the lillies have been conspicious by
their absence.
The way has been dusty and dry. The path has led
us in a circle and brought us to face, the still unanswered question
as to how the earthworm walks.
have been on a long journey.

fields

I

have watched the process with much
Before taking the

ciently curious way.

together,

becoming shorter and

anterior segments, the

ward

that

much

first

thicker.

interest.
first

It is

step the

The

done

in a suffi-

worm draws

itself

circular fibres of the

inch perhaps, then contract and shoot for-

of the body.

The

longitudinal bristle-bearing muscles

force the setae outward against the
assisting to

earth, the circular fibres probably
keep them pressed steadily against the resisting medium.

The long muscles
setae

at

once contract

as the circular begin to relax, the

hold the space gained, and act as levers upon which the body

pushed forward. While the anterior rings are advancing, the annumuscles of the second collection of segments are extending them, and
the setae are being prepared for their important share in the work. The
is

lar

worm thus moves onward in

instalments,each inch or more being pushed
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important,

tail
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end finishing

its

action before the second

transverse muscles (and this

probably their most

is

not only, function,) draw the setae into the abdominal

if

when the creature is preparing to take another step, and when
becomes necessary to present a smooth, unresisting surface to the
earth, as often happens when, at the jar of an approaching footstep, it
cavity
it

quickly retreats into

its

burrow.

In a prosy talk about muscular action, there

is

very

little

that

is

much we may have in mind the many
movements those muscles may cause in the

graceful and attractive, however
graceful

and

attractive

In curved lines, on the contrary, there is always a grace, in the mysterious always a charm. Within this worm we
find the curves, and in these curves the mystery.

bodies possessing them.

When

the

body

is

opened from the dorsal

surface, the

unaided eye

once perceives in each abdominal chamber, on both sides of the

at

alimentary canal, a series of minute whitish spots with

more minute
The pocket lens

still

prolongations extending toward the median line.

and the probing needles announce that they
attached to the septum by the long
thread.
Neither is quite right.
You have heard the story in which
correct in all but
the crab was said to be red and to walk backward
two particulars.
So in this case, there are no knots and the attachments are short. Under the microscope these white bodies are seen
to be long tubes, so curved and convuolted that they seem like a new
kind of puzzle. They are a puzzle.

says the spots are knots,

are floating

free in the

cavity,

—

—

any one should vivisect a worm of course no one would, but if
he would see that these vessels are lined with ciliated
epithelium lashing actively, and apparently doing nothing else; and
as the victim gradually expired, the motion would grow less, until
finally only at long intervals a slow undulation would sweep through the
tubes, and like a miniature tidal wave, sink to stillness on the shore of
a sudden curve.
If

he should

—

The convoluted
ty,

portions are in one chamber, while the free extremi-

containing the internal

The

latter,

is flat

until

orifice, is in that

one immediately

in front.

generally open toward the middle line, enters a tube which
it

passes the septum,

and

is

somewhat reniform

with a thickened margin surrounded by long

cilia.

The

in shape,

free ex-
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is

unattached for one-hundreth of an inch or

ing the septum,

upon
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it

enters the succeeding

less,

then penetrat-

chamber where the tube

is

bent

and where it suddenly dilates into a kind of
turns upon itself once; it suddenly contracts, dips

itself several times,

pouch, which also

down

in front of the ventral rows of setse, to all appearance passing
between the setigerous muscles and opens externally where ? That it
The precise point is a
does open externally there is no doubt.

—

mystery only equalled by the

difficulty in guessing

why

the internal

opening should be in one chamber and the exit in another.
I have
several times seen on the abdominal surface in front of the ventral setae,
toward the median line and somewhat inclined to the course of the
circular fibres,

but that

I

Seeking them
familiar

narrow

orifices to

which

have seen the true openings

hay

is

much

I

think

am

like searching for the

I

have traced the tubes,

not prepared to affirm.

well-known needle

in the

stack, with a success generally quite as remarkable.

find each succeeding

aggravating as the

Their use?

I

one demands a search

as severe,

To

prolonged and

first.

It is

one of Nature's well kept

questionings of the most learned

secrets.

naturalists she

To

the earnest

has returned no an-

One has supposed them to be a respiratory svstem, and the
moving within them by the aid of the cilia a respiratory fluid
It may be so; the blood vessels wind
obtained from the damp earth.
about and cover them with a net-work of tortuous loops, where the
blood might be purified by the oxygen suspended in the liquid.
swer.

liquid

Another suggests that they may be part of the generative system, uterowhich the eggs may undergo a part of their development.
Still another, and this is the most generally accepted opinion, that
their function is to supply the skin with the mucus that so abundantly
covers it and is so copious when the surface is irritated.
In nearly
every instance I have found the dilatations filled with a thick, almost
sebaceous matter, and in every examination of the living canals this
matter has at once stopped the ciliary motion when forced into the
tubes.
In none of my victims could it have been possible for any
fluid to have passed without first forcing out this semi-solid accumulation.
However, their use is all conjecture. It is known only to Him
ovaria, in

who made them.

An

account of the life-history, the physiology and micro-anatomy
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of our annelid would
article

Within the

a volume.

fill

in its structure,

few and disconnected, but enough,

the reader to believe that the earthworm
ture popular opinion supposes
ly

limits of a

not possible to do more than simply refer

it is

complex and peculiarly

it

is

thrive within

its

body

to return.

tained the object of our search;
the beautiful,

it

certainly

;

the ganglionic globules of

;

the parasites that live and

more than curious

are

is

hope, to induce

The generative system is peculiar-

to be.

difficult to dissect

I desire

If,

—the subject

attractive

is

however, we have not at-

the discovery of the interesting

and

not the fault of the worm.

A. C.

New

Descriptions of

single

some points

not quite the despicable crea-

the brain possess points of special import

and one to which

I

to

S.

Species of North American Lepidoptera.

Pyrgus Xanthus.
Male.
Expands
Upper side pale

—

.8 inch.

black, spotted with white

;

primaries have a sub-

marginal series of minute patches or clusters of white scales
discal series of pure white spots, very

or small patch at end of cell

much

and a second transverse

;

;

as in Ce7itaurea ;

an extra
a streak

series of spots,

forming a broken line across the wing.
Secondaries have a submarginal series of minute spots, of more decided shape than on primaries
dle spot

base

;

largest

is

;

;

series,
cell

fringes long, white, cut with black at the

both wings
but a

and a discal
and sub-quadrate in the

little

;

in

of which the mid-

a white

streak near

end of the nervules on

one example observed, the black in secondaries extends

way from

the edge of the wing, the whole outer part of the

fringe being white.

Under

side of primaries fuscous

less suffused

on disk and inner margin, more or

with gray-brown, or wood-brown, whitish along costal

and hind margins the spots repeated of secondaries gray-brown, on
costal margin whitish
near the hind margin a row of obsolete white
spots edged above with black
the discal band repeated.
The spots
confluent, and edged on either side by brown
at base of cell a whit e
spot, and another, quadrate, on costal margin.
;

;

;

;

;

;
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Body black; beneath, thorax gray-brown, abdomen
lowish

;

legs

gray and yellowish

palpi white, with

;

43

extremity yel-

at

many

black hairs

above; antennae annulated black and white, white beneath; club
black.

Female.

— Same

size.

Color more brown

From

me by Mr.

sent

readily distinguishable

it is

Morrison, and taken in

In size this species equals Scriptura, Bois, from

Southern Colorado.

which

the markings as in the male.

;

several examples

by

fringes,

its

which are alternately

white and black, whereas, iwScriptura, they are white.

decidedly black and
In this

species.

It is also

much more marked with white than

last also

the under side of secondaries

and the white markings are

is

more

the other

nearly white

Belongs to the sub-group of

indistinct.

Centazirea.

Argynnis Electa.

margin in %

costa moderately arched, hind

Primaries produced,

9 convex.
Expands from 2.1 to 2.4 inches.

straight, in

Male.

—

Upper

side

but

reddish-fulvous,

wings bordered by two

fine

black

by the black nervules; on

color, cut

little

lines, the

these,

obscured at base

;

both

space between of the grouud

on primaries,

rest a series of

black lunules, but on secondaries the lunules do not touch the lines

;

rounded extra discal spots small
the other markings as in
Atlantis and allied species, but slight, and on secondaries the discal
lines are confluent
discal spot on secondaries like the letter S
fringes luteous, at the ends of the nervules, on primaries, fuscous.

the

;

;

Under

;

;

the

in

the apical

the hind margin of nearly same shade as the disk, a

more decided brown next apex
ous

cinnamon-brown, buff

side of primaries pale

interspaces

;

the

sub-apical patch

dull

little

ferrugin-

markings of disk repeated, the discal line being broken

the rounded spots black on inner half of the wing, above
in the sub-apical

ginal lunules

patch

;

brown and

silvered, or those towards

on

this

the

patch two silver spots

;

the

;

lost

sub-mar-

enclosed spaces either yellow-buff not

apex partially silvered.

Secondaries brown-ferruginous from base, a

along median

brown and

little

mottled with

buff,

and sub-costal nervines ; the space between
the two outer rows of spots buff, sometimes as immaculate as in
especially
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more or

is

the ferruginous ground, so

but sometimes encroached on by

Cybele,

that the buff area
less

is

restricted to the

middle of the space, and there

sembling Aphrodite ; the hind margin brown

sometimes imperfectly,

silvered,

or

less

it

dusted with ferruginous scales, in these features re-

dusted with

silver;

and

in

;

the spots sometimes well

this

are bnff

last case

the spots of the outer

row

more

are either lunular

or triangular, edged posteriorly with a fine black line, and anteriorly by
brown; the second row consists of seven spots, the first three from
costa and fifth long oval, equal
the fourth minute
the sixth semithe
oval the seventh irregularly lunate ; all edged with black above
third row of three, of which the outer ones are lunular; the middle
;

;

;

;

one a truncated pyramid
cell

;

edged above with black

all

and an oval below, both

in black rings

;

;

a round spot in

a patch at base of cell, an-

other at top of subcostal interspace; shoulder well silvered, inner mar-

gin lightly, but where the silvering elsewhere

and the color

likewise,

is

slight,

it is

here so

is buff.

Body black, with fulvous hairs below, the thorax gray and fulvous,
abdomen ochraceous legs fulvous palpi fulvous in front and at
;

the

;

tip, buff at

sides

;

;

antennae black above, fulvous below

;

club black,

tipped with bright ferruginous.

Female.

— Expands 2.25 inches.

Color more tawny, the base more obscured

heavy and more or

less

confluent;

nules paler than the ground

male

;

one example the

in

;

;

the marginal

lines

the spots within the subapical lu-

somewhat heavier than in
on secondaries are broken, as in

the markings

discal lines

Aphrodite, but in the others examined they are confluent, as in the

male.

Under

side of primaries sometimes as in the male, but often

reddish over basal area and disk; the belt varying as in the male

more
;

the

spots also varying in degree of silvering.

From

12 %

4$

received from Colorado.

in the north of that State

by Mr. Mead

in

Several of these were taken

1871, and I have until re-

cently been undecided respecting them, but others, fresh and unin-

jured specimens, received from Mr. Morrison, and taken in the South

my mind as to the distinctness of this
somewhat smaller than Atlantis, of size of Liliana,
Irene and Macaria, which are found towards the Pacific.
Wm. H. Edwards.
in

1877, leaves no doubt on

species.

It

is
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Addenda to Flora Columbiana.
Made during 1877.
10S4 Berberis Canadensis, Pursh. Point 1114 Aristolochia Serpentaria, L.

Rock

of Rock Railroad.
Creek, Carroll Estate.
Wash1085 Nasturtium Officinale, )k. Br. Spring 1115 Chenopodium Botrys. L.
near Outlet Lock.
ington.
10S0 Drosera rotundifolia, L. Holmead 1116 Acnida cannabina, L. Roche's RunSwamp.
1117 Euphorbia Ipecacuanhae, L. Near
Ft. Bunker Hill.
1057 Sagina apetala, L. High Island
1058 Linum striatum, Walt. Falls Church. 1118 Quercus macrocarpa, Mx. Hunting
Creek.
1089 Rhus aromatica, Ait. Broad Water.
1090 PolygalaCurtisii, Gray.var. pycno- 1119 Quercus Prinus, L. var. acuminata,
stachya.
Near Glenwood.
Mx. Chain Bridge.
Rock Creek,
1091 Vicia tetraspe rma, L. Falls Church. 1120 Pinus pungens, Mx.
above Blagden's Mill.
1092 Geum Virginianum, L.
1093 Ribes rubrum, L. Potomac Shore, 1121 Abies Canadensis, Mx. Great Falls,
Va.
Va.
1094 Ribes rotundifolium, Mx. Mount 1122 Taxus baccata, L."var. Canadensis,
Vernon.
Gray. Rock Creek.
1095 Ludwigia hirtella, Raf. Holmead 1123 Naias flexilis, Rostk.
Swamp.
1124 Calopogon pulchellus, R. Br. Holcapillacea,
mead Swamp.
D. C.
1096 Discopleura
Rock
Custis Spring, Va.
1125 Liparis Loeselii, Richard.
Creek.
1097 Galium asprellum, Mx. Hunting
Creek.
Rock
1126 Pogonia verticillata, Nutt.
Creek.
1098 Fedia oliloria, Vahl. Mt. Vernon.
High 1127 Iris cristata, Ait. High Island.
1099 Valeriana pauciflora, Mx.
Island.
Ker.
Piney
1128 Smilacina bifolia,
Branch.
1100 Liatris scariosa, Willd. Fort.
cornifolius,
Darl. 1129 Xyris flexuosa, Muhl. Piney Branch.
1101 Diplopappus
Terra Cotta.
1130 Eriophorum Virginicum, L. Terra
Cotta Swamp.
1102 Solidago rupestris, Raf. Potomac
shore, Va.
Holmead
1131 Fuirena squarrosa, Mx.
Swamp.
1103 Coreopsis tinctoria, Eastern Branch.
Terra
Chain 1132 Rhynchospora alba, Vahl.
1104 Coreopsis tripteris, L.
Bridge, Va.
Cotta Swamp.
1105 Gnaphalium uliginosum, L. Wash. 1133 Cyperus virens, Mx. Flats above Gt.
1106 Rhododendron maximum, L. Near 1134 Poa flexuosa, Muhl.
Chain Bridge.
1135 Erianthus alopecuroides, Ell. Terra
Cotta,
1107 Pyrola elliptica, Nutt. Rock Creek
1108 Lysimachia longifolia, Pursh. Out- 1136 Bromus sterilis, L. Uniontown.
let Lock.
1137 Spartina cynosuroides, Willd. Chain
Bridge.
Schwein.
1109 Veronica Americana,
Langley.
1138 Panicum Crus-Galli, L. var. hispidum, Gray. Custis Spring, Va.
1110 Pycnanthemum clinopodioides, T.
and G. Chain Bridge.
Great
1139 Cheilanthes vestita, Sw.
Benth.
Falls.
1111 Pycnanthemum Torreyi,
High
Rock Creek, above Blagden's 1140 Cystopteris fragilis, Bernh.
Mill.

Island.

Virginianum,
Virginica,
1112 Onosmodium
D. 1141 Woodwardia
Terra Cotta.
Terra Cotta Swamp.
113 Phacelia Purshii, Buckl. Islands in 1142 Camptosorus rhizophyllus,
Potomac.
Cabin John Run.

Smith
Link.
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Notes on the Tenacity of Life

in the

Chelydra Serpetina.

Being desirous of a skeleton of the Chelydra serpentina

for class use,

up the object of my desire Friday, OcThe specimen from which I decided to prepare the
tober 27, 1876.
The antero-posterior measurement of the carapax,
skeleton was small.
The animal seemed to be in
I find, is only seven and a half inches.
I

commenced

operations to

fit

good condition and was excessively pugnacious.

To

concluded upon strangulation.

Accordneck at about the
middle of the fourth cervical vertebra. This was drawn so tighly that
it entirely prevented either an egress or an ingress of air to the lungs.
The reptile was then left alone in the laboratory.
At 4 P. M. I
found her alive. The hyoidean apparatus was plying very laboriously.
Each attempt to force the air into the lungs proved abortive, and as
it escaped through the constructed nostrils a whistling sound was produced, readily audible in an 'adjoining room.
Upon examining the
creature I found that her senses were not much blunted; and that she
had yet no small stock of pugnacity.
Although I wished to comdispatch the animal

ingly at 9 A.

mence

M. a twine

dissecting

I

ligature

was applied

the brute that evening

I

to her

concluded to leave her

alone with her ligature until the morrow.

At 8 A. M. of Saturday the hyoidean apparatus was still plying
as rapidly and as forcibly as it was sixteen hours before.
Her
pugnacious disposition was not much subdued and she seemed still
about

quite strong of limb.

Impatient

at so

tardy a process of death,

I

severed the head at the

At 8 A. M.
had cleaned the head and the detached

articulation of the third with the fourth cervical vertebra.

on Monday, October 30th,
cervical vertebra,

I

and returned

to

my

subject for

more material

to

was surprised to see the animal wince so quickly upon the
application of the knife.
The plastron was now removed, and the

dissect.

I

The heart was still beatand vermicular movement of the bowels was very strong. The
lungs were collapsed.
I now removed the right arm, in order that I
might proceed with my preparation. At 8 A. M. on Tuesday I again

heart and intestines exposed and examined.
ing,

returned

hand

for

dissecting

for the purpose of

material.

drawing

it

Upon

seizing the remaining left

up, in order that I might the

more
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experienced a sensation

made my hair bristle.

She contracted her fingers forcibly,
and at the same time flexed the forearm upon the arm with such force
as to raise the entire remains from the table on which she lay.
that almost

Before removing the arm,
that I
it

might again

test

the muscles of the

tightly,

allowed a few minutes to intervene,

I

Upon

the sensitiveness of the hand.

member

again contracted,

The

order and with almost the same degree of force.

my

two of

now

stduents was

Upon being

sensitive.

site

that

and we began a
seemed to be the most

pricked with a probe, the leg contracted very

The one pierced was

forcibly.

quickly drawn into

while the other seemed to be rather projected.
grasped,

she

strove

free herself

to

If

Upon

the

right

pricking the

side,

the

it

member was

If the pricking

versa.

tail,

by projecting her

was

resting-place,

its

one of the

came together and then scratched vigorously with
free.

same

attention of

to the matter,

called

experiments to ascertain the

series of

grasping

in the

quickly flexed to the

was upon the ventral side of the

ber was invariably flexed ventral-wise.

was
they

the foot that was

If the prick

flexed.

feet

feet until

left,

tail,

The region of

was upon
and vice

the

mem-

the anus was

The heart
the most sensitive, and the tip of the tail was the least so.
was still beating, although that part of it which was laid bare by the
removal of the plastron and the right arm with its contiguous parts
was quite dry ; indeed, it was so dry that at each systole the exposed
portion of the organ appeared quite wrinkled and husky.

The

ver-

micular action of the bowels had not yet ceased.

The

left

arm and contiguous

supinely

At

upon the

it

table.

M.
The muscles

8 o'clock A.

amined.

now removed, and the unhad been from the decapitation,

parts were

dissected portion left laying as

the following day the reptile was again exof

the

legs, still

contracted, whenever the

derm was pricked or toes slightly touched.
sensative.
The region of the anus was more
part that remained.
tail

We

The

was yet quite
any other
now observed that while the legs and the
tail

sensative than

quickly responded to a prick or a pinch, yet

if

the pricking or

pinching was repeated too often the animal seemed to be indifferent
to the torture,

and

failed to take

any cognizance of the injury

inflicted.
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But when she had been

left to

enjoy a

rest

of some thirty minutes the

muscles again contracted upon slight provocation.

The

right leg was

now removed,

There were

as well as the viscera.

present twenty-six eggs in that stage of development that led us to

conclude that they constituted the crop intended for ovulation the
In the act of evisceration about an inch of the rec-

ensuing season.

tum was

and the anus was interfered with as little as possible.
Upon the following day the animal still showed signs of life. The
remaining leg was flexed as soon as the derm thereof was pinched or
pricked. When the derm of the tail was pricked the caudal muscles
left,

contracted slowly but persistently.

upon

The

sphincter ani

still

contracted

slight provocation.

At 9 A. M. the

leg was removed.

left

At 4

P.

M.

derm about

the

the anus was pricked, whereupon the sphincter ani slowly contracted

and the caudal muscles
Friday,

November

3,

At 10 o'clock on

flexed the tail ventral wise.

there was

still

faint

signs of

life.

When

the

derm of the anal region was pinched severely the muscles of the tail
and the sphincter ani slowly and feebly contracted.
The apartment in which this Chelydra Serpentina, or snapping
turtle,

terminated her existence was free from noise or

well illuminated.

The temperature ranged from

fifty to

and

jar, airy

sixty degrees

Fahrenheit.
C.

W. Larison.

MISCELLANY.
CORRESPONDENCE.
Editor Field and Forest.

A few

days since while hunting for spec- at

rest, were about three-fourth of an inch
open a branch of an apple long, when crawling, about an inch the
that had been cut down, and besides tail a little more than inch, and tipped

imens
tree

ants.
The latter had honeycombed quite a space, and eggs, larvse,
The larvae, when
&c, were abundant.

below the

I split

number of

;

and hun- with a row of bristles curved backwards.
The body was wrinkled and ridged very
large as black wasps, I found two full- much, of a dirty grayish, white color,
grown rat-tailed larvae and one about through which was perceptible a tinge of
half as large with a short tail.
The two pink. Cannot determine whether it be a
were in a cavity in the decaying branch species of Eristalis or Merodon, or some
a large

beetle larvse

dreds of black ants

—some

with wings as

—

;

FIELD

which

either, the larvae of

any of
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Slow Growth of Forest Trees.

aquatic.

Harris says " some of the largest and

most beautiful of these

wood

rotten

in the larval state," but does

Some
I

flies live in

not

sixteen or seventeen years ago

abundance of the aquatic

found an

larvae in

I

have

lately taken the pains to count the

growth

rings or

in

some

at the result that I

count of

an old tub of rain water, but have

I

first

had just
Grand Lake

logs that

been hauled from the woods

at

much

Stream, and have been so

which genus.

state

M9

FOREST.

Packard does not give

genus, as

allied

—

;

surprised

must send you an ac-

it.

three

selected

among

looking

thrifty

and
some information concern- squaring the butts, counted the rings of
growth from the center out to the bark.
ing them. N. Coleman.
Each year's growth consists of two layers,
Berlin, Conn.
a porous and a compact layer.
In spruce
and some other trees these rings are very
distinct and easily counted, unless as somespruce logs from

seen none since.

Would

a large pile,

like

—

The

(Inscribed to Professor

Little cares

times happens, they are very thin,

Professor.

G

.)

he for the world, but

Till evening,

from

earliest

when

perhaps a microscope will be necessary to

sits

make them
16 and

dawn,

And figures a'ld etches and writes,
And the work goes bravely on

The

distinguishable.

three

examined were respectively

spruces
1

8 inches in diameter, and

the layers of annual

growth

The

142 and 265.

I

15,

found

count 182,

to

largest of

these

had

;

therefore

And

a

That

shall tell to the

monument grows, day by
world

his

day,

fame

When marble has crumbled away
And he silently carves his name

grown

Carves

it

in]Nature's soft lines,

265 years, giving an average of 14.72
for each inch of diameter.
The
fifteen

inch stick had

making an inch
either

and true

skilled

;

the acid eats

The

outline of promise in view.

And

the days\and years go.4fleeting by,

till

the eye defines

Task*- are finished and
the end

Still

is

new ones

not, nor

a

little faster,

The

six-

had

in 8.87 years.

Th* 'total

age of the trees was of course some years
greater than the above figures indicate, for

the

examination was made

where

it

was

cut, that

is,

at

the point

about two or

set

draweth nigh-

There are pages unwritten

grown

in 12.13 years.

done better than
of the others, having made an aver-

age of one inch

And

18 inches in

years

teen inch stick

With a graver

to a size of

three feet from the
a

ground, and

it

takes

wild spruce a good many years to grow

yet.

so high as that.

Pages unwritten that ever will be,

For the longest

life is

a

spafn-ir.

dream may approach
working while he can.
Washington, March, 1874.

That

He

is

his

reality,

now

turned to a fine looking hemlock
and counted its rings 15 feet from
the butt where the diameter was 22 inchI

log,

es.

I

found 303

was therefore

and this tree
more in height in

rings,

15 feet or

-
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the year 1574, forty-six years

before the

Pilgrim Father's landed on the

New Eng-

land shore.

found another hemlock of

I

smaller size whose

stretched back far

life

——

—

.

beyond the discovery of America by Co.

FOREST.
Relaxing Insects.
what

is

— For relaxing

I

use

termed here a stone butter

pot,

mouthed sone-ware

with

a low, wide

jar,

a cover, holding about a gallon, which
half

I

with clear sea sand, then pour

fill

exact size in enough water to dampen the sand,
was a good adding a few drops of carbolic acid to
deal over 400 years old.
kill all parasites and prevent the formaI should say that 300 years would be tion of mold upon the insects, should they
not far from the average age attained by remain in the sand pot for any length of
hemlocks in this region, and presume that time. Place the insects to be relaxed on

lumbus.

I

omitted to record

and age, but

spruce

that

recollet

when allowed

its

it

grow, will

to

live

a piece of thin muslin, or

if

on pins, push

White pine probably grows the pins in the sand, cover the pot with a
should like to have some one damp cloth and put on the lid. In a few

quite as long.
faster.

who

I

make the examina- days

has opportunity to

tion, report the note of growth in other sec-

How

tions.

do white ash, rock maple

fast

they can be set as

I find that if left in

and drop

freshly taken.

if

too long they will rot

James

to pieces.

S.

Johnson.

and other hard woods grow?
This

an important matter for persons

is

trees,

and

I

would suggest whether the

of growth of

at

home

native trees can not be bet-

all

ter ascertained

rate

by such examination made

than by deductions from the ex-

perience of planters in other climates and

on other soils.

It

and instructive

to

would

also be interesting

know

the difference in

growth caused by such cultivation

as

is

recommended for artificial plantations. —
C. G. A. in Maine Farmei
Polypodium Vulgare on Trees.

—

I

have found a birch

tree (Betztla nigra,}

dens, Philadelphia.

Chamelion;

in garden.

2

nor;)

clear

of the plant was to be seen in the vicinity

and there were no rocks near by.
The
roots have taken a firm hold in the clean
living bark, so that I collected

my

spec-

imens with a knife leaving the bark

at-

1

Cuban
hircus.)

;

;)

1

4 Alligators, (A. misssis-

Ruffed Grouse, (Bonasa umRabbits, (Lepus cuni-

8 garter Snakes, (Eutania sirtal-

culus;)

manner of Pcase as no more

It is a

garden.

Tree Boa, (Epicrates an-

2 White

bellus;)

don;)

incanum.

1

sippianus

is

the

Zebu, (Bos in-

Bactrian Camel, (C. bactrianus.)

;)

Born

trunk several feet

after

1

Angora Goats, (Capra

ulosa

with a large amount of Polypodium vul-

above the base,

2

;)

in the

1

—

Boin in the garden.
2 Woodchucks,
(Arctomys monat;) 1 Raccoon, (Procyon
lotor;) 2 spotted Salamanders, (S. mac-

gare, growing upon

its

Born

dicus.)

gulifer

Gar-

Arrivals at Zoological

L,ate

proposing to make plantations of forest

Water Snakes, (Tropidonotus
1

1

Common

sipe-

Bittern, (Botaurus

Red Fox, (Vulpes

fulvus;)

mi1

Kangaroo Rat, (Hypsiprymnus rufescens.)
Born in garden. Arthur E. Brown,
Sup't.

Erratum.

—Our

correct the error

readers

on the

first

will

please

page of the

would be glad to know whether January and February issue, in the title
has been observed before.
head, reading 1878 for 1877. The whole
Lester F. Ward.
edition was " off" before it was noticed.

tached.
this

I

habit

Field

and Forest

A MONTHLY JOURNAL

DEVOTED TO THE NATURAL SCIENCES.

MAY

Vol. III.— APRIL,

A

and JUNE, 1878.— Nos.

10, 11

and 12

Season's Botanizing.

Every botanist knows that the botanical season of 1878 was very
its beginning, somewhat backward during May, and protrac-

early in

In the vicinity of Washington the yellow jes-

ted late into the Fall.

samine, Jasfninum niidiflorum, was in bloom

pum was

in

all

winter; Acer dasycar-

Draba verna about the same
did not come till October 29th. The

flower February 15th, and

time, while the

first

hard

frost

owing to the abundant rains, was luxuriant, and
But it is not the object of
specimens collected were unusually fine.
early vegetation,

the collecting season in this vicinity, farther

this article to describe

than to say that nearly the usual annual number of additions have

been made

to Flora

Columbiana, as more careful search detects the
The list of such species will be found

hiding places of rarer species.

on another page.

One

of the most interesting discoveries was that of

a fine bush of Baccharis halimifolia^

from

its

The

on high ground,

far

removed

usual maritime location.

first

extended

made by the writer, was in company with
Monroe and Hampton, Virginia, May 30th to

trip

Dr. Vasey to Fortress

June 1st.
This region naturally divides

itself into two sections.
The one is
composed of sand hills or dunes stretching away two or three miles
The other comprises the low
to the north, and bordering the sea.
and fertile plain extending for miles around Hampton.
Over the
sand hills extend thi:kets of Quercus virens and cinerea, (a dwarf
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form,) Myrica cerifera, Prunus maritima, Zanthoxylum Carolinianum,
Bumclia lycioides, and other shrubs, over run by Smilax ta?nnoides and
rotundifolia, and Vitis valpina.

On

the landward side

many

acres were brilliant with the bright

yellow flowers of Opuntia vulgaris.

Jatropha stimulosa was found

and Yucca filamentosa shot up

the woods,

of five or six

its tall

spikes

in

to a height

Covering the sand we found Cynodon Dactylon

feet.

with Danthonia sericea, and Oenothera humifusa, not yet in flower,
while the nearly black heads of /uncus Roemeriamis were conspicuous
in the salt marsh.

Turning our steps towards Hampton, we find abundant in the
Ranunculus hederaceus, Gratiola sphaerocarpa and Hydroco-

ditches,

tyle umbellata.

Along the fences, on the edges of the fields, occur Vicia>tetrasperma
and hirsuta, Loliuni temulentum and Pyrus angustifolia.

Rumex

pulcher

cognized by

among

spicuous

(a few late

noticed in

with

its

its

thoroughly established, abundant, and easily re-

is

habit of one sided bifurcation.

Vicia Cracca

is

con-

and Cirsium horridulum, Senecio tomentosus,
flowering plants,) Sagina subulata and Briza media were
the fields, while in the woodlands Oxydendron arboreum
the grain,

glossy leaves was just pushing out

its

slender racemes.

Calli-

carpa Americana was also found, but also behind time.

Along

Geranium

the streets

undetermined
This region

of interest, and

is full

The next
in

it is

hoped

species of special interest was

Plymouth,

and an Aster,

will

be fully explored

time to come.

at different seasons in

where

dissectum, Fedia radiata

were collected.

as yet,

New Hampshire,

met with

far to the north,

an enthusiastic Wellesley student

called the writer's attention to a stranger, which proved to be

Dian-

thus deltoides, var. glauca, as firmly established, in thick clumps in a
large pasture, as if

it

were a native.

In Sandwich Pond, in the intervals of trout fishing and catching,

were noticed great masses of Myriophpllum tenellum growing with
other aquatics in long lines as
ploration with a pole

fails to

if

upon submerged

tree trunks, but ex-

discover such a determining basis.

A week in company with that enthusiastic collector, Rev. Thomas
Morong, was then spent in Smuggler's Notch and upon Mt. Mansfield,
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where Mr. Pringle's quick eye and untiring search have brought so

many

novelties to light.

The surrounding region is fertile and abounds in the common species of the Vermont fields and woods, Danthonia compressa being the
only noteworthy species observed before the mountain

Here we

find

is

reached.

an abundant supply of the ferns and orchids of the

region.

Arrived at the old dilapidated hotel, we establish our camp, having
our choice of rooms, and disturbed only by the hedge hogs, who have
taken possession, gnawing the pine woodwork, apparently to sharpen
their teeth, or as boys whittle,

and who,

terferred with our slumbers,

at last in self

one monster and then

till

slept in peace.

the finest springs to be found in

dant, gushing out from

among

New

to the

number of

eightj in-

defence we slaughtered

Close by the house

England,

the rocks, as

if

clear, cold

is one of
and abun-

from a hydrant,

at the

estimated rate of several gallons a second.

The notch

is

in

its

narrowest place, perhaps an eighth of a mile

many hundred feet nearly perpenby clambering up the beds of the mountain streams
to the perpendicular cliffs that the rare and characteristic flora of the
region is to be seen.
As we ascend we notice Geum macrophyllum,
Allium tricoccum, Aspidium aculeatum, var. Braunii; but only as we
reach an altitude of perhaps one thousand feet do we come upon Saxifraga Aizoon, aizoides and oppositifolia, Draba arabisans, Astragalus
alpinus, Hedysarum boreale and Primula Mistassinica, which we
found, though the severe drought and our lack of local knowledge
prevented us from detecting quite a number of Mr. Pringlt's rarities.
wide, with precipitous sides, rising
dicular.

And

it is

A trip to the summit gives us the magnificent view of the Green
Mountain state, looking across Lake Champlain to the Adirondacs
and northward into Canada, and after our climb and sundry explorations

we

are ready for our comfortable beds at the hotel.

The next

morning we travel over the peaks to the North, then down to the
Lake of the Clouds, and thence follow its outlet almost perpendicularly to the bottom of the notch.
All over the summit Arenaria
groenlattdica is abundant, and in the ravines we find Asplcnium viridc,
Geum rivale and Potentilla fruticosa.

A month

by the seaside gives the plants of the region, described

in

.
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number of

this journal; and an expedition to the Isles of
rewarded with Elymus mollis, a giant in its genus.
Returning homeward, an excursion down the Maryland Peninsula

a previous
of Shoals

is

most opportunely

and under the guidance of those veteran
M. Canby and
Albert Commons, the writer is introduced to a most interesting flora.
offers itself,

explorers and keen eyed collectors, Messrs. William

One hundred
later,

in full

and then

miles due South and

we reach

due East and our

Salisbury, to be visited

on the sand
view of the broad Atlantic, even then lashed into enormous

waves by the

thirty miles

first

train stops

breath of the approaching cyclone of September

12th.

Taking our lunch before the train stops and disencumbering ourunnecessary empediments, we strike landward again
across the little creek, and are soon, botanically speaking, "in clover."
Sabbatia stellaris first attracts our notice, then Mr. Canby leads us to
selves of all

his locality of Triglochin triandrum.

paupercttla,

Kosteletzkya Virginica, Asclepias

Paspalum Floridanum, Lythrum

lineare,

Erythraea ramo-

sisima, Elephantopus tomentosus, Solidago pilosa, Rhynchospora inex-

pansa, Eleocharis simplex, Hydrocotyle repanda and umbellata, var.
ambigua, and a host of other " good things " follow in quick succession, and at length wearied with very profusion, and our portfolios
crammed, we wend our way back to our hotel, our pressing paper and

our wire frames.

A

dip beneath the rapidly increasing waves gives us

new

vigor,

and

our plants in press, and a good supper, whereof oysters and terrapin
were important features, being put in process of assimilation, we enjoy
All night the wind shook the house, and
and lashed the waves, till almost four o'clock, when
with a tropical dash of rain, the storm was upon us.
The sight was one
never to be forgotten. As far as the eye could reach, the sea was a

the

fast

gathering storm.

drifted the sand

seething mass of foam, with the great billows chasing each other in

quick succession, while the quick and strong undertow revealed the

danger of the stoutest swimmer who should be caught by it.
In the midst of this tempest we left, and at noon, when we reached
Salisbury, the sun was shining, great masses of cloud were drifting

seaward, and the furious southwest wind was rapidly drying the light
soil.

The heavy gale had raised the waters of the inlet to an unusual
we found ourselves unable to collect a number of rare

height, so that

FIELD AND FOREST.
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Rhyncosia tomentosa,

But

we

as

var. erecta,
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travel along the railroad

we gather

Lespedeza Stuvii and angustifolia.

Turning into the woods we find Andropogon argenteus, Tipularia
Polypremum procumbens, Smilax laurifolia in flower,
Chrysopsis graminifolia, and a little farther on, a sandy bank affords
some scores of specimens of Spiranthes simplex. Leguminosm are very
discolor, in fruit,

abundant, Desmodium strictum, laezngatum, virdiflomm,
lenii,

and

Around

the shores of a mill-pond are found Elodes peiiolata,

pus Europaeus,
though too old
covered

ciliare, Dil-

others.

var. sessilifolius, Coreopsis discoidea.

for specimens,

was seen where Mr.

Ly co-

Scirpus leptolepis,

Commons

first

dis-

it.

Such are some of the
the botanist, though, as

floral treasures

my companions

which the peninsula
state,

offers to

every year of increasing

cultivation narrows the limits of the regions dear to botanical enthu-

whom one plant of Shortia would be more attractive than
waving grain.
And now news comes that two specimens of Shortia have been found
among the Southern Appalachians, and thus this seventy-five years
siasts, to

acres of

botanical

The
and

to

myth has become

a scientific fact.

writer hopes another season to explore these southern districts,

have something of interest to report from there to his brother

botanists.
J.

W. Chickering,

Jr,

The Tasmanian Wolf.
Tiger or Zebra Wolf

Among

— Thylacinus cynocephalus.

the great orders, or rather divisions of

as a class, the

opposum and

least

is

known.

its varieties,

;

that of

besides, being that of

and, too, possibly three species of didelphys

peculiar to South America, the order
isles

mammalia,

which
With the exception of the Virginia

Macropidoz excites our greatest curiosity

is

confined to Australia and the

of the Papuan group.

The kangaroo and petauristes have been made familiar through the
mediumship of menageries, museums, and the writings of accredited
travellers, while the opposum is well known as belonging to our own
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Were

fauna.

it

not for these evidences, we would be justified

in

look-

ing upon this order as but the emanation of the fertile and imaginative
brain of a Munchausen, so distinct are these animals from those oc-

cupying

like positions

own

and

relations, in

portions of the world, other

knowledge has been obtained of
some of the species, many of which are known as mere specimens.
Much has been done towards clearing up the obscure points in the
history of this group by Owen, Hunter, Meckel, Huxley, Temminck,
Darwin and others, yet much remains to be achieved the gaps yet to
be filled by the zoologist and anatomist are numerous, broad and
deep, though many have been partially bridged by the discovery of
than their

;

as

it

is,

but

little

;

fossil

remains.

All the
ful

mammalia pertaining

to the Macropidce possess that

wonder-

modification of the nutrient organs which has given rise to the

name

of marsupial, from the possession of a marsupium, or abdominal
pouch by the females, for the protection of their immature young.
This pouch is supported by two elongated bones issuing from the superior spinous process of the pelvis, and lying just within the flesh- on
the front of the abdomen, extending in the same plane with the spinal
column.
In the interior of this pouch, upon the lower part of the
When the young of the marsapials are
belly, are placed the mammas.
first issued into the world, they are extremely small, and totally
unable to undergo the treatment to which the offspring of non-marsupial animals are subjected
to her

;

hence they are transferred by the parent

pouch, where they hang from the teats until they have attained

According to Owen, this transfer is acmanner: Applying her two
fore paws to the sides of the pouch, she drags them in opposite directions, so as to distend and enlarge the opening, in the same manner
Now, lying on the ground in a favorable
as one holds open a bag.
position, she seizes the tiny little one, with her lips, as soon as ushered
into the world, and places it upon one of the mammas, and there re-

considerable dimensions.

complished by the mother

tains

it

until

it

has seized the

its

existence, the

as

it

At

in the following

teat.

Having arrived

young marsupial has no

further

at

this

need of

stage in

assistance,

adheres so firmly as to ..require considerable force to remove

this

it.

time the young are in such feeble and imperfectly developed

condition as to be incapable of self-sustenation.

To prevent

the death

of her offspring, through starvation, while in this helpless stage, the
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— cremaster—attached

to

57

each mar-

and thence extending over the inner surface of the mamma?, by means of which the glands are compressed, injecting into the
mouths of the little ones the milk necessary for sustenance. As the
introduction of nourishment takes place through no voluntary act of
the young, but by that of the mother, many ask what provision has
been made to prevent the fluid entering the larynx, and thus suffosupial bone,

cating the

ones

little

Nature has specially provided for

?

this

the

:

larynx of the infant marsupial does not, as in other mammalia, open
at the base of the

tongue and widely separate from the nostrils

;

on

prolonged into, and embraced by the nasal fossae.
By this conformation there is a free entrance of air from the nostrils
to the lungs by a passage entirely shut off from the mouth at the same
the contrary,

it

is

;

time nourishment passes freely on either side of this prolonged windpipe to the stomach.

Thus breathing and feeding may go on simul-

taneously without either risk or inconvenience.

As the young approach

their

more

and development,

perfect form

they loosen their hold, and frequently put out their heads from their
living cradle to survey the surrounding world.

the pouch, though reserving

from the maternal fount

weak

state has

marsupials,

for

In time they leave

from danger, or to make up
the insufficient nourishment which their

it

as a refuge

allowed them to procure elsewhere.

it is

not at

all

uncommon

to find in the

With some of the
same pouch young

ones almost emancipated, and weak creatures of recent birth, adhering

mammae.
The marsupium, or pouch, varies with different species. While with
some it is as complete as nature can devise, with others it consists of
but two folds of integument, obliging the mother to find other modes
to their respective

of conveying her young from place to place.

The

living orders are remarkable for their divesity of structure

habits, containing herbivorous, insectivorous,

The

first

of the group

known

and carnivorous

to voyagers was the

common

and

species.

opossum,

combine a majority of the
characteristics and peculiarities of marsupials, and whose instinctive
care and cunning in protecting itself from its many enemies causes it
Didelphys

Virginiana,

which seems

to

to so successfully counterfeit death as to give rise to the expression of
'*

playing possum," as a synonym of perfect deceit.

As

that wonderland, the great island continent of Australia,

became

a
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was discovered, to the astonishment of the

it

world, that the great mass of

its

scientific-

mammalia, from the gigantic kan-

garoo down to the pigmy mouse-like petaroo, belonged to
gular order.

To

it

ing phalangers and petauri, the savage native
ursinus,) the ursine

this sin-

belongs the curious bandicoot, the tree frequent-

"devil," {Diabolus

opossum of Van Dieman's land, and the voracious

subject of this article.

The

tiger or

tive of

and

is

Tasmanian

Tasmania,
strictly

ume IX

or, as

wolf, as the latter

name

indicates,

is

a na-

was formerly known, Van Dieman's Land,

it

confined to that island.

It

was

first

of the Linnean Transactions, under the

cynocephalus, or dog-headed

opossum

;

but

described in vol-

name of Didephys

non-prehensile

its

tail,

the

arrangement of the teeth, and non-pedimanous feet, pointed out to
the naturalist that it belonged to a genius entirely distinct from the
opossums hence the title Thylacynus from thylachos, pouch, and

—

;

chyon,

dog

—was

Dr. Gray, at very nearly the same time,

adopted.

denominated the new species pethe specific name, in
dog
accordance with zoological nomenclature, was used by both, and is

and with the same object
racyon

in view,

— from pera, a bag, and

chyon, a

:

M. Temminck, the founder of the genus, gave
name of Thylacinns Harrisii, in honor of its first
Mr. Gould has given a short account of this quadruped
delineator.
the one
in his " Mammals of Australia," accompanied by two plates
still

retained, although

to the species the

;

exhibiting the head of the male of

its

a point of view showing the applicability

by the

colonists

:

that of

The Thylacinus may
of the marsupials, as

" zebra wolf."

justly

it is

and the other giving
of one of the names applied

natural size,

be regarded

as

by

far the

most formidable

certainly the most savage indigenous quad-

Although too feeble to make a
commits great havoc among the small
quadrupeds of the country and though hardly to be considered as a
swift or even quick animal, it contrives to kill such fleet and agile
prey as the bush kangaroo, and secure the ornithorynchus, or duck bill,
When hunin spite of its natatory powers and subterranean burrow.
gry the tiger wolf seems to become a veritable camel in its capability
for it has been known to
of devouring hard and thorny substances
kill
no easy matter and devour the prickly covered echidua
much more formidable mouthful than any porcupine.
ruped of the Australian continent.

successful attack

upon man,

it

;

;

—

—

—
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1

The specimen described by Mr. Harris was caught in a trap baited
flesh of the kangaroo
and when opened, the remains of a
Nor is this wolf
half digested echidua were found in its stomach.

with the

;

always so dainty

but often prowls along the seashore, searching for

;

food amongst the heterogenous masses of animal and vegetable sub-

upon the

stances which the waves fling

newed, or added
luses

to,

The statement

re-

he detaches the mo-

beach

after every flood, are

no means unwholesome

articles of diet.

ness, so far as observed,

induce

which

is

it

esteemed as luxuries.

that he haunts the seaside for the purpose of fishing

without foundation, though dead and stranded

is

upon

to prey

fish, seals, etc.,

The only approach

are

is

by

to dainti-

exhibited towards the wombat, as nothing

and sluggish marsupial quadruped,

this fat

not only abundant in and about the haunts of the Thylacinus^

but would seem most edible, seeing that

No

;

from the sea-edged rocks, and these, with the shore crabs which

so plentifully stud the

will

and which are

strand,

with each succeeding tide

man

sooner, however, had civilized

it

subsists

upon

fruits alone.

taken up his abode in Tasi-

mania, than the tiger wolf became an object of dread, as his poultry
and domestic animals were never safe from its attacks. The sheep,

were the objects of the settler's anxious care; as the flocks,
wandering about over the face of the couatry, were open to the atespecially,

tacks of the prowler ; and no sooner were they introduced than he
developed a most unmistakable appetite for mutton, preferring the
flesh of that

more

and

useful

easily mastered

animal to that of any kan-

garoo, however venison-like, or bandicoot, however savory.
grees the guns

and poisoned

traps of the settlers prevailed,

Thylacinus has been driven from the haunts where

preme

;

and though

rence, they are

Upon

and among the Hampshire

su-

the summits of

Humboldt Mountains,

Hills, these animals are

still

found in lim-

numbers.

It is

seldom that

ical collections or

extremely
settler is
it

once reigned

confined to the wildest and most inaccessable

portions of the island.

ited

de-

were formerly of frequent occur-

their ravages

now

it

By

and the

to live.

live

difficult to

such that

specimens of

this marsupial are seen in zoolog-

menageries, as they are very shy and wary, and
capture

when

the

;

and moreover, the antipathy of the

Thylacinus

is

captured he rarely permits

The Royal Zoological Gardens of London alone

believe, exhibited such specimens

;

have,

I

and these were only obtained by
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These were said to exand activity, dashing and leaping about, when
alarmed, even bounding to the roof of the den in which they were
special commission,

and with great expense.

hibit great restlessness

confined, giving frequent utterance to a short gutteral cry, bearing
faint

resemblance to a bark.

Their shyness

may

be attributed in part

by day, and partly to their resemblance in
character to the wolf, whose treachery and suspicious manners must
have struck every one who has gazed upon this "gaunt savage" in
to their imperfect vision

confinement.
In size the Tasmanian wolf approaches that of a setter dog; averaging, perhaps, five and a fourth feet in length from tip to

measurement the
six or seven feet

The

with.

inches

;

tail

over

claims twenty inches.
all are,

tip,

however, occasionally though rarely met

height at the shoulders

is

about twenty or twenty-two

the humerus has the inner condyle perforate.

of the feet are defended by rough pads, and the toes are

The bottoms
all

with short, straight and powerful claws of a brownish color
feet

have each an inner or

of which

Specimens measuring

fifth

toe,

which

is

;

provided
the fore

lacking on the hinder

ones.

The head,

as the

name

indicates, resembles that of the dog, pos-

and elongated muzzle, and a white gristly upper lip,
from which grows a few long black bristles ; a few of the latter are
also seen upon the cheeks and over the eyes.
The ears are short,
pointed and erect, very broad at the base, and covered with hair upon
both outer and inner surfaces eyes sharp, full, black, and provided
with nictating membranes, which, in the day time, are constantly
drawn over the eyeballs, after the manner of the owl, to shut out the
unwelcome light. In front of the orbit is found a small black patch,
which is continued around the eye as a narrow dark line. The incisors
are twelve in number, eight in the upper and four in the lower jaw, of
which the outer are slightly the largest. The canines of the upper
jaw, two in number, are separated from the incisors by a deep consessing a narrow

;

which receives the points of those in the lower when the teeth
from the carnivora, in which the lower
all are very long, powerful and
canines pass outside the upper jaw
cavity,

are closed, in this differing

;

sharply pointed.

there are six in each jaw, three to a

from each other and from the molars, of which there
on each side of both jaws. The latter have one large central

side, separate

are four

Of premolars

:
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cusp and two smaller lateral ones, with a single blunt one upon the

The marsupial bones are wanting in this
being replaced by fibrous cartilage, but the female has a perpouch, with four distinct mammae; the male also has the rudi-

inner side of the crown.
species,
fect

ments of a marsupium.

The

is dark greyish brown, mixed with fulvous, and
somewhat woolly in texture, owing to each of the hairs being
slightly waved.
The back is banded with a series of black stripes,
which commence just behind the shoulders, becoming extended in
length as they recede towards the haunches, where they cease
they
vary from fourteen to seventeen in number, and from the fancied resemblance these give to the barred tyrant of the Indian jungles, and
to other similarly ornamented mammalia, has occurred the titles of
tiger, zebra and hyena wolf.
The tail is thick at the base, somewhat
compressed, and tapers gradually to the end.
Around the pouch both
sexes show rusty markings.
The den of the Thylacinus is always made in the deepest recesses of
the rocks, where the light of day seldom, if ever, penetrates.
Here
the female retires to bring forth her whelps, four in number, and re-

general color

the fur

is

;

mains until they are of

sufficient size to seek their

own

sustenance.

All this time the male provides her with food, and remains on guard

during the day.

Indeed, the species

is

nocturnal in habits, and moves

only by night, except when famished or driven forth by some unto-

ward circumstance. When attacked both sexes fight with ferocity,
and in the most determined manner ; one small animal having been
known to successfully keep at bay a pack of a dozen of the largest
dogs.

G. Archie Stockwell, M. D,

How
The
Gossip

We

to Start a Natural History Society.

following suggestions

may

from a recent number of the Science

find an application in our

own country

have repeatedly been applied to for information

as to

how one

or

two individuals fond of natural science should proceed in starting or
founding a society for the furtherance of its study.
We have had some experience in this matter, and can honestly say

1
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we know of few organizations which may be made
ful

so mutually help-

What
You must

or so socially pleasant for such a small outlay of money.

Mrs. Glass said of the hare
first

is

true of societies of this kind.

catch one or two people interested in some department of natural

There are few towns or districts in Great Britain now where
some one who is a Fellow of one of the learned
Such an one is generally
societies, and who has so far won his spurs.
willing to act as president, and to throw the weight of his influence
science.

there does not reside

into the scheme.

The

secretary should always be selected on account

of the greater interest he takes in science, for
tary as really

more

we regard a good secreThe meetings

useful to a society than a president.

young society should not be held too often, or there will be a
Once a month, in the winter, is quite often enough
and one paper only each night, the rest of the evening being taken
up with discussion. It is a good practice to encourage members to
bring something at every meeting for exhibition something which
strikes them as singular, and which they do not understand.
This
practice causes members to look out for objects, and develops the observing faculties.
It is also useful in raising discussions and oral descriptions at meetings, and perhaps, eventually, in originating papers.
New societies should not aim to high. Let them accept papers on
any subject connected with natural history, and endeavour to raise
The subscription fee should not be too
good discussions on them.
high never more than half-a-crown or five shillings a year, or the
We have invariably found the most
pocket will affect the members.
prosperous societies and clubs those which charged the smallest subof a

dearth of papers.

j

—

—

scriptions.

would be

In almost every village, to say nothing of towns, there
little

difficulty

in hiring, or even in

obtaining

school-room, either in connection with church or chapel.

free,

some

Indeed,

numerously attended churches and chapels have started scientific clubs
of their own, so beneficial has it been found to found a society that
will find intellectual work for young men.
The rules of a young club
should be as few and simple as possible, and as free from penal clauses.

At

first, it

would be

in scientific matters.

as well to think of

nothing but mutual instruction

Afterwards, the careful study and cataloguing

of the plants, insects, birds,

fossils,

&c,

of the neighbourhood might

be considered.

Some very young

societies are ambitious early to appear in print,
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own "Transactions"

enough when there

is

or

163
il

Proceedings."

This

anything really worth publishing, but

even then there are plenty of magazines willing to publish such papers,

and able

Young
it is

to give

socities

them a wider publicity than they could obtain

frequently a source of vexation to the members.

therefore, should be left out of consideration

new

locally.

soon find printing and publishing very expensive, and

when

This matter,

it is

intended to

any surplus money, let it be spent in
purchasing such high-priced standard books or magazines as would be
beyond the pockets of many members, and these could be circulated
in the usual manner.
We have known successful instances of members
specially combining to circulate such books among themselves, in addition to any which might be obtainable from the society's library,

start a

society.

The summer

If there be

—

not more than two
Half a day will be often found long
enough to do a great deal of real work in. If the society limits its
members to the male sex, there is no reason why they should not enexcursions should not be numerous

or three during the season.

joy the pleasure of ladies during the

summer

To

excursions.

conclude,

the chief things to be considered are, (i) earnest study (no matter by

how

few, for the

numbers

will increase if the original

members can

only "learn to labour and to wait;") (2) an absence of any pretention
to intellectual superiority ; (3) an endeavour to make the membership
as

cheap and inexclusive

to all classes

even

if

as possible, so as to

—the only specification being

there be not always the

The Science News

is

page journal, published by

throw the society open

a love for scientific subjects,

means or the opportunity

it.

a very attractive, neatly gotten up, sixteen
S.

E. Casino, Salem, Massachusetts.

edited by Ernest Ingersoll and William C. Wyckoff, of
is

to cherish

New

York.

It is
It

intended that the peculiar feature of the journal shall be the prompt

publication of scientific news, information as to the current literature

of science, &c.

Considerable space will be given to notes and queries
from correspondents, and communications are solicited.
It is published fortnightly at two dollars per annum.
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Additions to Flora Columbiana.
Season of iSyy.
Eastern
143 Sarracenia purpurea, L.
Branch.
High Island.
[144 Papaver dubium, L.
[145 Raphanus sativus, L. Georgetown
College Grounds.
1146 Ascyrum Crux-Andreae, L.
:i47 Silene Armeria, L. Giesboro Point.
8 Malva sylvestris, L. Georgetown.
Bladens149 Geranium pusillum, L.
burg.

Side Potomac.

1

:15c-

Desmodium

ciliare,

D. C,

vie.

171 Bartonia tenella,
School.

:

land.
173 Salsola Kali, L.

174

Desmodium cuspidatum,

High

175 Euphorbia dictyosperma.

F.

Georgetown.
176 Quercus prinoides, Willd.

T. and G.
Bladensburg.
152 Desmodium Marilandieum, Boott.

177 Sagittaria

Reform School.
Koch.
153 Vicia hirsuta,

School.
179 Spiranthes
Bridge.

Kendall
Great

Chicasa, Mx.
Bennings
Race Course.
156 Geum verrmm, T. and G. Georgetown College Crounds.
157 Proserpiuaca palustris, L. Hunting

155 Prumus

Creek.
158 Oenothera fruticosa, L. var. linearis.
Vienna, Va.
ii59 Triosteum angustifolium, L. Trini-

[

dad Woods.
160 Aster aestivus, Ait.

Terra Cotta

Swamp.

Is-

& M.

Reform
Pursh.

heterophylla,

Georgetown.
178 Habenaria ciliaris, R. Br.

Reform

Torr.

Chain

180 Smilax Pseudo -China, L.

High

181

latifolia,

Island.
Smilax tamnifolia,
land.

Mx.

High

Is-

182 Melanthium Virginicum, L.
Reform School.
183 Cyperus erythrorhizos, Muhl. Custis

Spring.

184 Cyperus Nuttallii, Torr.

Bladens-

burg.

185 Eleochans quadrangulata, R. Br.
Eastern Branch.
186 Scirpus debilis, Pursh.
Terra
Cotta.

161 Solidago rigida, L. Woodley Park.
:i62 Solidago neglecta, T. and G. vie.

Bladensburg.
.163 Solidago stricta, Ait.

Terra Cotta

Swamp.
1164 Baccharishalimijolia, L. vie. Cabin

John Run.

Alexandria.

verticillatus, L.

land.

Falls.

»

doronicoides,
Lam.
165 Helianthus
Great Falls.
166 Coreopsis discoidea, T. and G.

Holmead Swamp.
:

Rumex

Is-

School.

Green.
:i54 Phaseolus perennis, Walt.
:

High

172 Enslenia albida, Nutt.

Reform School.
1151

Reform

Muhl.

167 Lysimachia lanceolata, Walt. East.

Branch.
8 Lysimachia nuinmularia, L. Kendall Green.
Vicinity
9 Veronica scntellata, L.
Outlet Lock.
170 Scntellaria saxatilis, Riddell. South

Eastern
187 Scirpus fluviatilis, Gray.
Branch.
188 Fimbristylis capillaris, Gray.
Reform School.
Eastern
189 Scleria pauciflora, Muhl.
Branch.
Eastern
190 Carex bullata, Schk.
Branch.
191 Carex gracillima, Schw.

Hunting

Creek.

192 Carex tetanica, Schk.
lum.

Insane Asy-

Re193 Aspidium filix-mas, Swz.
ceiving Reservoir.
194 Lycopodium coinplanatum, L. var.
sabinaefolium.
Bladensburg.
Reform
195 Selaginella apus, Spreng.
School.
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A Mocking
It is

bird he

commonly believed
may chance to fall

1

Bird put to Shame.
mocking bird can
company with. As a rule

that the
in

65

imitate every
this

is

true in

connection with our native birds, but not with those from a foreign
country.

Southey gives a most
in the following lines

faithful description of

our celebrated songster

:

" That cheerful one who knoweth all
The songs of all the winged choristers
And in one sequence of melodious sounds,
Pours all their music."

With

his full sweet voice

and

talent for

;

mimicry the mocking bird

rarely fails in rendering his neighbor's song with beautiful effect.

Who

has not listened to the sweet warbling of this animated intel-

On

ligent bird.

a

summer night mounted on

tree he, perhaps,

moon

shines brightest his song

mimicry

that

feature in his character.

is

fails

He

When

the loudest and sweetest, so

Self appreciation

seems

is

the

full

of

be

forest to

a largely developed

fully conscious of his

he sinks with shame and vexation.

a proof of this

Some

is

one might well suspect every bird of the

there joining in the concert.

when he

the topmost branch of

begins singing at nine o'clock.

a tall

power, but

The following

fact

:

years ago a jungle thrush was brought to this country from

Hindostan

;

the voice of this bird was exquisitely beautiful

and

so

powerful that he had to be removed from the room where there was a

him to join in conmocking bird, a celebrated singer. These birds occupied cages which, upon bright days, were
hung out at adjoining windows, and the first time the mocking bird
piano; a touch upon the key board was a signal for
cert.

The next door neighbor had

a very fine

heard the thrush sing he was overpowered with astonishment.

He

sat

motionless upon his perch eyeing the thrush with eager curiosity and

He then became restless
making short energetic hops, turning upon the roost, gesticulating,
swelling his throat and making every effort to sing the same song.
One whole morning was spent in this way. Never did poor bird
listening attentively as if to learn the song.

try harder to learn a tune but to
useless

he

sat silent

and

no purpose. Finding all his efforts
became sick and nearly died from

spiritless,

shame and dissappointment.

1
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him with closed eyes taking no notice of
Hunger at last induced him to taste some ripe fruit. He was removed from the sound
of the thrush's voice, but it was some time before he recovered his
It

was laughable

to see

anything, not even of the food in the feeding cup

former cheerfulness or attempted to sing.
It

might be questioned whether

in part
is

this apparent trouble was not caused
That vexation had a large part in it there

by over exertion.

not a doubt.

Another case of similar character once came uuder the writer's notice
which confirms the opinion that it was in great part if not all chargin.

A

curious circumstance in connection with a pair of jungle thrush

brought to

this

of these birds

The female

is

country over twenty years ago, showing the affection

worthy of note.

bird in preparing to build her nest with some scraps

which were placed in the cage for that purpose was choked to death.
The male bird used every effort to save her life, but when he found
At
she was positively dead he expressed his grief by frantic actions.
last he began singing in the softest and most plaintive tones and continued without pausing for fifteen hours.
ago, and judging

brought to

him

This bird died one year

have been only a few months old when

to

he lived to the good old age, for a bird, of

this country,

twenty years.
Several instances have been

known where

our native birds have

attempted and succeeded in imitating the notes of others.
informs us that

many

occurred in Maryland.
chicken.

Tradition

years ago a remarkable case of bird

A

This excited so

mimicry

robin was repeatedly heard to crow like a

much astonishment

the adjoining counties to see

and hear

this

that persons

came from

wonderful cackling or

This tradition, remarkable as it may appear, comes
from a source of such undoubted veracity that there is no reason for
doubting it.
Our common Baltimore oriole is somewhat given to mimicry, as
well as to stealing infant caps, rather too elaborate and costly for a

crowing bird.

bird's nest.

The

writer of this,

when an

infant,

had a very handsome embroid-

ered cap, which a Baltimore bird fancied as just the very thing for

her nest.

The cap suddenly disappeared and could nowhere be found.

Surely a spirit of the wind must have wafted

it

away.

Search was

FIELD AND FOREST.

made
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Weeks passed, but the fate of the missing
Autumn came the leaves began to fall.
cap was discovered and the mystery solved.

but to no purpose.

cap remained a mystery.

when

the

;

Suspended from the branch of a tree, not far from the dwelling
hung a remarkable bag like structure, which, upon examina"
tion, proved to be an embroidered bird nest.
The long lost cap was
house,

found;

had been used

it

as

a foundation for the nest.

The

strings

were interwoven with threads and fastened to a couple of forked twig?,
after the fashion of Baltimores in building their singularly neat nests.

What was once an embroidered cap was

then a closely interwoven

piece of architecture, a medley of thread, horse-hair, lace and em-

broidery,

the

latter of

rent

course,

and discolored from exposure

to the weather.

This nest was kept for some time and made a valuable acquisition
to the cabinet.

cately

woven

Fine threads of grass and horse-hair had been

into the meshes of the lace

of the needle work
these birds in
offers a

;

giving evidence not only of the superior

nest building, but that ttu:y have,

remarkably extravagant

deli-

and through the openings
skill

of

when an opportunity

taste in selecting materials.

M. E. Banning.

On
More

Remarkable

a

New

than ten years ago,

I

Generic Type of Characins.

discovered and laid aside in the

Museum

of the Smithsonian Institution, a specimen representing a previously

unnamed genus of Characins, which was
recognized by other naturalists.

hopes of being able to publish

delayed the announcement in the

in

connection with a revision of the

deem it now expedient to publish it without
procrastination.
The genus may be called and distinguished

whole family, but
further

it

strikingly distinct from any

I

as follows

I

:

Elopomorphus.
Curimatine Characinids with an elongated fusiform body; rounded
conic head, with the operculum very oblique
mouth terminal
and apparantly transverse, but capable of considerable distension,
belly

;

;

1
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the supra-maxillaries being quite

under the eye

movable and the mandible inserted
teeth, none
the

the margins of the jaws trenchant

;

;

;

median and above the ventrals the anal short; the gill arches acutely bent and with prolonged limbs, the gill rakers very numerous and setiiorm.

dorsal

;

Elopomorphus Jordanii.

The height of
caudal) length

;

the

body

is

contained about

53/3

membranous coat

the eyes are covered with a

times in the (extra-

more than t,% times;

the length of the head rather
;

there are about 100

and seventeen rows between the back

scales in the lateral line,

in front

of the dorsal and lateral line.

D. 11, A.

11, P. 10,

V. (1)

12.

The color, in alcohol, is rufescent and without decided markings,
The single specimen in the Smithsonian collection was obtained
many years ago by Lieut. Gibbon from the Mamore River in Bolivia.
The Anodus elongatus of Spinx seems to be a congeneric but quite
distinct species.

Theo. Gill.

How

to

Prepare Sea-Mosses.

From "Louise and

We
ister's

I."

might have talked longer, and I was anxious to learn the minviews as to subjects, upon which I was interested, but the

appearance of Sadie Parker and the King

girls put

an end to the con-

versation for the present.

" You promised to show us how to mount sea-mosses," Sadie commenced, "and we have found such lovely ones down on the rocks
that were washed in by the storm, and we wish you would show us
now."
" Will not to-morrow answer," said Mr. Fleming.

"They

will

" Then

I

plied.

be

all

spoiled

by to-morrow,"

said

H

guess you had better show them to-day," the minister re-
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up to papa's room," said Sadie, " he has a nice large table
we can use."
"And no ribbons and laces on it to get injured," I remarked.
"May I accompany you?" said Mr. Fleming. " I always like to

"Come
that

be learning something, even

if

I

never expect to use the knowledge

myself."
" Oh certainly."
!

Sadie led the way, procuring a saucer from the dining room as

we

passed into the house, and in a few minutes we were gathered around

The

some cards hunted
Throwing a few of
tlie specimens into a tumbler of water that their forms could be more
readily seen, I selected a pretty pink specimen of Ceramium and set
It was first carefully floated in the saucer, and all the little
to work.
the table.

saucer was half filled with sea-water,

up, and the mosses spread out

upon

the table.

lie perfectly flat.
A card was
and gently raised with the plant upon it,
With a pin the fronds
allowing the water to run off at the corners.
were again arranged, enough of the water remaining to render the
work easily performed. When a refractory branchlet would not come
into position gracefully, a little more water carefully dropped upon
After the specimen was
the spot would master the difficulty at once.
carefully placed in position upon the card, it was laid aside, and another put through the same process, and so on until there were six or

fronds parted from each other, so as to

placed carefully beneath

it,

eight.

" See how the cards are beginning
" Yes,

we must

press them,

to curl

up," said Lizzie King.

and now we need an old book and a

linen cloth."

"Will

a magazine

get a handkerchief,

" They

The

will

answer very well,"

I replied.

cards were then placed in the book and nicely arranged upon

"

one page.

I

think

lots," I remarked,
it

answer?" asked Sadie, "though I shall have to
you won't tear it, for I have nothing else here."

if

I

can make the handkerchief answer for two

and proceeded

was spread out over the cards

to

dampen it
manner

in such a

slightly, after

which

that only half of the

surface was utilized.

"What
mply

is

the handkerchief for?" Mr. Fleming asked.

close the

book?"

"Why

not
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"Because there is so much mucilage in the algce, they would stick
and paper both, and you could never take them out."
The book was closed Mr. Fleming found a little piece of board,
and the whole was put under the end of a big trunk. Other specimens
in like manner were prepared, the book opened at a new place, the cards
to card

:

arranged, the remainder of the handkerchief carefully folded over

them and again placed under the trunk.
"Shall I finish the remaining specimens?"
"Oh, no, thank you," said Sadie. " We
so easy

now

that

we know how,

I

will

do them, and

it is

don't think there will be any

trouble."

" The next time you send to the city you will do well to get some
photographic mounting cards, then you can use your mosses for album
pictures,

and an album of sea-mosses with the autograph of your

side acquaintances upon the cards

is

as pretty a souvenir of a

sea-

summer

vacation as one can possess."

"Oh,

girls! what a charming idea!" said Hattie.
thank you ever so much for your kindness," said Sadie, " and
Mr. Fleming, too, for the interest he has shown."
" We hope it has given you pleasure. And now, Mr. Fleming, shall

"

We

—

we resume our conversation on

the piazza?" I remarked as

we

left

the

room.
" If

it is agreeable to you, and will not interfere with the pleasanter
employment of interesting the young in natural history," the minister
replied; and so we spent the remainder of the afternoon most pleasantly and profitably.

FIELD RECORD.
Louis and Botany. — Unable, for

tunity afforded for this purpose

was the

very pleasant e <cursion to Iron Mountain

and Pilot Knob, which was generously
accompany the tendered us by the citizens of Ji>t. Louis
Colorado Excursion given to the members and the railroad companies on August
The heat was excessive and would
of the A. A. A. S. after the adjournment 24th.
of the St. Louis meeting, I was obliged have been well nigh intolerable but for
St.

a variety of reasons, to

to

the

content myself with such a glance at
flora

of the nearer vicinity

of the

Metropolis of the Valley as the circumstances

would permit.

The

chief oppor-

the constant flow of cooling beverages,
ice cream,

&c, which

the local committee

more

the munificence of

and managers made

free than water.
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some two lected near the summit. Helianthus hirKnob, the sutus was also obtained at the base of Pilot
train halted and remained an hour to give Knob.
Owing to the barrenness of the whole
members an opportunity to examine the
mining region, which is truly wonderful. iron region the number of interesting
Notwithstanding the ninety-eight degrees plants found there was quite small, and
of Fahrenheit, I sallied forth and made but for the opportunities which we enthe circuit of the hill in which the prin- joyed of getting off the train at several
The vegetation points along the route where stoppages
cipal mines are located.
was decidedly meagre, the red turfless were necessary for water, wood, &c, our
ground lay for the greater part entirely collections would have scarce deserved
At Iron Mountain, which
of this

miles

side

of

is

Pilot

bare, but concealed here

and there with
Diodia

clumps of Phytolacca decandra
teres,

Plantago Patagonica, var. aristata,

But the vegetation along
was much more abundant
and interesting, and I was able to add to
this

notice.

the railroad

and a few other low weeds made up the

the

only herbage.

that I

penetrated a short distance into a copse

I

near by and was surprised to

note the

which the vegetation was
But for the presence of Galium
familiar.
lanceolatum, Gerardia quercifolia, and
oreat extent to

species

thus

named

was glad

were

collected

a

number of

to obtain.

Among

others

those

:

Solidago radula, Panicum autumnale,
Pycanthemum pilosum, Verbena stricta,

Erigerou divaricatum, Dysodia chrysanthemoides, Crotonopsis linearis, Hyperi-

aristosa,
one or two other plants, I might have sup- cum Drummondii, Coreopsis
A species of Desmodium alposed myself in some grove of second (awnless.)

lied to D. canescens was also collected,
growth oak in Maryland or Virginia.
We were carried past our chief point but no satisfactory name has yet been
of attraction, Pilot Knob, and taken to found for it.

a place two

miles further on called Ar-

This was for the purpose of

On

the following day, while paying a

the city water-works, I added Dagood things of the land, lea alopectiroides and Potentilla paradoxa
which was done out of doors under a to my Western trophies.
Our visit to the famous " Shaws' Gargreat canvas on a series of long rustic
tables which literally groaned under the den " on the 26th will make a lasting imIt would have been " glory
load of viands which our generous hosts pression.
cadia.

ing us upon

all

had prepared

feast-

the

for us.

This over,

we

re-

turned to Pilot Knob, and most of the
party climbed to

its

surrounding country.

set,

the

pleasure consisting chiefly in the reflection
it

could scorch us no more that day.

Two

enough "

to

have been

through and behold

able

this truly

to

stroll

wonderful,

summit to view the and \o the botanist, intensely interesting
While there we pai'k, but to be escorted through it by the

had the pleasure of seeing the sun
that

visit to

plants of interest

were found on

venerable

botanist, Dr. George Engelmann, and by him shown to the thous-

ands of special

curiosities,

many

of which

he had himself introduced there, of which

viz
Vaccineum arboreum, we were allowed to take specimens ad'
and Euphorbia heterophylla, libitum, was indeed a treat, and one we
of which only a single specimen was col- shall long lemember.

the

Knob,

(in

fruit,)

:

—

:

—

;
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An excursion on the 2Sth to Cahokia
It will be observed that these are all
They bloomed reguMound in Illinois, five miles out on the " spring flowers."
larly from April to June, went to seed,
O. & M. Railroad, yielded the iollowing
and then, during the hot months of July
species

and August,

Boltonia glastifolia,

Polygonum ramo-

Montelia tamariscina,

sissimum,

Lepto-

chloa fascicularis, Herpestis rotundifolia,

lay as

dormant

The herbaceous

winter.

as in

mid-

species, Viola,

Fi agaria and Houstonia, withered away
almost entirely, and the flowers borne in

autumn were on new plants that came out
of the ground in September.
In the
shrubly forms the flowers were found on
The country was mostly cultivated, and new green shoots which had started afresh
the fields not recently plowed were densely after the cooler and more moist weather
grown up to tall ragweed, (Ambrosia iri- had set in.
Could the September and early October
Jida) which obscured the view even from

Oxybaphus
losa

nyctagirieus,

and Iva

Chrysopsis

vil-

ciliata.

the mo.unds.
I feel that I
ifest

should be neglecting a man-

duty were

I to

omit the pleasant ac-

quaintance made of Mr. George

W.

Let-

weather continue a little longer many of
these plants would yield two crops of fruit
each year.
To the list above given might be added
Bolrichinm lunarioides which, though
" booked " for July, is never found at that
,

whose
It does
time here, but late in the fall.
familiarity with the local flora was surnot come up until September or October,
prising, and only equalled by his freedom and develops the fertile frond in NovemOur
in imparting his knowledge and his zeal ber or even as late as December.
terman,

Allenton,

of

me

in assisting

to

Missouri,

secure the best things

obtainable.

Not content with bringing

my room

a valuable package of dried

to

specimens collected and prepared by himself,

which

for

I

promised

to

exchange

our Eastern forms, he also collected

common form

is the var. obliquum, but
the var. dissectum also occurs and is truly
beautiful.
Until this season I had not
been able to find fruiting specimens of the
latter, though the sterile fronds were frequently associated with the other form.
This year, however, I have been success-

at
Lester
full in securing a good supply.
home, and brought with roots, and F. Ward.
living, a large number of species which
Additions to the List of District
we had failed to meet with on the excur- Birds. Permit me the use of your colsions.
Amongthese were some not found ums to add another number of the feathered
tribe to the already handsome list of birds
east of the Mississippi.
Lester F.Ward. residing and sojourning in the District,
Second Blooming. The number of viz the Red-breasted Snipe, Macrorhai?iphtis griseus ; also known as the Brownplants occasionally blooming twice a year
back, Gray Snipe or Dowitcher, which I
in this latitude is considerable and has
shot on the shores of Analostan Island

his

—

—

:

already attracted the attention of botanjsts.

This is the first ocSeptember 2, 1878.
have collected the flowers of casion, during several years of active
shooting on the Potomac River, that I have
the following species at the dates apknown this bird to ascend so far as Washpended
ington, though it no doubt occasionally
Rubus villosas, September 22 and Oc- visits us as a straggler, being quite plentober 27
Viola pedata, September 22
tiful in the vicinity of Piney Point.
Macroi-Jiamphits griseus with the LarkFragaria
Virginiana,
September 22
finch, (Chondestes grammaca,) which I
Houstonia purpurea, Obtober 13
Vacwas fortunate, to obtain in August, 1877,
cinium stamineum, October 13; Azalea swells the list of District Birds to 242
nudiflora, October 13 ; Lonicera Japonica, species.
W. F. Roberts, Washington
October 13.
City.
This year

I

:

;

;

,

;

—
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Minerals, Shells, Birds,

&c.

The Naturalists' Agency has been established at 3725 Lancaster Avenue, Philadelphia, for the purpose of giving collectors of Natural History, an opportunity of buying selling or exchanging their duplicates or collections.
Specimens sent to any part of the world by mail. An illustrated bulletin of eight pages sent free.
I received the highest award given to any one at the Centennial Exposition of 1876, and the only award and
metal given to any American for "Collections of Minerals."
Mineralogical Catalogue, of 50 pages is distributed free to all customers, to others on receipt of 10 cents.
It is profusely illustrated and the printer and engraver charged me about $joo,oo before a copy was struck off.
By means of the table of species and accompanying tables most species may be verified. The price list is an
excellent check list containing the names of all the species and the more common varieties, arranged alphabetThe species number indicates the place of any mineral in the
tically and preceeded by the species number.
table of species, after it will be founl the species name, composition, streak or lustre, cleavage or fracture,
hardnesss, specific gravity, fusibility and chrystalization.
The large increase of my business has compelled me to rent the store No. 3727, and use it entirely for Birds,
Mammals, Shells, Plants, Books, Fossils, Mound Builders' Relics and other objects of Natural History. I
have secured the services of one of the best taxidermists in the country, and can do the best custom work.
Over 38 tons, and nearly $35,000 worth of Minerals on hand. $19,030 worth sold since the 17th day of January when the first box was put into my establishment. November 13th, my cash sales were over $1,500 and
cash receipts over $1,200.
.

My

COLLECTIONS OF MINERALS

For Students, Amateurs, Professors, Physicians, and other Professional Men.
The collections of 100 illustrate all the principal species and all the grand subdivisions in Dana and other
every Crystalline System and all the principal Ores and every known Element. The
The labels of the $5.00 and
collections are labelled with a printed label that can only be removed by soaking.
higher priced collections give Dana's species number, the name, locality, and in most cases, the composition
Illustrated Catalogue and table of contents.
of the mineral. All collections accompanied by
works of Mineralogy

;

;

my

in

Crystals and fragments
Student's size, larger

Amateur's

size, 2 1/, in.

x

box

$ 5o
1.50

100

5°

25

Number of Specimens.

in

box

$1.00
3.00

in

$1.50
6.00

1%

High school or academy size, 2^ x 3^ in. shelf specimens
College size, 3^2 x 6 in., shelf specimens
Send

for the bulletin stating

where you saw

this

100

200

300

$1.50

$ 2.00

5.00
10.00
5.00
50.00

10.00
25.00
50.00
150.00

t 3-°°
25.00
50.00

box

100.00
300.00

advertisement.
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POOTE,
HUH. 3D.
Chemistry and Mineralogy,
Vrof. of

American Association for the Advancement of Science ; Life Member of the
Philadelphia Academy of Natural Sciences and of the American Museum
oj Natnral History, Central Park, New York.

Felloz'i of the

CATALOGUE OF BIRDS

of the

DISTRICT

of

COLUMBIA.

The list, numof Birds of the District of Columbia has just been issued in pamphlet form.
bering 240 species, was prepared by Mr. P. L. Jouy, and Drs. Coues and Prentiss the compilers of the former list, published in the Smithsonian Report for i86t have added several pages of notes, making in all an
Price, 10 cents, post-paid. Address Editor Field and Forest,
octavo pamphlet of eleven pages.
Box 273, Washington, D. C.

The Catalogue

—

—
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HIGHEST HONORS - * CENTENNIAL EXHIBITION
The Judges unanimously recommend

.

the

MENDELSSOHN PIANOS
FOR THE

DIPLOMA OF HONOR AND MEDAL OF MERIT.
Placing them in the Front

Prices

$600

without a Superior.

BELOW COMPETITION for STRICTLY FIRST-CLASS
$650

for $250.

$800

No

Rank

$900

for $350.

Commissions

to

$700

for 275.

No

$750

for $300.

for $400.

No

Agents.

$1000

Instruments.
for $325.

for $450.

Discounts

to

Teachers.
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selling our Chromos, Crayons and Reward, Motto,
Scripture Text, Transparent, Picture and Chromo
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KING &
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Cards.
for75c.

Address
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$10

Tupper; Queen Rearing by

Instruction for beginners etc., etc.,
with the Bee-kepers Magazine <jTmonths FREE,

power manufacturing also amateurs' supsaw blades, fancy woods and designs.
Say where you read this and send
for catalogue and prices.
F.

_
S.

containing a beautiful lifechromo of honey
plants and Italian
Bees in their natural colors.
Prize
like

M. Quinby.

plies,

W.

will

pamphlet

FREE!!!

machines with

Rockford, Winnebago

For 50 cents we
send a 64 page

FREE!

machinery.

of the

DISTRICT

of

COLUMBIA.

The list, numat iIotj; of Birds of the District ofolumbiahas just been issued in pamphlet form.
bering 240 species, was prepared by
P. L. Jouy, and Drs. oues and Prentiss the compilers of the former list, published in the Smithsonian Report for 1861 have added several pages of notes, making in all an
odtavo pamphlet of eleven pages.
Price, 10 cents, post-paid. Address Editor Field and Forest,
Box 273, Washington, D; C.
The

Mr

—

—
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the
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Discounts
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Teachers.

Deviation in Price.

MENDELSSOHN

GRAND, SQUARE and UPRIGFIT PIANOS

contain valuable patents and improve-

ments never before introduced.

Mathushek's
Is the greatest

New

Patent Duplex Overstrung Scale

advance in the history of Piano making, producing the most astonishing

power, richness and depth of tone, and a sustaining singing quclity never before attained,
being a " Grand Piano in a Square Case."

THE MENDELSSOHN UPRIGHTS
They

Manufactory

Lire

are the Finest

America.

pronounced the " Pianos of the Future."

& Warerooms

:

Nos. 490, 492, 494, 496,

57th Street: Nos. 858, 860, 862, 864, 768,

Illustrated

in
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free.

MENDELSSOHN PIANO
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36 (Broadway

,
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CO.,
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Science Gossip.
Additions to Flora Columbiana. Season of 1877
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A Mock nt. Bird Put to Shame
Mary E. Banning.
On a Remarkable New Generic Type of Characins
Prof. Theo.. Gill.
How ro Collect Sea Mosses— From " Louise and'J."
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155
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164
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Our Book Shelf

Cover.

Field and Forest in one Volume.
We

have had a number of copies of the three volumes of Field

and Forest, bound in paper covers, and
The book will be found most useful to the

are prepared to
libraries

fill

orders.

notonjy of

insti-

men, as it contains original articles, descriptions, notes, &c, over the names of J. A. Allen, J. W. Chickering,
jr., Elliott Coues-, W. H. Edwards, Theodore Gill, P. R.
Uhler,
Robert Ridgway, H. A. Hagen, George Vasey, Wm. H. Seaman,
Cyrus Thomas, F. G. Sanborn, H. C. Yarrow, James Milner, E.
Foreman. L. F. Ward, E. M. Schaeffer, H. W. Henshaw, W. W.
Bailey, A. L. Kumlein, Lt. W. L. Carpenter, P. L. Jouy and many
The volume contains 500 pages of matter, upon heavy tinted
others.
book paper, and will be furnished postage free, as long as the paper
Orders for less than the three volumes filled
cover sets last, at $2.50.
Back numbers and single- copies 10 cents each.
at $1.00 per volume.
tutions but of scientific

Send orders

to Charles R.

Dodge, Box 273, Washington, D. C.

FLORA COLUMBIANA.
A

catalogue of plants growing without cultivation in the District of

Columbia.

This

members of

the

is

an octavo pamphlet of 30 pages, prepared by
Naturalist Club, in which 1,195 species

Potomac Side

of plants are enumerated.

bringing the work up
the District,

it

Several pages of addenda have been added,

to date,

and with the addition of the mosses of

forms a complete catalogue of the Botany of the Dis-

Sent by mail postage free on
addenda to first edition furnished at
Dodge, Box 273, Washington, D. C.
trict.

receipt of 25 cents.
5

cents.

Sheets of

Address Charles R.

Catalogue of Birds of the District of Columbia.

An

8vo. pamphlet of 11 pages, prepared by Pierre Louis Jouy, with
Price
remarks on birds of the District by Drs. Coues and Prentiss.
Address Charles R. Dodge, Box 273, Washington, D. C.
10 cents.
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VALE.
earth is beautiful, and we
Life is sweet
This is our last gasp.
We had hoped to survive the
wish to live
but the dream must fade.
chrysalis state of our existence and to emerge ere long a bright and
beautiful butterfly, but insufficiency of food while a helpless latva has so
dwarfed us that our embryo wings will never be unfolded to the light
of day.
Fair in life, we shall be loved in death, and friends will
weep over our shrivelled remains but our epitaph must be written.
Shakespeare says
;

—

—

" An honest

So we
bow and

will

endeavor to

tale

speeds best, being briefly told."

tell

our story in a few words,

make our

best

retire.

It has been thought best to discontinue Field and Forest, for
the present at least -not through lack of contributions or material;
not for want of friends or friendly encouragement, but from insufficient
support through a period of general financial depression.
have
used our utmost endeavors to make the journal a su cess: Its matter

—

We

"has been mainly original, from

contributors of recognized scientific
.standing; printed upon fine book paper from clear type, its appearhas been as attractive as the printer's ait could make it; and though
it has attained a measure of success that has been flattering to us, its
expense has almost doubled its income, the deficiency having been
While understood to
met by draughts on the editor's private purse.
be the organ of the Potomac-side Naturalists' Club, the association
has not contributed a dollar towards its support beyond the subscripWe close the journel with
tions of a few of its members individually.
the last issue of the third volume, regretfully, for the many kind letters and offers of renewals or doubled subscriptions from friends,
convince us that the journal has been appreciated, and, that there
might be a place for it in the future did we feel able to continue its
special support for a year or two longer.
To its many contributors whose names appear upon its pages
we make our best acknowledgments, and to those friends who have
personally interested themselves in its behalf, among whom may be
mentioned Profs. Chickering, Glover, and Seaman, Dr. Vasey, and
Mr. L. F. Ward, we feel most grateful, and only regret that our
united effort has not been crowned with more complete success.
In conclusion the editor begs to say that his only aim has been to
make Field and Forest self supporting, and that he has given his
own time and would have continued to give it both as editor and
publisher, purely as a labor of love, expecting no reward futher than
the pleasure of doing something in the interest of American Science.

—

—

Subscribers in arrears

—

will confer a favor by promptly settlino
burden already heavy may not be made
the more so by the neglect of, to them, a trifle matter.
Please remit

their indebtedness, that our
at once.

—

—

OUR BOOK SHELF.
Butterflies and Moths of North
America.
By Herman Strecker.
8vo. pp. 283. Reading Penna.
1878.

The author lias our best thanks fur a
copy of this really valuable and useful
work, which gives evidence of great labor
in its preparation, and which should be
in the library of every Lepidopterist.

For the the beginner

and

careful

it

instructions

contains minute
for

collecting,

breeding, and preparing for the cabinet,
which are well illustrated. Then follows
a chapter on the structure of butterflies
and moths, also illustrated the terms and
abbreviations used in works on Lepidoptera are then given, and this is followed
by an alphabetical and explanatory list of
localities to which the Lepidopterous fauna
is more or less known ; catalogue of the
American Macrolepidoptera north of Mexico.
This is followed by an index to
catalogue of Macrolepidoptera, Rhophaloceres, the work closing with 75 pages of
Bibliography, with list of authors and their
works cited, elucidating the abreviations
used in the catalogue, with short biographical or antobiographical notes. Price, two
;

dollars.

The American Antiquarian.
voted

De-

American History, Ethnology,

and Archsealogy.
EJited by Rev.
Stephen D. Peet.
Publisl ed by Brooks
Schinkel &
Co.,
Cleveland,
Price, #2.00 per annum.

<

fhio.

We

have received No. 1 and 2 of this
interesting quarterly, making thus far 16
pages.
The table of contents of No. 2
is as follows: A Comparison of the Pueblo Pottery with Egyptian and Creek
1

Ceramics, by Edwin A. Barber.
TradiDeluge, among the tribes of
the Northwest, by Rev. M. Fells.
Descriptions of an Engraved Stone, by |ohh
E. Sylvester, M. D.
Prehistoric Rums
in Missouri.
Gleanings, by S. S. Haldeman. Sketch of the Klamath Language,
by Albert S. Gatschet.
The Location of
the Indian Tribes of the Northwest Territory, by Stepen D.
Peet.
Remarkable
Relics
Leaf Shaped Implements, by
Prof. M. C. Reid.
Perforated Tablets, by
R. S. Robertson.
Recent Explorations
of Mounds. &c.
tions of the

—

Manual of the Vertebrates
Northern United States.
S.

—

Public Documents. The editor begs
leave to acknowledge the following government publications.

to

op-

the

By D.

Jordan, Ph. D. M. D.

Chicago,
Co.
(Large 121110.
Price $2.50.

Jansen M'Clerg

407 pages.)

&

This 'iew edition has been enlarged by

Annual Report Department of Agricui- the addition of nearly one hundred pages,
ttire, for 1877.
The report of Prof. Glover and in it the nomenclature has been
on Hymenoptera, (plates) and article by
Prof. Riley on the Rocky Mountain Locust, (illustrated,) will be found of interest to

naturalists.

From

the Depart-

ment.

brought fully to date of publication
and
all the lately discovered species made
known by our active band of ornithologists
;

The fishes are entirely reare included.
all the genera are fully and
written
exactly characterized, many of them for
;

.First

Animal Report of

EntomoRocky Moun- the
the

Commission on the
tain Locust.
This valuable " contribution " to Entomological literature contains over 770 8vo. pages, in which is
given the vast amount of interesting data
and reliable information collected by the
logical

Commission, numerous fine illustrations,
and a series of superb plates the last
294 pages are devoted to useful appendices.
From the Commission.
;

first time, and the
names used are
those adopted by the Smithsonian Institution, the United States Fish Commission,
and by the Government Surveys. Natural
diagnoses have been in the fishes everywhere substituted for the artificial keys,
the application of which is often unsatisfactory and uncertain.
The work has the hearty approval of
the highest scientific authorites in the land.
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